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OF SAME OPINION STILL

Fine Record In Cement Man
ufacture, Once Hazardous, Superior Court Likely To Be Brief—Deputy Sheriff To Mayor Richardson Adheres To List of City Officials—
Be Tried On Charge of False Arrest
Aldermen Fail To Confirm
Shared At Thomaston

Association Progress Review, issued
King of France went up the hill 1 proposition.
Alderman
Benner
by the Portland Cement Association,
A short session, which possibly may I ton, married at Cambridge. Mass., i The
With twenty thousand men;
gives a complete list ol the 36 mem rot outlast the present week, is pre- ' May 26. 1920: cruel and abusive
The King of France came down the j thought it might be well to ascertain
TOMORROW WEDNESDAY NIGHT
hill.
ber plants of that Association which dieted for the February term of Knox i treatment. Smalley for libellant.
J the cost before turning the proposi
up again.
were awarded safety trophies for 1931, Countv Superior Court which con- L OliveAC ”a’b?Tu of ^land from ' And ne'er went
—Mother Goose Rhymes.
tion down. The upshot of the debate
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL GYM
no lost time or fatal accidents having I
...
Oscar A. O. Malburg of Rockland,!
ADMISSION 25c, 35c
••• ••• •••
been reported for tlie period indi- ’ vened this forenoon. Few civil cases marripd at Rockland Aug. 5, 1918; I Rumors that Mayor Richardson was the appointment of a committee
seem to be in order for trial, and cruel and abusive treatment, extreme was prepared to yield some of the ap consisting of Mayor Richardson and
•••
Great works are performed not ••• cated.
The list shows five additional there is very little criminal business j cruelty and non-support. Libellant pointments to the Republican ma Aldermen Tirrell and Marston which
••• by strength but by perseverance. •••
Johnson.
••• plants with perfect 1931 safety rec on the docket. The traverse jurors asks for custody of Rose and Oscar, jority of the City Government had no will confer with a Chamber of Comords, all of them previous trophy are to report tomorrow instead of i Jr; Smalley
llbal'antfoundation in fact last night for he| merce committee on the proposition,
JR, ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ■
i winners, but which did not qualify
Thursday,
with
an
early
adjournment
from
Larkjn
w
Thorndikp oI Hope. named the same men who had failed
“I have some appointments to make
for award because they have not
ANOTHER
! married at Camden Nov. 27. 1924; ' of confirmation at the January meet- at this time” said the Mayor, and the
The Courier-Gazette has received burned clinker for an aggregate of in view.
Justice George L. Emery of Bidde- cruel and abusive treatment. Mont- ing. and the result was the same.
a copy of “Greater Chicago March,” . six months during the year.
“gallery" pricked up its ears. And
Eighteen new trophies are being
dedicated by permission to the Chi manufactured and will be shipped to ford has come to preside for a sec- i gomerv for libellant.
There was a good sized gallery on! here is what happened:
Refrigeration Technicians
Ruth Bourdonnay from Louis
cago World's Pair Centennial cele the new winners early in the spring. ond time over a Knox County Court.
and is being accorded the warm wel- Bourdonnay of Camden married at hand, part of the crowd being there j city Engineer—R. H. Britt, six
I. O. O. F. HALL
Electric Appliance Repairing
bration to be held in 1933. The lyric The two leading plants in time op- come that was to be expected in view Providence, Aug. 5. 1922: cruel and manifestly to see what action would against confirmation and one in fain other words
is by Agnes Clark Winkler and the erated without accidents each have of the many friends he made when he ; abusive treatment. Montgomery for : be taken in regard to the appoint-j vor
more than five years clear record to
TOMORROW NIGHT
Complete 24-Hour Electrical
i ments. The balance was represented! city Marshal—Almon P. Richardmusic by Jacob Valentine Havener. Jan. 1, 1932. Five other plants have presided at the May term in 1931 libellant.
Service
Marv J. Winslow of Rockland from
Mr. Havener is a native of Belfast clear records exceeding 1000 days. This was also a brief term, it will be i Charles
M.
Winslow
of
Rockland,
] by members of the Chamber of Com- son 5 no> 2 yes.
(Wednesday)
i
and a great-grandson of Jacob Ludwig These records have helped to place recalled
CLARKE-KALER, Inc.
Praver was offered by Rev. Walter married at Rockland. April 2. 1923: ■ merce who wanted to see what atticity physician—Dr. F. O. Bartlett,
Come And Have a Good Time
late of Waldoboro. The march is now i member plants of the Association in S. Rounds, pastor of the Rockland ] cruel and abusive treatment and tude the City Government would take1 5 no 2 ves
TEL. 903-W
ROCKLAND
the
lead
of
all
American
industries
as
Cc’gregational Church.
non-support.
Libellant asks f°i;
regard to certain concessions asked
being heard on all the Chicago to safe operation.
Tax Collector—T. E. McInnis, 6 no,
There
new court
of minorlibellant
child. Margaret, by the
B Boston
u
radio stations, and its fame is rapidly
There ic
is aa new
court messenger
messenger this
mis , custody Tirrell
& Maine Airways,
There are about 185 Portland ce term
1 yes.
ex-Clty Marshal Robert A. Mar.v- iirren for
ior libellant.
nucmuiv
1 '
spreading to other sections of the ment plants in the United States. Webster
Rena S. Whalen from Merle F
The air corporation was representHealth Officer—Dr. J. E. Kent. 6
country. It is also being played in Canada and Mexico, and 36 of them
j married
j a[ |
Charles Cutter, who was pre no, 1 yes.
Deputy Sheriff Granville Bachel- I Whalen of Rockland,
|
as
above
shown,
went
through
the
Canadian, and European capitals.
der of St. George is court crier Owl's Head. Aug. 27, 1924; cruel ai.u sented by Carl H. Sonntag, president
RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
Fire Chief—W. S. Pettee, 7 no.
A march written by R. P. Chase of last calendar year without a lost Denutv Sheriff Jethro D Pense of abus*\e •tr?,*tme"t'
C°nj I of the Chamber
Belfast has found a piace in the time accident.
Assistant Engineer—A. C. McIn
Hone ‘s in rbarge of the grand lufv,! firmed hablts of intoxication
and of thecnamber.
MAJESTIC, PHILCO, LYRIC
Of these, Maine’s only cement mill and later will have the second trav- 1 non-support.
repertoire of Station KYW, the
Libellant asksfor < Mr. Cutter said that Boston
& tosh. 5 no, 2 yes.
is by far the youngest. Less than erse uirv: and Denutv Sheriff A,lie custody of minor child, Betty Lou. ' Maine Airways opened a newavenue
EXPERT REPAIRING ON ALL MAKES
Chicago Examiner station.
Commissioner of Public Works—
four years old. it has had to go
O. Pillsbur" of Camden will have,
for lihellanc
for visitors to Rockland, and proved Benjamin B. Bisbee, 6 no. 1 yes.
How many of your electrical con through the usual process of breaking pHortzp r>f tHp cppAtiri im*v Rhpriff ' Lula, Al. Rhodes from William O. I
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
City Solicitor—E. W. Pike, 5 no. 2
veniences are not lsftor savers simply in men who knew nothing about the Frank F Harding Clerk of Courts Rhodes of Camden, married at Rock- ! so satisfactory last year that the corELECTRICIANS
because you need a duplex conveni business, eliminating the unfit, and Milton M Griffin. Countv Attornev port. May 15, 1915; desertion. Craw- j poration desires to continue the serv- yes.
TELEPHONE 721
ROCKLAND
ence receptacle to-plug into? Have building into a permanent organiza Ensign Otis and Deputy Sheriff Cford for libellant.
] jce. As it will use only land planes
City Auditor—Harold A. Thomas,
13-4f
any number installed at $2.75 each, tion a group who have learned to Earle Ludwlck are at their customary
Sllrl M
of St; °e,or^ from ! this season, airport accommodations I 6 no 1 yes
cash only. A. T. Thurston. Tel. 648 work together as a coherent whole, stations.
Hialmar A. Nelson of St. George,
0
' y
and to make cement without the
city Treasurer—J. E. Stevens, 6 no,
Rockland.
14-15
Arthur H. Whitman of Portland is married at Rockland; cruel and are necessary, and in this connection
useless sacrifice of life and limb.
the corporation asks to be provided i yes.
Ten years ago. cement manufac the court stenographer for this term abusive treatment and gross and
The traverse juries, as this naner j confirmed habits of intoxication, with two runways of the cross T or LI A cemetery bequest of $200 for the
ture was one of the most hazardous
I Libellant asks for
to resume type, each 2000 feet long. One would j care 0( the Roscoe Staples lot in
of all industries. Today it is the went to press were being drawn ; her former name ofright
Siiri M. Stein.
safest, and its methods of accident- from this list:
be inadequate, as it does not come. Achorn cemetery was referred to the
Rockland i O-B Butler for libellant.
prevention are used as a model by Mrs. Anna H Bickford
Grace E. Wilson of Port Clyde within the Department of Commerce park committee.
Rockland
Georep
F
Bird.
the
National
Safety
Council
and
by
A Made-To-Measure Suit with Extra Trousers
Vinalhaven 1 from Allison P. Wilson of Port Clyde, regulations. The runways must be
The petition of Myron E. Young
Reuben Carver,
other large manufacturers.
Camden married at Martinsville May It, 1930; in readiness by June 1st.
’ and 18 others asking for the acceptfames
M
Chandler,
as low as $25.00
The wonderful results achieved al
cruel
and
abusive
treatment.
Libel

Rockland
the local plant are a fitting testi Harold F Coombs,
Mr. Cutter called attention to the; ance of Dunton avenue as a public
North Haven lant asks for custody of minor child,
.Made by the International Tailoring Co. and that means
monial to the unremitting efforts of William R. Dole,
city’s right tc condemn land for air- way was referred to the public works
Allison P., Jr. Miles for libellant.
Appteton
David
Fsancv.
Messrs. J. G Thompson, chief chem
Good Linings and Tailoring
Gladys M. Moon of Rockland from port purposes, and said that a few' committee and hearing will be
Owl’s Head
ist. and O. E. Wishman, safety en- Oeorge Haskell.
Hope Allen B. Moon of Bristol, married at hundred feet adjacent to the Curtiss ordered.
, gineer. They are the men who are Mrs. Emile Hobbs,
Rockland Rockland, Dec. 4, 1926; cruel and airport might be necessary. The unC. A. HAMILTON
primarily responsible for the fact fra G. Larrabee,
To the public works committee also
Washington abusive treatment, extreme cruelty
that in the past year no man working William W. Light,
29 CHESTNL'T STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 986-J
employed
could
be
used
in
the
develj
went
the matter of a public landing
and
non-support.
Libellant
asks
for
Vinalhaven
| fer the Lawrence Portland Cement George McDonald.
14-lt
Thomaston custody of minor children Ellison B., opment of the runways.
float. The one which has done servCompany can say that his emplov- George K. Mitchell,
Camden Alice M. and Walter W. Jones for
Mayor Richardson said that in view] ice there was so badly damaged in a
| ment has caused him a lost-time acci fob H. Montgomery.
Rockland libellant.
dent. and no family dependent on the Charles H. Morey.
of the city's proposed retrenchment it recent storm that its days appear to
St George
earnings of any cement plant worker John Morris. Jr.,
was in no position to finance such a be numbered.
IN FATAL ACCIDENT
Rockport
has lost their bread-winner through fames Morton.
Rockland
Ininrv or death arising from his occu Robert M. Packard,
A despatch from Attleboro, Mass.,
Warren
Charles A. Pease,
pation.
CHARLES I. DAVIS
THE GOVERNORSHIP
Rockland ! ln Sunday’s Boston Globe said:
Harold J. Philbrook.
Rockport ! “Orrett F. Robinson. 45, of ThomPrizes will be given at the barn Mrs Mildred V. Rhodes.
Warren Aston. Me., a school teacher, was Sudden Death of World War Five Democrats In Field—
dance tomorrow night at Pete Ed Milton Robinson,
Friendship I flned S3° Saturday in District Court
ward's new barn, upper Limerock Job C. Simmons.
Veteran At Home in South
Union on a charge of operating a motor veLinnell Not To Enter Re
street.
Dance every Wednesday John C. Simmons
South
Thomaston
|
hide
so
as
to
endanger
lives
and
Lewis
Simmons.
! night this month.—adv.
Thomaston
publican Race
Cushing I safety. The charge was brought in
Nelson F. Spear.
Mrs'. Evelyn M. Tewksbury. Camden consequence of the accident Dec. 21
Charles I. Davis, a well known resi- I With the announcement that
Charles C. Wall.
St. George in North Attleboro, in which Rob
The EZE-Way Liquid Wax, Easy to Apply—No
Junior Class Presents
Maynard Wentworth.
Thomaston ison’s automobile struck Patrick dent of The 'Keag suffered a heait Mayor F Harold Dubord of WaterFrederick Perry's
Expensive Equipment—Good Looking
The cause cclebre at this time will J. McCarthy, 63, of this city causing attack Saturday afternoon as the re- ville wiU seek the nom‘natio" for
suit nf
u
u
•
governor there are now five Demobe the civil case of Herbert L. Tuttle fatal injuries.”
suit of exert on caused by chopping crals in the flpld lhough for ^6
Quick Drying
of Thomaston vs. Deputy Sheriff
ood. He iallied during the day and reason the Maine dailies do not apLOCAL THEATRES
Perley B. McPhee of Boothbay Har
was feeling the ill effects but slightly pear to have discovered that there art
Apply EZE-WayLiquid Wax and in 20 minutes you
bor, in which the plaintiff seeks
A chorus of mixed voices giving
when he retired. Sunday morning but four. They have said that Paul
damages in the sum of $3000 for hav
Park Theatre
selections both new and old
when his young grandson Albert C. Thurston of Bethel was consider
have a handsome waxed floor—no polishing neces
ing been arrested without a warrant
An entertainment no one can
“The Unexpected Father” is the called him, there was no response and
the matter, but while this was
and incarcerated in a filthv jail. At Wednesday and Thursday feature at the puzzled child went home to re ing
afford to miss
sary. For Hardwood Floors, Linoleums, Rubber
the time of the arrest, which was on the Park. The film, co-starring Slim port that his grandfather wouldn't being said his nomination papers
were in circulation here as stated by
THURSDAY, FEB. 4
the charge of larceny of $900 from Summerville and Zasu Pitts concerns wake up.
Tile, Etc.
this paper and in the Boston Globe.
R. H. S. AUDITORIUM
Nellie Brackett, he was emnloved at the embarrassing situation of a newThe deceased was a widely known
Mayor Dubord said: “I hope that
8.00 P. M.
Island
Inn.
Monhegan.
When
the
j
ly-rich
bachelor
who
finds
a
strange
engineer, employed at the my active affiliation with the Demo
Ask Us For Details
Students 25c
Adults 35c case came to trial, an arrest warrant , young |ady of four years ca]|i
h(n, marine
time of his death by the Vinalhaven cratic party for nearly 20 years and
13-15
meantime having been served, he was daddy," and quite adamant about it. Ac Rockland Steamboat Co. During my experience in governmental af
acquitted.
j The child, played by Hollywood's the World War Ije served as an ensign fairs may appeal to the Democratic
Tuttle is also plaintiff in a suit
suit j npwest kid-star, Cora Sue Collins, on the Satilla, cruising in the First men and women of the State."
His
counsel
igainst Nellie Brackett.
plays havoc with the scheduled mar Naval District.
It is claimed in his behalf that he
is L. R. Camnbell of Rockland.
riage of the bachelor to a scheming
He was an expert, at tits vocation ; played an important part in the reTwo
naturalization
cases
will
be
i
g
O
i
d
_
d
jgg
er
while
a
nurse
from
the
I
MAIN
ST.
Rockland
408 Main Street
Tel. 791
heard Wednesday—the petitioners | dQg hospital Miss pjtts js recrujtPd and very popular with his associates nef of the unemployed and that he
ROCKLAND
EVERY WEDNESDAY for citizenship being Etta McK v, qUjtP (,v mjstake, bv the millionaire After the war he was in the merchant I put city paupers to work at $2 a day;
marine service and visited numerous ] also that the passage of the new bank
14-16
Vv
-f-4v v v v v vv v v v v v v v v
8.30 o’clock
Hall of St. George and Henry Kon io ,
qUejj
confusion.—adv.
foreign ports. He was a member of i tax law was his achievement,
of
Rockport.
j
....
the Masonic fraternity.
j
....
in Pete Edwards’
This afternoon there is a hearing
Mr. Davis is survived by one son. r
,
Strand Theatre
before Judge Emery, in which the
Albert: and by one daughter, Mrs.?
L,nnc" Out Of H
New Bam
William Powell, whose place among Wendell Smith, who resides in Rosparties are Judge of Probate M T.
Expressing a desire to be the Oov! Crawford, and Mattie B. Cunning- the few really great actors of the lindalc. Mass
ernor of Maine and indicating that he
Upper Limerock Street
screen has been won by many con
(ham appellant.
_ __________
, will seek the office "but not at this
Music by
sistently fine characterizations, ap
— — —. f, time," William S. Linnell of PortFollowing is a list of the divorce pears in “The Road to Singapore." |
i land, mentioned frequently as a
Clark Island Orchestra !, entries
Wednesday and Thursday
since the November term:
! 117 ICIHllfTAU
/"• I strong possibility to seek the Repub
14T23
His role of Hugh Dawltry—suave
Bernice A. Wolcott of Rockland
lican nomination for Governor in the
from Roger M. Wolcott of Hartford, and worldly idler, who. for reasons to
From Our Correspondent
June primaries, in a formal state
j Conn., married at Rockland June 17, himself best known, spends his days
ment Sunday removed himself from
1924; cruel and abusive treatment in the jungle-haunted town of Khota
any participation in the gubernatorial
in
Ceylon
—
is
his
most
forceful
por

Washington, p. C.—Not much race this year. Six Republicans have
and non-support. Libellant asks for
trayal
We
see
him
first
aboard
a
longer perhaps mav Neighbors Smith thus far declared themselves candi
custody of minor child, Carol Ann.
steamer returning from England to and Brown of Rockland argue con dates for the Governorship in the
33 Union St., Camden, Me Pike for libellant.
the
tropical
island
—
where
h«
meets
tentedly as to which had the coldest June primaries.
George R. Bickford of Camden
TEL. 628
from Femande Bickford of Le Havre, Philippa, an English girl, bound to weather last night. The Depart
Mr. Linnell expressed reluctance
Ceylon
to
marry
Dr.
March.
Though
ment of Agriculture, consulting with not to enter the race prompted, he
Roast Duck Dinner,
85c j France, married in France April 8,
Dawltry
’
s
attentions
are
not
success

the U. S Weather Bureau, very heart- j explained, by the thought of his many
Roast Chicken Dinner,
85c ! 1921; desertion. Perry for libellant.
Olevia B. Campbell of Owl s Head ful, he manages, upon landing, to lesslv tells how to stop this pastime ' friends and acquaintances who urged
turn
a
wild
tropical
rain
to
good
Here they are, unquestionably
“To avoid arguments about how him to be a candidate for Governor.
Tenderloin Steak Dinner,
85c ] from Frank L. Campbell of Rockeffect—when he causes the jinricksha cold c how hot it is." savs the De
the greatest radio values that
Lobster Plate Dinner,
85c J land, married at Owls Head Nov. 14, men to bring the girl to his bungalow partment, "hang your thermometer His decision not to be a candidate
was arrived at, he said, when it be1 1915; desertion. Libellant asks for
on the north side of the house in a ’ame obvious that a man appeared in
have ever been offered.. Super
custody of minor children, Russell J. In the forest.
Salads, Stews, Sandwiches
Philippa is duly married to March, sheltered place, such as a porch, and the East having the substantial and
and William P. Wilbur for libellant.
Lunches
heterodynes both... the latest
Raynold H. Tibbetts of Rockland who neglects her shamefully but be sure It is an Inch or two away general support of all groups in the
13-14
for
his
patients. from the wall.”
Model R-i
East.
achievements of "Radio Head
from Frederica Tibbetts of Rockland, thoughtlessly
The weather bureau, which has had !
| married March 7, 1928; cruel and Gradually the spell of the tropics
TablemodelSuperhetemdjne.
the lonely wife, and the ample experience in the behavior of
quarters”.
One May Withdraw
] abusive treatment. Libellant asks overcomes
7 tubes, including Pentode
promises of Dawltry influence her.
MILK INSPECTOR NOTICE
We want you to see these ex
] for custody of minor child, Cynthia The voung and naive sister of the thermometers—it has about 5000 dis
Either Frank P. Washburn or Ai
and Super Control RadioIn accordance with the Maine Re Ruth. Wilbur for libellant.
.u
.
.
.
, fred K. Ames will retire from the Redoctor—delightfully played by Marian
Irons with MicroToneControl.
traordinary values. We want
vised Statutes, Chapter 39, Sec
Bessie G. Tinker of Rockland from Marsh—unsuccessfully tries to win gets the most accurate records ot ; publican gubernatorial race within
temperatures
in
a
covered
or
screened
(hc nfxt
weeks
tion
9,
notice
is
hereby
given
that
j Harvey J. Tinker of Swan's Island,
you to hear them, and marvel
the Municipal Officers of the City married at Dover, N. H., March 10, Dawltry’s love—and keeps secret the inclosure of wood slats which keep off | Augusta rpport Washburn Bwho Js
with us at their tone, their sen
of Rockland have appointed me as 11926; cruel and abusive treatment affair between him and Philippa. rain. sun. snow, and radiation and commissioner of Agriculture and the
Model R-8
Inspector of Milk. C. F. FRENCH. ! and adultery. Libellant asks for The young wife finally plans to leave also allow free air circulation.
first Republican to announce his can
sitivity and selectivity. And 8-tube table model Super
bv boat for Singapore with Dawltry—
The prooosed two-cent tax en didacy for Governor and Ames, a re
11T17
custody of minor children. Edith M. who. for the first time touched with
checks
and
suggested
reductions
in
heterodyne
with
Automatic
finallv, we want you to look
and Virginia R. Smalley for libel real love—warns her of his own the pay of federal employes are two tired lumber dealer of Machias, will
Volume Control, Micro Tone
lant.
into
the
Lack,
<5
ee
the
visible
fickleness. It is then that the hus subjects that have aroused interest get together in the near future and
LoWnief
Control and Pentode.
Edna C. Jones of Camden from band realizes what he has done and among the citizens of the second con decide which is to remain in the race,
proof of lasting quality that is
Andrew W. Jones of Glenwood Plan- the story sweeps to a dramatic and gressional district of Maine. On the story goes.
TERMS Th Si ft
; tation, married at Camden Feb. 23, j unpxpectcd climax.-adv
built into RCA Victor radios,
these matters Representative Part
1924; cruel and abusive treatment j
____________
ridge has received a number of com YOUR FAVORITE POEM
reliable insurance of your get
and non-support. Perry for libel- i can’t GET ALONG WITHOUT IT munications. They protest against
[ lant.
I
_____
ROMANCE
both propositions.
ting the best there is, and the
Benjamin F. Fry of Thomaston
ls aiways pleasing to receive the
make you brooches and toys for
The check tax plan has aroused I will your
delight
most for your money.
! from Genevieve A. Fry of Thomas- | commendations of friends. From protest in other sections of New Eng
at morning and star-shine
Mrs. Elizabeth Crocker Boynton of land. particularly in Western Massa Of bird-sonar
at night.
Lexington, Mass., comes this mes chusetts where there are also a num I will make a palace fit for you and me.
sage: “I hardly know how we could ber of paper mills which make ttte Of green days ln forests and blue days at
sea.
get along without The Courier-Ga paper on which checks are litho
Such Good Food
zette. I read every word in it, ads graphed. Representatives of these I will make my kitchen, and you shall
keep your room.
and all. and especially when I find mills have claimed, for one thing, that
white flows the river and bright
anything about my friends or family the tax would result in the use of Whereblows
the broom.
it
becomes
doubly
welcome."
cash
payments
instead
of
payments
And
you
shall wash your linen and keep
Watts
Hall,
Thomaston
A11 Home Cooking
your body white
by check and that this situation in
Specials Served Daily
at morning aud dewfall at
turn would mean more payroll mur In rainfall
ROLLINS A STRONG
night.
TONIGHT
ders and hold-ups.
Try our 25, 35, 5Oc Dinners
Electrical Contractors
The latest unofficial word from And this shall be for music when no one
31 Suffolk Street,
Rockland
LADIES’ NIGHT
is near
the House ways and means commit The else
Phones
824-M
and
1009-W
fine song for singing, the rare song
Representing the complete line of R. C. A. Victor Products in
tee.
which
is
shaping
up
a
new
tax
to hear!
All kinds of Electric Wiring, Repair
LADIES ADMITTED FREE
Opposite Perry’s Market
bill, is that the proposal for a check That only I remember, that only you
Work on Electrical Applianres. etc. tax is likely to be dropped. It was
admire,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
broad road that stretches and the
KIRK’S BAND
Appliances Called For and Delivered. urged by Secretary of the Treasury Of theroadside
Service:
5 A. M. to 7 P. M.
fire.
14-tf
Mellon.
—Robert Louis Stevenson.
BOYS AND GIRLS

ELECTRIC
WIRING

OLD FOLKS’ DANCE

A SUIT SALE

FLOOR WAXING
MADE EASY

OLD NEW ENGLAND
CHOIR

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
inj*

SILSBY’S

BARN DANCE

New Notes oi Val1ue

fTom ’’Radio Headquarter^

! WASHINGTON, D.C.|

WADSWORTH INN

46

75

Come in for a Demonstration

at PENOBSCOT GRILL

Maine Music Store

PENOBSCOT GRILL

DANCE

Weeping may endure for a night,
but joy cometh in the morning.—
Ps. 30:5.

NELSON B. COBB
Dean of Rockland Merchants
Dies—More Than 70 Years

Main Street Figure

With the passing of Nelson Bick
ford Cobb who died at his home on
Main street late Friday night the city
loses a man whose name was synony
mous with its most important busi
ness interests. With nearly 71 years
of service behind him he was easily
the dean of Rockland merchants and
as such he will be greatly missed by
shoppers representing several genera
tions.
Mr. Cobb had nearly attained his‘
86th birthday. Born in Rockland his
more than four score years were spent1
here, and he was an important factor
in shaping the city’s business affairs.
fire work was at “hooking on
. .
lime" a process connected with the
loading of lime coasters of that day.!
It was an occupation boys sought.
to earn spending money, but of the

Howard Carroll returned Sunday
to Boston University after spending
a week with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
' Walter Carroll.
i William Ingraham was at home
from University of Maine for a few
days last week.
The World Wide Guild will meet (
this Tuesday evening with Misses
Geraldine and Mildred Page, Pleas
ant street. Members are asked to
take sewing equipment and patch- j
work pieces.
Ralph Blakely. Charles Rhodes, ’
with H. B. Bowes and Fred Llnniken
of Rockland went to Boston Friday to
attend the automobile show, return
ing late Saturday.
Mrs. Annie Small and daughter
Helen were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Small in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Dean are ill
from grippe at their home on West
street.
Mrs. Minnie Weed who has been
„__ .
,
! spending several weeks with her J
Charles Adams Perry, Camden Law- ?
*
Marshall E. Reed at
£Roxbury was called home last week

St’k the Republican Nomination
on account of the illness of her
For County Attorney
brother Charles Jones in Thomaston.
The Saturday Night Club was en
tertained at the home of Mrs. Lida
CAMDEN
Champney.
Regular meeting of Harbor Ligkt
will
Megunticook Encampment
Encampment in Chapter. O.E.S., will be held this
I Tuesday evening with the newly inBelfast Thursday night.
1 stalled officers filling the stations.
Harry Baker of Brewer is the I Mrs. Ralph Wilson is confined
_____ _ to
guest of his mother Mrs. Alice Baker. jlpr dpd from an attacij 0[ grippe.,
M^nl£ street
Rock,and is ■ The <luarterly meeting of the LinMlss ,F.lora
I coin baptist Association will be held.
visiting Mi. and Mrs. J. CFuh.
next
the Rockport Baptist
Masonic Assembly at Masonic hall Church beginning al 10 a. m. and
Thursday night with music by continuing through the afternoon and
Dca".s °^®,traWeed has returned evening. In past sessions the greater
s^has
tne pastors, but this time the laymen
$3.50 a week that this young boy re- been for observation,
and laywomen will furnish much of
ceived he saved all but 50 cents. This
The annual meeting of the Cam- the program, among the speakers be
was true when he engaged as a store
District^ Nuremg^ Association ing Deacon Arthur Walker and Miss
clerk—of the $5 a week wages $4 was hoU£p Saturday> at 2 o'clock. A full Helen Dunbar of the Rockport
Church. The pastor, G. F. Currier,
put in bank. This policy of thrift attendance is desired as important will deliver the welcoming address,
marked his whole life. “Saving it.” business
transacted,
■siness is to
io be
oe in™™™
promises to be an interesting and
The annual installation of Camden prPfi ublp sessiOn. Dinner and suphe used to say, “is the secret of suc
Lodge. K.P.. was held Monday ee
jU bp furni£bpd by the ladies ol
cess in making money."
| ning and these officers were installed *hp church
His introduction to Rockland's mer- by District Deputy Grand Chancellor
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Spear enter
cantile affairs came in the form of a John D. Mitchell of Friendship. C.C. tained the Nitsumsosum Club with
Alvin
Wiggin;
V.C..
Nathan
B.
Hop

their husbands ’at supper and bridge
clerkship with the late O. S. Andrews
kins; prelate,
prelate, nu»\diu
Howard Page. rs..
K. ui
of rv.
R.
Kins,
nvaninn
who kept a book store opposite the and g w A Smith; M of F„ L. A.
® Q Pg;
E.
B.
Putnam
left Monday morning
foot of Limerock street. From there Haj;: M of e , Arthur A. Davis; M.
he went to the employ of Cobb. Wight of W . Fred Gregory; M. of A., John
dayS at hlS °ld h°m®
& Case, where he remained a few Johnson; LG. Harry Sylvester; OG. Mr and MfS Russell Staplps are
years. His next move brought hint ECrved at g.30. The installation was receiving congratulations on the birth
of a son last Friday.
into touch with the form of trade private.
Due to unfavorable weather a small
which was destined to become his
Fred Thomas has returned from audience witnessed the R.HS. senior
life’s vocation—the dry goods busi- the Deaconess Hospital in Roxbury.
Colors" at Town hall Friness
Wh6re hC haS b6en £ Veral day, but those who braved the ele-

*

annual Wa.uuon o< sea.® ““£3* »

He found a valued preceptor in W. Chapter, was held Monday (icniiig performance.
It was ofthe
meloO. Fuller. Sr., who back in 1844. had aJ*d °®Cje” ,PSped
b'° th? drama type,combining comedy.

transformed into a dry goods store in marshal: Worthy matron, Alice Bur1861 One of his earliest employes kett, worthy patron, Benjamin Burwas Nelson B. Cobb, and in 1871 they kett; associate matron Lillian Shaw;
formed a partnership which existed
w" ker?B tre^urer".
retary, Louise Walker; treasurer,
for a long period of years under the Myrtle Sherman; conductress, Kathwell known title of Fuller & Cobb.
, erine Boynton; associate conductIn 1881 the concern moved to The ress,
Smith;
Alley; Ruth
marshal.
Ethelchaplain,
Anderson;Mary
orx,
, ,, ,
Alley;
marshal.
Ethel
Anderson;
orPuHor- Adah.
irfoh Elizabeth
viiTQhorb
Brook, occupying the double store i gaaist, Cora Calder;
the Farwell Opera House block. Calder;
Ruth, Helen Leighton;
which is now Masonic Temple. In Esther. Blanche Bishop; Martha.
1891 Frank W. Fuller and Ernest C.
Electa. Florence
, ... ■ .
Pendleton; warder, Edithe Bennett;
Davis were admitted to partnership. Eentinel jerrv Abbott.
Refresh-

as a young lawyer, and Thalice Spear
as Miss Violet, were in the leading
roles, and supported by an excellent
__ _______
cast. Geraldine Page as the
colored
maid furnished a large part of the
comedy. Others who took part were j
Edith Riley as Miss Whitney, aunt of j
Violet; Louise Sherer. as Ethel Beggs.
^c,r®taJast0T
^vin^ln^S'
Tolman as Louise Devins, and Caro
lyn Graffam as Margery Astor,
friends of Violet; Maurice Turner, a
coUege bov Vere Crockett as
a youT

Maurice Miller as Inspector Burke, a
detective. Each gave such natural

Comique Theatre!
,», „tet.myth, ground
part of the second floor. As new departments were added, business
increased correspondingly, until to-

‘‘ON MY SET'

ROCKPORT

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_______
Rockland, Me.. Feb. 2. 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
who on oath declares that he ls Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of his paper of
Jan. 30. 1932, there was piinted a total
of 6807 copies.
W H. BUTLER.
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day
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th. .„ed„ „ „„
Kor> T
Thursday ..Surrender;- Friday. Wil- Farmer who coached the students.
,ia;r! parnum jn "Ten Nights in a Vere Crockett was stage director and I
Bar Room/' Saturday. Buck Jones
b^rtT Strand,

HONORS DIVIDED
R. H. S. Boys Won From

Camden—Girls Lose First
League Game in I 4 Years

The Rockland boys' basketball
team took undisputed possession of
the lead in the Knox and Lincoln
League here Friday night by a de- !
cisive victory over the Camaen High
quintet by a 36 to 7 score. The Cam- j
In these days with a great
den High girls' outfit made up for
war looming threateningly in the
the boys' defeat, however in forcing
Orient a iadio is more of a nethe local sextet to drop before a 27
ccseity than a luxury. The gist
to 24 score. This is the first time
of the all important news is re
since 1918 that the local lassies have
ceived in that manner many
lost a league tilt, and by virtue of
hours before it appears in the
victory the visitors go into the sundaily papers.
berth in the feminine division of the
league.
The boys' sixth victory of the sea
“Lincoln's Dueuf’ is the title
son came after the Camden hoop- 1
of the playlet which will be
men had got away to a flying start i
broadcast by the regular Soconyby scoring in the flrst few seconds
land Players at 8 D. m. Feb. 8
of play on a long shot. They did |
from Station WEEI. Bringing
not maintain the lead long, however, I
Charles Webster back to his
as tlie Rockland sharpshooters found j
most famous radio role, that of
the basket for several goals in the
Abraham
Lincoln, "Lincoln’s
flrst quarter, taking the lead at this
Duel" will tell a story little
point, and never being in danger of
known to any except those who
being overcome throughout the re- ;
have made a study of Lincolnimainder of the fray.
ana. It concerns an incident in
The locals had their customary stars
the courtship of thc Civil War
in Flanagan and McAlary, with the
President, an incident of romance
former carrying off the scoring
and adventure, a near tragedy
honors for the evening with a total !
that was saved by the Humor of
of 14 markers, while the defensive '
Lincoln and his friends.
work of the latter was outstanding. 1
The floorwork of Treneer and Mor- ;
Scathing denunciation of war
rison was good at times.
was heard from many pulpits
The Camden girls’ aggregation also !
Sunday. “I hate war," declared
got away to a flying start, as did the
Rabbi Harry Levy in his broad
boys, and again the Rockland team
cast over WNAC, “and never
overcame the margin to lead the
again will I sanction it”—a
Megunticook Towners at the end of
statement which he proceeded to
the first period by a 6 to 3 count.
modify somewhat as the sermon
With the score at 12 to 12 just be
progres-sed. In the evening I lis
fore the close of the first half Edna
tened to a service in Charlotte
Howard dropped in two free throws
town, Prince Edward Island, as
to give the locals a lead of two j
broadcast over CHCK,
The
points at half time.
preacher said that Canada was
In the last two periods the Camdei)
loyal to the crown, but that there
team played much better ball than
were many in that section who
did the Rockland outfit and obtained j
would go to prison rather than
a lead which was very comfortable af
go to war again, and he urged
the three-quarter mark. In the final
that heed be given to the dis
period Miss Howard missed several
armament proceedings.
shots, and the locals were unable to
overcome the visitors’ margin.
Mrs. E. B. Rowell of 341 Madi
The work of the Camden forwards
son avenue, Skowhegan, writes
C. Thomas and N. Thomas was the
to the editor of "On My Set:”
high light in the Camden machine
“If you have map and log put out
as was the work of Dwinal at the
by Cunningham Radio Tube Co.
pivot position. Rockland had ont
you will find KPWF is in West
star in her defeat, Ruby Sundstrom.
minster, Calif., and is operated
the midget sidecenter whose work in
on 1490 kilocycles. I wonder if
the center zone was the big feature
many log A'AS, Glace Bay, N. S.
of the game.
They certainly put on fine pro
The summary;
grams.
I also get XEI and
Boys' Game
XEB.”
Rockland
I have been fortunate enough
G
F
P
to log VAS on several occasions
Knowlton, rf ................. 5
0 10
and agree with Mrs. Rowell that
Pellicane, rf ................. 10
2
it gives an excellent broadcast.
La Crosse, If ................... 3
2 8
As listed it is one of the most
Armata, If ....................... 0
0 0
powerful stations east of New
Flanagan, c ..................... 6
2 14
York.
Connon, c ......................... 0
0
0j
Freeman, lg ..................... 1
0 2
Bulbs which had begun to
Thomas, lg ....................... 0
0 0
sprout during the mild weather
Shepherd, lg ................... 0
0
0i
should be mulched with peat
McAlary, rg ................... 0
0 0
mo: s, according to Breck, the
Dailey, rg ......................... 0
0 0
seed man, who broadcasts over
WEEI from 7.3(1 to 7.50 Sunday
36
16
night.
Camden
P
F
The experiences of Count Von
2
Morrison, rg .........
1
0
Luckner, German sea raider,
0
0
Melvin, rg ..................... 0
were told in a Sunday evening
0
Alexander, lg ................ 0
0
broadcast. His description of
0
2
Redman, c ..................... 1
the battle of Jutland and tribute
0
2
Treneer, If ..................... 1
to the bravery of the British j Prince, rf ....................... 0
1
1
were high lights.
, Brown, rf ....................... 0
0
0

day the firm of Fuller-Cobb-Davis lnHB^n^y
b
thi^
k Louise Sherer publicity manager,
occupies tbe entire space of this (o“w™sh^'on D C where he will
1,1 makln« up the pr°8ram °f ‘he
block, which is regarded as one of spend —, ,,e£k, '

the best in Maine.
_ ____
introduced a few' more social events
And this concern Mr. Cobb had yQp THF
than in former years and on last Frirepresented in the capacity of salesday afternoon one of these designated
man. buyer, general manager and
Method—dies' Aid supper
president.
Work and persistence which was t0 have
held Wed.
pulnam Tbe flrst half of the '
were two traits which brought him nesday night has been postponed.
afternoon session was devoted to the
to the head of the firm. For a long
-------, r€gUiar business routine and the
Deriod of vears he went semi-annual- There will be a meeting of the reading of an interesting paper by
iv
tn thp
markets where
Fire Plrp
Department
. Linthel
Lane
on and
Florida.
Then
ly to
the Boston
Boston markets
wnere he
ne Rockland
at thp Cpntral
g.ation tonight
at . Mrs
came
the social
hour
the Eerving
was known as a shrewd and success- 0'C[0ck
o{ re{re£hments, a feature of which
ful buyer. As a salesman he had
-------[ was an attractive birtnday cake
large clientele, and was known perWallace “Turkey" Kent is radio made by Mrs. Alice Gardner. Among
sonallv to hundreds of customers in officer on the S. S. Eastern Sword, the 25 present w-ere two honorary
!«• which sailed Monday from Searsport members, Mrs. Kate Sherman and
the surrounding territory.
Last
Nor{oIk Va
Mrs Annie Gardner. Mrs. W. H.
June he retired from the active man-------! Hahn of Friendship, sister of tne
agement of the firm’s affairs, being
justice George L. Emery and hostess, was a special guest. The
succeeded as president by Albert S. Court Stenographer A. H. Whitman event was in honor of the 31st birthPptorvin whose wife is Mr Cobb's are registered at The Thorndike day anniversary of the club. The
Peterson whose wife isi Mr good
.
»hg
Qf Rnox County next meeting on Feb. 5 will be held
adopted daughter, and who had ie guperjor court
, at the home of Marion Weidman,
.sided with the family since childhood.,
'_____
j
....
Mr. Cobb retained his position on the
The average temperature for
Mrs. Cora E. Paul
board of directors, and his interest January was 11 degrees higher than
Funeral services were held Friday
in the
last.s J’dajly
£ar' according
to C.read
M.. afternoon
Bowes
& Crozier
m
the firm's
firms affairs
affairs was
was shown
shown bv
o Lawry
thermometer
IoR. fof at the
Cora
£ paul
who paruicd
the fact that he was almost a daily ings The on]y snowstorm of con. Wedn2sday at Camden Community
visitor at the store until stricken five sequence was that of Jan. 2.
Hospital w’here she was taken a week.
weeks ago with what proved to be his
------i ag0, following a long illness at her
final illness
1)0 a busy wee*c Jor
home. Mrs. Paul was born at Ells““c
t , ,,
basketeers of Rockland High School. worth but for the past 45 years had
boys' and girls’ teams. Tomorrow’ reSid{:d in Rockport. Her husband.
Mr. Cobb had few connections night Rockport gives battle in the clarence E Paul, was for a time
aside from his business. He attended local gym and Friday night Coach postmaster at Rockport and later
'
the First Baptist Church
and- -------------was a Sturtevant,
Sturtevant will
will hrinobring his
his Thnmastnn
Thomaston register of deeds at Rockland. He
. .
,
High teams here. There will be a was also engaged in business for sev
member of the society and Mens dance after the Friday game.
eral years. Mrs. Paul assisting him.
-------League. He was also a director ol'
After his death Mrs. Paul was em
the Security Trust Company.
The painters' camp in Nobleboro ployed
____in Camden until the time of
A busv life has been fulfilled. Mr. was ,he scene of a happy gathering jjer iast illness. She was a charter
nnhh livpri t„ see his business befor the eight davs prior t0 last Sat’ memberof Harbor Light Chapter,
Cobb lived to see hi.
urday—participants in the outing ‘ o ES-and a member of Megunticook
come one of the largest department b?ing Freeman Perry. Alton Perry. Grange, Camden. Besides a brother
stores in New England, with a large Pat Sweeney, Edgar Crockett. Frank she ieaVes a sister, Mrs. Maude
clientele of summer resident patrons Perry, Arnold Allen and Harold L. ciappham of Eoston. Rev. G. F.
„
tnnnri the establishment rich in Karl- Mr- Karl s family was there i currier officiated at the services and
who found the establishment rich in for thc weekend
pickerel fishing , ^terment was -in Achorn cemetery,
certain stocks that metropolitan was one
tbe cbie{ diversions. The Rockland.
» ♦ » »
stores did not carry. Mr. Cobb had painters found the fish running unbeen the means of furnishing work usually large, and just to prove it
William F. Clough
. ...
,, t.
j
somebody caught one which tipped
for literally hundreds of clerks du
thp sca]es at Qlree pounds seven
William F. Clough, 74, for the past
ing his long career, and they found, ounces, honest weight. The outdoor ten years caretaker at the summer
him a kindly and considerate em- attractions also included hunting. home of Mrs. C. W. Henry, Beau
I When night came on and darkness champ
„ , Point, died
, Friday, failing to
p'°'cr'
,
.
o
o erspread the land fire was started rally from a serlous operatIon whlch
The funeral services Sunoay after- jn thp oppn gratp pjpes wprp H
he underwent several days ago. Mr.
neon were attended in body by every- pd> and awestricken knights of the , Clough was born in Rockport, son of
bedv connected with the Fuller-Cobb- brush listened to sea yarns as spun ' William and Lucy Vannah Clough.
nnvis store and bv manv other citi-, by Pat Sweeney. Freeman Perry and a.nd had spent the greater part of his
Davis store, ana ov many om r c
perrv who have nnimrteri Ilfe here- He was a member of Knox
7-ns. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of
many’ ^.lps Qf Atlant,p Ocpan Lodge of Odd Fellows and Knights of
First Baptist Church officiated. in thf. cours? of thcir careers. The I pythias in Rockland. Surviving rela'rb-'-" was a very impressive floral painters have been going over to j ^yes are h*®
^rs. Mary Pillsbury
disD'a- Edward R. Veazie acted as "l ake View" for 27 winters and Clough, a daughter Mrs. F. C. Pratt,
it one of the best features of a son Arthur of Rockport, and two
usher,' the bearers being representa count
half brothers Dr. Herbert Clough of
the year.
Bangor and Dr. Dexter Clough of
tives of the store ant) Security Trust
Company— Lucien K Green, WilMacistrate i to woman involved in Portland; also three grandchildren.
11am Montgomery. Elmer C. Davis, matrimonial dispute)—“Did you and Funeral services were held Monday
husband quarrel on Friday afternoon from the Bowes & Crozier
Earle McIntosh. J A Jameson and veur
parlors, Rev. F. F. Fowle officiating.
nip^t?"
Jarvis C. Perrv. The Interment was
Wife—“And the next dav pav dav! Burial was in Seaview cemetery,
in Achorn cemetery.
.Certainly not!'—Wall street Journal, Rockland.

Winter colds have country
wide prevalence if one were to
judge iiom the coughing heard
during the Sunday Church
broadcasts.

Selections from “The Red
Mill” will figure in the Jenny
band concert next Sunday night.
Walter Smith’s hand which pro
vides this popular feature will
play in Gloucester tonight at a
concert given under the auspices
of the Lions.

Bob Newhall’s broadcasts of
New Y’ork American news as
given over the Cincinnati Station
WLW are always interesting.
Answering questions as to en
durance matches on roller skates
he toid his invisible audience
the other night that thc present
record was made by a skater at
Rockiand, Me. some years ago.
Maybe some oldtimer remem
bers.
•••
Pope Pius XI will bless radio
listeners of America in an interr.ationai broadcast from St.
Peter's Cathedral Sunday, Feb.
14, at 6 a. m. The occasion will
be the first Sunday in Lent. Pope
Pius will broadcast in Latin, and
the Sistine Choir, perhaps the
foremost cf all Catholic choirs,
will take part.
Four complete operas will be
broadcast over the Y'ankee Net
work during the two weeks' stay
of the Chicago Opera Company in
Bo: ten. Station WAAB will be
th.- key station on Tuesday eve
nings and WNAC Saturday eve
nings. “Carmen" will bc the first
of the series to be broadcast,
stai ting at 8 tonight. In the cast
appear John Charles Thomas, fa
miliar to radio fans, and Louise
Bernhardt of Melrose, Mass., who
has summered in Camden.

Writing from Rochdale, Mass.
G<orge Pierce says:
“Glad to be welcomed to your
corner. I would like to hear from
Mr. Luce who once wrote to this
column. He resides in Union
which by the wav is my native
town. Great DX-ing weather up
here with plenty of results. I am
forxvarding a few more tips and
hope they arc useful. All are
Eastern standard time.
Feb 3: TICR, San Jose, Costa
Rica, 911 k.c„ 4 to 5 a. m.; W’REC,
Memphis, Tenn., 600 k.c., 1 to
2.15 a. m.
Feb. 5: CKOV, Kelowna, B. C.
Canada, 1200 kc., 4 to 6 a. m.:
KGFK. Moorelicad , Minn., 1500
k.c., 2 to 4 a. m,
Feb. 6: CKPR. Fl. Williams.
Ont., Canada 800 k.c., 1 to 4.15
a. m : WHAD, Milwaukee. Wis.,
1»20 kc., 2 to 3 a. m.: KXRO.
Aberdeen, Wash., 1310 k.c., until
Cu.m.
If any of you fans receive these
stations why not let mr know
through this column.

There is a Prudential Policy
for every kind of Life Insurance need

but the

modified 3
Is deservedly popular for Its

WIDE ADAPTABILITY
Modified Whole Life Policy
With Change of Rate at End of Three Years

ANNUAL COST FOR $5000
Annual Annual Prem.
Premium Fourth and
First Three Following
Years
Years
AGE

Net
3d Year
Dividend
Payment
4th Year
Apport’d
for 1932 on this basis

Net
5th Year
Net
Payment
Div.
Payment
6th Year
Apport’d
5th Year
on this basis for 1932 onthis basis

4th Year
Div.
Apport’d
for 1932

20

$60.50

$71.20

$13.20

$58.00

$13.25

$57.95

$13.30

$57.90

30

80.25

94.40

16.90

77.50

16.95

77.45

17.00

77.40

40

115.15

135.45

23.05

112.40

23.10

112.35

23.15

112.30

50

174.90

205.75

33.10

172.65

33.15

172.60

33.25

172.50

(Premium Payable Quarterly, Semi-Annually or Annually)

Ages 13 to

SS

95000 and up

This policy calls for one increase in rate
beginning with the fourth year; but
dividends begin at that time and on the
basis of current experience as indicated
above these dividends are more than
sufficient at all ages to fully offset the
increase in the premium, thus reducing
the cost below the initial rate.

Call the Prudential Office
and get rate for your age

r udenii al
Snaurattrp ffinmpawg nf Atttrrira
EDWARD D. DUFFIELD, President

HOME OFFICE, Newark, N. J.

1
Referee, Mahan. Time, four 8's.
Girls’ Game
Camden High—C. Thomas, rf; N.
Thomas, If; Dwinal, c: Allenwood,
sc; Hendrick, lg; Ware, rg.
“STANDARDS" GO UP
I Jinks—“Well, my kids are taking
Rockland High—Howard, rf; Rob
“What silly question is he asking
inson, if; Breen, c; Mahoney, c;
music
lessons,
and
the
other
day
he
now?"
Sundstrom, sc; Billardo, rg; Mac- Sai dine Canners Of Eastern Maine
sent over an ax with a note saying,' “Oh, he wants to know if you can
Put New Price On Their Product
Allister. lg; Peters, lg.
‘Try this on your piano!”’—Cincinnati get a barking cough eating hot dogs."
Points made by, N. Thomas. 15; C.
An Eastport despatch has this to [ Enquirer.
Thomas, 12; Howard, 20; Robinson. 4.
—Philadelphia Bulletin.
say about advancing the price on
THORNDIKEVILLE
standard brands:
“Sardine canners of Eastern Maine
Mrs. Alice Robbins of Union and meeting here for important business
Mrs. Bert Norwood of Warren visited
in connection with the canning and
Mrs. John Pushaw, Sr., Thursday.
Raymond Crabtree's children areil! selling of sardines, advanced the
, with the prevailing colds and gripne. price of ordinary brands, generally
Kenneth Gillette of this place and knOnn as standards, to $3.15 a case,
Beatrice Pease of Burkettville were about 15 cents more tnan recently
i married Jan. 21. Best wishes are ex' tended to them by the community.
' Quoted prices. There are numbers
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hamlin of Cam- of higher priced Maine sardines and
den are staying for a time with Mrs. ;.Ome fancy brands selling in stores
Ada Upham' family Mr. and Mrs.
two pans for 25 cents. While
Hamlin had the misfortune last fall; there bad recently been a number of
t0Jr°Se 1
.t*7iev,byr>flru'
c
shipments of the old pack there are
Mr and Mrs. John Pushaw, Sr., Mr. ypt large ]ots in s{0rage jn private
and Mrs. Joseph Pushaw and^Myrven cedars and warehouses. If they
Merrill were entertained at the home could be disposed of, or even con°i C. E. Wellman in Hope Saturday £iderab]y lowered, before early
Plmpn and
nnd wnicf
foornron
...
...
_
I pvpninty
evening. Flinch
whist featured
spring there might be a chance of a
I a part of the evening and cake, sand- few canneries being started up after
I wiches and coffee were served.
April 15.
Stephen Gillette has returned from
“It would become a serious prob
Massachusetts where he has been re lem in the Maine sardine industry if
ceiving treatment for a nerve trouble ! the very
sea£on’s pack of last
! in his face. He is reported as much ! year amounting to about 725,000
improved
cases; principally 100 cans to a case;
Friends in this place and South caU]d not
soid befOre spring when
! Hope, and John Curley of East Unioo ,ome years ag0 there had at times
gave Fred Simmons of that place a been packed frOm two and one-half
' surprise last Friday and chopped his t0 thrpe minion casps of Mrdines
Ti-i
n t 'n vvf
/'vyx j-4
i w, rv-i
Vxhas
<x c
—
...
winter's
wood.
Mr. CSimmons
and most of them had been disposed
been suffering from a carbuncle on of bofore thp arrlyal of another
his arm for seven weeks.
J^ring sca40n-s opening.
C. C. Childs is chopping wood for
"Maine sardine factory owners
Halvah Hart.
alld paciters realizing that it has beMrs. D. C. Hemenway and Mrs. Les- come difficult to compete with for|ter Merrill visited Mrs. Etta Waltz ejgn packed sardines, that are so
Friday. Mrs. Waltz has been con- , extensively shipped to this country
fined to her ber for the past four have asked through Senator Hnle
i years and she is pleased to have and the United States tariff com' friends call.
mission to have the present duty of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Mills were 30 per cent on such foreign packed
j Sunday visitors at John Pushaw s. ] flSb advanced to 50 per cent. ForFrank Crabtree's family are enjoy- ! eign packed sardines put up in at. ing a new radio, a gift from rela- tractive cans, come in competition in
1 tives in Lynn, Mass.
the market even at higher prices
_________________________________ than Maine sardines."

iveiylnch

of advertising
space in this
paper will pro
duce profits
for your busi
ness $$$$$$
$ $ especially
if used with

MEYER BOTH
Illustrations

NATIONAL ACCIDENT AND HEALTH
INSURANCE COMPANY
of Philadelphia
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
$44,521 00 '
140.300 00
155.147 72
Cash in Office and Bank
25.249 65
Interest and Rents ........
3.138 04
All other Assets ..............
29.467 68 ;
Gross
Deduct 1
LIABILITIES DEC.

Unearned Premiums ...........
All other Liabilities ...........
Cash Capital .......................
Surplus over all Liabilities

eOopy

Florida’s Best Climate
More Sunshine

Less Rain
Wonderful Place ffor
Recuperation

. $397,824 09 1
33,291 27
. $364,532 82
, 1931
. $36,251 65
38.013 49
19.263 03
150,000 00 ,
121.004 65 j

Total Liabilities and Surplus (364.532 82 ,
14-T-20

Superb fithing from pier
r boat. Surf beach, no under18 • hole golf, grass greens.
Club house on the beach. Swimming
pool. 1OO rooms, 100 baths. Orchestra.
First • class patronage. Reasonable rates*

GEORGE KREAMER
5*ur.-nf»: Wyandotte Hotel, Bellport, L.L

The Courier*
Gazette
Rockland, Maine
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Every-Other-Day

The Democratic State convention
Aurora Lodge, P.A.M. meets to-: Joseph Emery, Jr., who has been
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
SOUTH WARREN
I at Knox Hospital following an ap-1
[ Veterans meets tomorrow night, with will be held in Portland, March 29 j morrow night at 7.30.
!
-------pendicitis operation returned to his ■ Mrs OHve Fales returned Satursupper at 6, Mrs. Emma Hall, chair and 30.
man.
Miss Marie Dorgan is having a j home on Limerock street yesterday,
from a visit of several days with
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
February dropped in upon us yes fortnight’s vacation from Carlni's .
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
———
, ,
her sister Mrs. Doris Maxey in PortFeb. 2—Dramatic reading at Universa
Mrs. Minnie Cobb is convalescing , .
Edward A. Knowlton is slowly gain terday. Somehow we didn't warm candy store.
list vestry, auspices Methebesec Club.
_____
I at the Britt Home, Limerock street,;
'
Feb. 3—Basketball at R. H. S. gym. ing from an illness which has con up to the stranger.*
Canton Lafayette Auxiliary wl;i i but is unable to receive callers.
i Was’’a v'isHor Fr"diy at Mrs” Rose
Rockland vs. Rockport.
fined him to his home on Limerock
Feb. 4 (6.30 p. m.)—Annual meeting
Patrons of the Western Union hold its installation tomorrow night |
------; Marshall's.
Knox County Fish and Game Associa street for several weeks.
should bear in mind that the tele with supper at 6.30.
' The W.C.T.U. was entertained at
tion at Universalist vestry
Augustus White who has been em
Feb. 4—R. H. S. Juniors present “The
Rev. Walter S. Rounds, pastor of graph office now closes at 6 p. m. on
-----j the home of Mrs. Etta Stoddard Fri- ployed at Mrs. R. E. Cutting’s, has
Sundays.
Old New England Choir," at High School
the Congregational Church will speak
The meeting of the managers of ■ ,jay
A very interesting program completed his work there and with
auditorium.
Feb. 5—Methebesec Club meets with at the banquet of the Camden
A chimney fire in the house on:
Great Leaders of the W.C.T.U. his son is now in Columbia Falls to
Mrs. Vivian Hewett. Rankin street.
Friends-In-Council at Green Gables
Laurel street occupied by L. Herbert
conducted by Mrs. Clara Emery. engage in the garage business.
Feb. 5—Lincoln Baptist Association tonight.
Richardson called the department Iof Mrs' S' A' Burpee’ Llmfroct sweel’ I The hymn, “Lead On, O King Etermeets at Rockport.
Mrs. Lizette Jordan who has been
Feb. 5 (3 to 9.30)—Regular sessions of
out Sunday afternoon. Little or no
_
. ,
. Bal” was sung in union, with Mrs. visiting relatives in this pace, has re
Woman's Educational Club, at Copper
Mrs.
Ellen
A.
Wyman,
88,
died
at
damage.
Thomas
F.
Keating,
proprietor
of
Lottie
Gregory
at
the
piano
.
A
turned to her home in Thomaston.
Kettle Porch.
------Hotel Rockland, is convalescing .rom : posterj “Character,” was displayed,
Feb. 7-13—Anniversary Week of the [ the home of her son, Walter S. Wy
Mrs. Mollie Johnson of Owl’s Head
Boy Scouts.
man in Augusta, Sunday after an ill
Regardless of the temperature or i an attack of charley-horse, and hopes j snowing a portrait of Frances Wil- recently visited old friends here.
Feb. 10—Ash Wednesday. Lent begins. ness of a year and a half. Besides weather they think February is a 110 ae in tbe running when the Lion, i jarcj>
quotations; also an origiFeb. 11 (6.30 p. m.)—Annual meeting
| nal poster, showing pictures of j Readers of The Courier-Gazette in
of the Chamber of Commerce at Hotel her son she leaves four grandchildren good month down around the city | Club meets tomorrow.
this vicinity are much interested in
and four great grandchildren. Fu building. It has five pay days in
Rockland.
! Frances Willard, Lillian M. N. Ste- I
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
neral services were held this morning. spite of the fact that it is the short-! Mrs. Nettie B. Lord, R. N., has re- I yens, Anna A. Gordon and Ella. A. Chimney Corner Chat and many
Feb. 12—Rubinstein Club meeting at
' igntd her position as superintendent Uoole, with various memorials of | speak of the articles and the pleasure ',
est month of the year.
Universalist vestry.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Day.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
cf nurses at Knox Hospital, and left; (.^ and pictures of Margaret they derive from them.
Feb. 17—Monthly meeting of the Bap Thursday afternoon for work. Sup
The
Inland
Fish
and
Game
De[
(
yesterday for her home in Baltimore. Minus and Agnes Slack. A brief J Go“d w.iu Granee circles started
tist Men's League.
per at 6 will have Mrs. Julia Huntley partment is to liberate 181 pheasants | Her successor has not been appointed. , survey of the work of these great | as‘‘ Thursday afternoon. A 6 o clock
Feb. 18-19—Kippy Karnival.
supper WHS
was SCI
served,
the principal
ertrino" This conf
i/-»»-» nf
—
lonrlnee
+ Vt ov+va/t+r*
\ CCi, tt
and Mrs. Bertha Higgins as house in
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
in thp
the spring.
section
of the •
leaders nrnrwas nrfxiorv
given TTfi
with
extracts from
from Slippci
Feb. 22—U. S. C G. Kickapoo Ball at keepers. Business will occupy the State is much interested in these I Young James Rodney Skinner of the Union Signal; an item on Fran dishes being baked sauer kraut and
Temple hall.
evening. It has been voted to hold birds, and the attempt to breed them Hall street,1 Southend, is exhibiting a ces Willard Memorials was read by old fashioned corn and bean broth.
Feb. 28 — Thomaston — “An Evening
butterfly which came to life Sunday Miss Alena Young; and Mrs. Ste The next meeting will be held in two
with Longfellow." at Baptist Church, Past President's Night Feb. 11, and has been quite successful.
address by Prof. Mitchell of Bowdoin.
Mrs. Maud Cables will be in the
at his home. It is black and white vens' proclamation on National Con weeks.
chair.
Charles Post, a former Rockland and a pretty small specimen but stitution by Prohibition, given Sept.
WEATHER
boy has re-enlisted in the regular James is feeding it on sugar in hopes 10. 1911, was read by Mrs. Mildred
FRIENDSHIP
This is Candlemas Day, and the
Rev. Ashley A. Smith, D. D., pastor army for three more years. Having it will grow.
Washburn. At the closing Mrs.
groundhog which is fabled to emerge of the First Universalist Church in already served 18 years he can scarce
Emery and Mrs. Washburn sang the ’
from his underground nest and func Bangor since 1911 tendered his ly be considered a “rookie" any
The Consolidated. Capt. Dodge,
Somewhere in the Pacific, in pass song, “Carry On,” the words of which
tion as a weather prophet today resignation at the morning service longer. Post is attached to the 16th age from San Pedro, Calif, for the were written by Anna Gordon. The i sailed early Wednesday morning for
poked his nose into a warmer world Sunday. Criticism by a parishioner U. S. Infantry at Fort Jay, N. Y.
Hawaiian Islands is the battleship posters were later presented to the . Rockland where she took on a load of
than yesterday morning, when the was assigned as the reason for the
’ lumber for Boston.
New York having on board a Rock Junior High School.
lowest temperature for this year resignation. A movement to induce
A “Lew Barrows” club has been land boy, /Merle Black, son of G. S.
Capt. and Mrs. Roy Morton are
was recorded on the office thermome him to reconside" his action was in formed in his home town of Newport, Black of 10 Sweetland street. The
;
spending
a month in Boston, during
PLEASANT POINT
ter. It was 3 above at 7 o'clock with stituted by members of the church. and will work for his nomination for young man occupies the responsible
! which time the smack Chester T.
The town officials are at the hall Marshall will have a new engine ina brisk northwest wind and continued Dr. Smith was in Belfast 15 years be Governor. Among his supporters position of gunner. Meantime rela
cold all day, only rising to 10 above, fore being called to Bangor. He has there is Rev. Gilbert E. Edgett, for tives and friends are wondering if the this week settling up the town books. i stalled.
Miss Belle Orne spent the weekend
at noon. Sunday also ranked as a a wide circle of friends in this eity mer pastor of the Methodist Church ' New York's voyage will terminate at
Mrs. Randall J. Condon, Mrs. Rufus
with Mrs. Al. Donaldson in Tlfomas- Condon, Chester Brown and Alfred
cold day with temperature in the who will regret to learn of his resig in this city.
! Honolulu.
ton.
twenties and a gale of wind blowing. nation.
I Morton motored to Portland ThursB. L. Stevenson is very ill.
This morning was 12 above at 7. mod
! day.
’/
The final selection of the Brown
At the annual meeting of the ConDr.
Jack
Tibbetts
of
Rockland
was
erating to 20 at 10 o’clock and wind
Mrs. Blanche Morton Mrs. Ella Hy prize speakers at Bridgton Academy \ gregational parish these officers were a visitor at A. W. Maloney's Sunday.
west, snow in prospect. The story is land and Mrs. Anne Snow attended has been made and they will now pre- I elected: Moderator. Ensign Otis;
Mrs. Donald Rivers of Brighton,
that cloudy skies on the second of the council meeting of the Second pare for the final Brown prizes of $25 | clerk, A. L. Whittemore; treasurer,
February indicate that the worst of District of the American Legion Aux given annually for this contest. ; H. A. Buffum; auditor. R. E. Thurs- i Mass., is the guest of her sister Mrs.
A D. L. Maloney.
the winter is over.
iliary in Auburn Friday, and report Among the girls chosen were Faye I ton; trustees, John I. Snow. L.
The lobster fishermen are selling
B.
Hodgkins
and
Mary
Lawry
of
Rock:
Thurston.
Willis
I.
Ayer,
Henry
a most interesting time. There were
Louis Marcus is quite seriously ill. about 200 present, including visiting land.
| Chatto, J. E. Stevens and Kennedy their carred lobsters this week for
Crane; music committee, J. C. Perry, 25 cents a pound.
members of the first district.^ The
A. W. Maloney was in Rockland
I. B. Simmons is in Boston on busi Auburn unit presented a novel pro
More free hair cuts for needy chil Mrs. A. J. Bird, Mrs. John O. Stevens,
Friday on business.
ness.
gram on “Portugal," presenting read dren of grade school age will be in Mrs. H. A. Buffum, Miss Dorothy
Percy Moody and family of Waldoings and musical numbers/ several order at Anastasio Bros.’ barber Shop Snow and Miss Corice Thomas; ush
\Dick Reed has re-entered the em of the participants were in costume. next Sunday forenoon from 8.30 to ers and pew committee. L. A. Thurs | boro spent Sunday at D. L. Ma| loney’s.
ploy of the Sea View Garage.
President Gray of Bates College was 12.30. The barbers found their corri ton, Alfred E. Keyes, J. B. Stevens, I Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maloney and
dors full of long haired youngsters Charles E. Merritt. Henry B. Bird. C.
the
speaker,
talking
on
existent
con

The Universalist chorus choir
last Sunday and concluded to make | H. Duff, Dr. R. W. Bickford. William ! Miss Enid Maloney of Port Clyde
meets for practice Wednesday eve ditions in this country and Europe. one more free offer.
spent Sunday of last week at A. W.
P. Kelley and John M. Pomeroy.
Lunch
was
served
at
the
close
of
the
Maloney’s.
ning at 7.30 in the vestry.
meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Laureston Creamer
Lyford Ames has moved from 406
Conditions in the schools, due to
Cld County road to the Studley house
the epidemic of flu and grippe, re
on Broadway, near Cedar street.
main about the same, Supt. E. L.
There will be a meeting of the Past Toner reports. The teaching roster
Presidents’ Association of the Relief seems to be affected as well as pupils,
Corps Thursday evening at 7 o'clock. the substitute list* yesterday showing
1 Maloney), a daughter.Knights (Bernice
Mrs. Clara Kelsey for Mrs. Ruth E.
Our sale is over, stock taking is past, and the store is nearly
STAPLES—At Rockport. Jan. 29. to Mr.
Dr. Walter D. Hall yesterday told Wood at The Highlands; Mrs. Louise
cleaned. For the next two months we expect the trade will be fairly
and Mrs. Russell Staples, a son.
quiet as always, so we shall offer some Special Bargains each week
the Forty Club about his thrilling ex Randall for Miss Relief Nichols, who
expects
to
be
able
to
return
today,
periences in South America, a story
to stimulate business. This week it's Stockings—
MARRIED
Miss Katherine Veazie for Miss Eliza
CUMMINGS-FERNALD — At Rockland.
of interest and value.
1
Jan.
39.
by
Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald.
beth Hagar, and Mrs. Eva Toner for
WORKING STOCKINGS
Dana C. Cummings of Rockland and
Past Noble Grands' Night is being Miss Ellen Thompson, all at Junior
Brewer and Miss Elten Fernald of
6 pair for 50c
observed at the meeting of Miriam
Rockland.
These arc fairly heavy cotton stockings in black and slate colors.
Rebekah Lodge this evening. Sup
They arc good wearing and good looking; something you will be I
per at 6; Mrs. Helen Paladino in
DIED
DAVIS—At South Thomaston. Jan. 31. 1
pleased and satisfied with. Try them.
charge.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Guy K. Lermond who recently mo
tored to Miami, Fla., writes: “Miami
has its share of good weather, plenty
of tourists and fair business this
year. The roads are excellent all the
way to Miami, except from Warren
to Wiscasset.”
In the absence of Miss Adelaide
Cross, who is in Boston, Mrs. Esther
Stevenson Rogers substituted Sun
day as director of the chorus choir
at the Universalist Church. This
choir has recently adopted the name
of The Immanuel Choir.
An active campaign for new mem
bers in the W.C.T.U. is being carried
on in order to obtain Rockland’s
quota of 75 in Maine's 1000 before
the National Convention at Seattle
in September. Any woman desir
ing to become associated with this
oldest and most influential of women's
organizations, is asked to communi
cate with tylrs. Hope Brewster or Miss
Ada B. Young.

Apples which contained something
more valuable than seeds were
awarded as prizes at last Thursday
night’s roller skating party. James
Pettee won first prize and Miss Helen
Robinson the consolation. The pri
vate skating party Thursday night of
this week will take the form of a
masquerade. Masks will suffice for
those who do not care to arrange a
complete costume.
Everything is in readiness for the
annual meeting of the Knox County
Fish and Game Association, which
will be held in the Universalist ves
try Thursday night, and the mem
bers are pleased to know that Justice
George L. Emery is to be the guest
speaker. Joe Stickney will show mo
tion pictures, a nice supper will be
served, officers will be elected, and
altogether it will be a busy session.

Gilley & Duncan, proprietors of the
grocery store at 778 Main street, have
taken over the Willow Street Market
at 574 Main street and will operate it
in connection with their Northend
store as a high grade market. Wal
ter T. Duncan has devoted the past 40
years to the business and his partner,
Clayton D. Gilley, has had 15 years’
experience. Friends wish them suc
cess in this important extension of
their business.
The defeat of the Rockland High
School girls' basketball team Friday
recalled that while the local girls had
lost a few games to independent
teams this was the first time a Rock
land High School sextet had lost a
league game since 1918. And on that
momentous occasion William J. Sulli
van was coaching the Rockport High
School girls, who accomplished the
defeat. Afterward Mr. Sullivan was
mentor to the Orange and Black girls
through a period of unexampled suc
cess.

--------- ‘--- 7---

Psychic palmist and psychologist
gives confidential advice on personal
problems of life. Readings $1. hours
10 a. m. to 8 p. m. The Foss House.
77 Park street. Rockland, Tel. 740.
14*16
One customer called up the other
day; wanted two new bath room
lights—got these installed, found
other things needed—finally had over
one hundred dollars worth of new
fixtures. How many new fixtures and
outlets do you need? Call A. 'T.
Thurston. Tel. 648. Rockland.
14-15

The Clara Barton Guild was de
lightfully entertained Friday evening
by Miss Gertrude Blackington. Ma
sonic street, with a good attendance
of members despite the inclement
weather. The time was devoted to
making novelties to be put on sale
later. Six new members were an
nounced—Ruth Pike, Muriel McPhee,
Annie Anderson, Ruth Rhodes,
Nathalie Waldron and Dorothy Vose.
Box lunch was augmented bv hot
chocolate mad^ by Mrs. L. E. Black
ington. The Guild is open to girls
of high school age, and provides op
portunity to become familiar with
local and foreign missionary work.
Mrs. E. W. Pike is director and Miss
Mary Bud, assistant director.

“There is no domestic wreckage
more pitiful than that which comes
about through a wife standing still
while her husband was advancing,"
says Mrs. Thomas Edison. How to
prevent this slumping is to be dis
cussed at Educational Club afternoon
session Friday. Ntrs. Caro Jones
will present the paper on Current
Events, Mrs. Nettie Stewart the
Civics lesson, while the dole pros
and cons will provoke general dis
cussion. with reports written from all
drive teams. "Penal Institutions" is
the subject of Warden Charles E.
Linscott of the State Prison, speak
er between 5 and 6 p. m., the usual
continuous session from 3 to 9.30 ac
commodating all members with con
venient hours for attendance. The
evening 'session at 7.15 is of rare
interest with Superior Court Justice
George L. Emery of Biddeford, guest
speaker on “The Responsibility of
Influence;” movies from Washing
ton, D. C„ on "Behind the Scenes in
our Machine Age;” an American His
tory paper by Mabel Wiley. The
forum leaders ate Clara Sawyer,
Gertrude Oliver and Aliola Watts.
The miscellaneous program leaders
are Misses Ruth and Madlene
Rogers.

LADIES’ SILK AND WOOL HOSE
25c each
These are Gordon's Stockings—always sold for 50c, S1.00, S1.50; each
in six colors. Best trade we ever offered.
Get into the habit of dropping in here when in need of Men's and
Boys’ Furnishings and we know you'll bc satisfied.

WILLIS AYER

Charles I. Davis, aged 57 years. 13 days. :
Funeral at 2 o'clock Tuesday from the!
residence.
COTTRELL—At Rockland. Feb. 1. Forest 1
E. Cottrell, aged 70 years. 3 months. 13
davs. Funeral services Thursday at 2 ,
I
o’clock.
MURPHY—At Medfield. Mass.. Jan. 31.
■William H. Murphy, formerly of Rock
land. aged 69 years. 10 days. Inter
ment In Thomaston.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Blanche E.
Howes, who passed away Feb. 1. 1931.
Sharp and sudden was the call
For one so dearly beloved by all.
But God alone knew what was best.
! And took her home with him to rest.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Howes and
family.
Malden. Mass.

V-8

USE

COOKING APPLES
Fancy Native
Baldwins

pk 19c

19

HALIBUT
c Sliced to Fry
lb
Cut to Boil

Mrs. E. A. Burns is visiting her
father Charles Winchenbaugh in
Thomaston for a week.
Hartwell Davis has bought a lot on
North Main street ftom Capt. Roy
Morton and will erect a garage with

living quarters overhead early in the
spring.
Word was received in town Friday
of the death of Mrs Haskins, mother
of Mrs. Warren Hoffses, in Lockport,
N. 8.

ROCKLAND DISTRICT

ere is wnuuie

satisfaction

—in shopping where
you are Known and
where you Know the
folks with whom you’re
doing business.
2400 Nation Wide Store
proprietors and their
clerKs (New England
Division alone)
are your neigh
bors and fellow- iMt!
townspeople.

SPECIALS—WEEK OF FEBRUARY 1

NATION-WIDE ROYAL FRUIT 6
Oven-Baked

BEANS

PACKAGES

25

GELATINE

NATION-WIDE

TALL CAN

Ss Brown Bread s: 15

W

BEECH-NUT

WHEATIES

Spaghetti

I-25’
PER

JAR

35

IVORY SNOW

I

pu,,.

GOLD DUST

l...

a..

BORAX
I POUND PKG.

25c

SPLENDID RICE X

19c

SNIDER’S CATSUP L'S

17c

MALT-O-MEAL >■„ n,, 3JC

Beardsley’s dried Beef

IT’S HERE
’

»I • •

U

V-

Medium
Size
Jar

'

The much talked of PONTIAC V-8 has arrived and we now have on display all

25

ORANGE PEKOE

POUND

TEA 55€

its attractive Models

FORMOSA OOLONG

TEA

and we invite you to come in and inspect and drive these new Cars.

1

POUND

26'

THREE

Dunham’s Cocoanut !

Price 50c Bottle

THE NORTHEND DRUGGIST
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mail Orders Filled
11-tf

39c

20
MULE TEAM

Those who have viewed these new mac hines are most enthusiastic in their praise

D. L. McCARTY

Soda Crackers
3 Pound Box

VAPO-RUB

COUGH STOP .

SOLD BY

19c

STAINLESS

McCARTY’S

It is an old fashioned cough mix
ture made from a formula handed
down from our grandmother’s
time. Used for coughs and ordi
nary Throat Irritations

2 lbs Pig Liver
Half Pound Bacon

VICK’S

Prizes will'be given at the barn
dance tomorrow night at Pete Ed
ward's new barn, upper Limerock
street.
Dance every Wednesday
night this month.—adv.

Don’t Cough

at FERRY’S

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

Pea, Yellow
Eye or Red
Kidney

V-8

Food Specials

12 Ounce Can

C. W. HOPKINS

K Lb
Pkg

712 MAIN STREET,

TEL. 1000

RAKING
POWDER

ROCKLAND

12'

YOU

KNOW

CROW
TiaE

OWNER

42
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Every-Oiher-Day

tlie House a strange gentle
respect for his comrade. It was dif
called out:
ferent when lie told of Pickett's
“Hello pard! Are you happy?”
charge at Gettysburg and of crawl
“Yes, L»ick,” Bumpy answered.
ing into a clump of bushes with a
"Pape’s" stops them all
“Praise the Lord!" the voice ex bullet in his breast at Cold Harbor.
J
tH 8
2
3
4
5
b
1
claimed.
There was generally a note of van
A cold always affects you in at least bowels. Chew one of these pleasant
It came from a yellow-headed par ity in his stories. Some of them
IO II
three ways. Air passages are inflamed tablets and see how quickly nasal
12
13
9
rot in a cage that rested among some
gave the impression that he was a
and irritated. Perspiration is checked. discharge stops; head clears; breath
potted fewis on a windowsill. The
man of amazing courage and forti
Bowels are cloggea with acid wastes ing becomes easy. See how that
floor was well swept. Tlie whole
15
17
lb
tude. Then the scars!
iq
from the mucous discharge.
So achy, feverish, weak feeling dis
Is
interior of tlie little house was no
And “Pape's” doesn’t
doctors say you must do three appears.
By and by Bony had his turn.
stop with killing cold germs. It
ticeably clean. A crayon portrait
things to lie nil of a cold.
w 19
20 W 21
He knew all tlie droll sayings nnd
18
Pape’s Cold Compound does all activates bowels and removes germs
of a plain looking woman hung on
misdeeds of Amity Dam. While
w
three! It reduces inflammation and and acid wastes from the system.
the wall.
Bumpy was filling his pipe lie
o 25 2b
sweiiir.g of the mucous membrane; All drug stores—35c. Just remember
23
24
22
‘That’s her—my wife,” said the
turned to Shad Morryson and said:
it induces perspiration: opens the “Pape’s”.
w
old man proudly as he stood look
“Boy. you ain’t done a thing but
w 29
28
ing at the portrait. “Just as
27
laugh an’ listen. Slip yer belt on
nat'ral as can lie—and is made
VINALHAVEN
the pulley an’ keep the works
w
from a photygraft. Alwus lookin’
1 31
a-goin’.”
30
W.NU
Lafayette Carver Corps will hold
at me—the best woman that ever
SERVICE
It was then that Shad's remark
its regular meeting tonight, preced
lived.
Died ten years ago, this
w 34
Cy>y"0f *y
bq Irving Bacheller
able gift for imitation was discov
3b 37
35
32 33
ed by supper as usual.
A nagging backache, with
cornin' fall—September seventeenth,
d» •*«*<« tls Lui
ered. He told a number of tlie
There will be a basketball game
bladder irregularities and
w
at four ten in tlie mornin' exac’ly.”
stories of I’liide Scott, reproducing
Friday night at 8 o'clock, at Town
a tired, nervous, depressed
w 39
40 w 41
38
He wiped his eyes with a failed
the droll dialect so faithfully that
hall, Rockland Champions vs. Vinal
ginning of the second act of this
feeling may warn of some dis
SYNOPSIS
bandanna handkerchief and went to
w
w
his
friends
roared
with
laughter.
haven
Nitchevos.
A
dance
will
follow
drama of country life.
ordered kidney or bladder con
w
w
43
44
the
woodbox.
He
began
to
whit

45
4b
41
the
game
with
music
by
the
Fakers.
They snt talking the hours away
CHAPTER I.—Exhausted, rag
dition. Users everywhere rely
“It’ll be Sunday tomorrow—lord,
tle kindling for the stove, lie
ged, and starving, a boy of about
until the sun was low. Suddenly
The Mothers Club will meet this
on Doan’s Pills. Praised for
w
how I dread It 1” said Bony. "The
sixteen is found in the woods, and
stopped and looked up at the b<\vs
week with Mrs. Vaughn Johnson.
w 50
47
Bumpy arose and began to pick up
48 w 49
more than 50 years by grateful
befriended, by a camping party. He
bells an’ the yells an' the stillness
and added: “1 said she died tint
has fled from his brutal father, Rat
users the country over. Sold by
the dishes, saying: "And there lay
Miss Celeste Carver came home
an'
the
sleepiness
an
’
helpin
’
Miss
w
Morryson. Bat comes after him, but
she’s still here—alwus speaks
all druggists.
Saturday
from
Bates
College
for
a
round upon the ground great heaps
Spenlow pick flowers an’ then the
his new friends conceal him. Fed,
w
53
52
54
51
to nte when I come home an' we
and in clean clothes, the hoy, who
few days' visit with her parents Mr.
of so’gers.”
walk in the cemetery to the graves
gives his name as Shad (Sheridan)
w
talk things over same as we used
and Mrs. E. G. Carver.
of her cruel ancestors.
Let’s
Bumpy used this rhymed picture
is sent on his way to Canton, with
1
to.”
5b
|55
The Washington Club met Satur
a letter to Colonel Blake.
break away an’ pike off to Bumpy
as a kind of tailpiece to every situ
L
He hurried out-of-doors.
day evening with Mrs. Annie Benner.
Brown’s. , I'll paddle down today
ation. There was a touch of satiri
“Always hustles around like that
CHAPTER II. — Shad cleverly
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. Lane enter
an’ tell him we’re cornin’."
cal humor in it. Doubtless nt tlie
eludes his father. Colonel Blake, his
after he’s spoke his piece about
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
tained the I. H. Club at their home
Now, Mrs. Smithers was a worker
wife, and their young daughter Ruth,
lodge and at other places wjiere old
A MIMETIC
42- Grand Secretary
9-Dark brown with
1-Reason
her,” said Bony with a smite.
last Friday evening. A six o'clock
are impressed by the boy’s manner.
fW
in the*church. Shad had sat in
soldiers were wont to gather he had
The colonel secures him a situation
(abbr.)
5-A live coal
tinge of red
dinner was served and cards featured
Bumpy
returned
with
an
armful
of
THE KWNEYS
the Smithers pew every Sunday
been fed up with bloody tales of the
in the village of Amity Dam. He
43The
language
of
11-The
daily
fare
(pi.)
9-Coarse
hulled
the
evening.
wood. He turned to Bony and said:
becomes friendly with a youth of
with her and her husband. His com
great conflict.
Catalonia
13-Bird homes
Indian corn (U S.)
his age, "Bony." and Bumpy Brown,
Mrs. P. J. Clifford left Saturday for
“Say, listen to me. Ol’ Bumpypliance with their wishes had
There was a rap at the door. Shad
tinker, a village character, consid
46- Rail-road (abbr.)
10-Advertisements
15- lndefinite article
Boston, called by illness of her)
ered by the straitlaced people of
Brown has quite drinkin’. No more
16- The (Spanish)
47Joined
(abbr.)
pleased
them.
The
long
prayers
and
operted
it.
A
well-dressed,
hand

daughter Alene who is at the Dea
Amity Dam as a drunkard because
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
49-Course of thought 19- Free from disease12-lreland (Poet.)
sermons, the singing and incompre whisky fer him—not never no more!
some young lady about twenty
of his periodic lapses from strict
coness Hospital where she recently matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
By
Jeedix!
I
mean
it.
The
las
’
sobriety. With Bony. Shad is a fre
5C-The
(Fr.)
germs
14Girl's
name
hensible
shouting
bad
generally
years
old
stood
looking
at
tlie
hoy
underwent
an
operation
for
appendi

quent visitor to the picturesque
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
51-Soon
20- A curved projection
15-Ascend
given him a pain in the head. Shad's time I come near breakin' my good
with an expression of astonishment
citis.
shark which Brown calls h
when
53-Small compact mass
17- Greek goddess of
from the hull of a
known in the vicinity as the "Fun
leg an’ then my wife an' I had a
sense
of
rectitude
was
being
slow

in
her
face.
She
uttered
no
word
ot
The Paving Cutters’ benefit dance
Shop." Bat Morryson comes to Am
malicious mischief
of any soft
ship
METHYL BALM
ly undermined by this ordeal. Soon talk about it. She argued it out
greeting.
Friday evening at Red Men’s hall
ity Dam, with determination to tak
substance
23-King of beasts (pi.)
18- One of the churches
plain.
An
’
then
I
had
a
dream
an'
I
his son back to his own dissolute
was well attended and a good sum
he would be willing to lie to es
Her manner was haughty when
will bring almost instant relief?
54-To
waste
away
with
26-A
South
American
(abbr.)
life.
heard her voice. She screamed to
was netted Music by Smith’s Orches A scientifically compounded ex
cape it.
longing
ruminant
19- Renders soft and
me, an’ she said: ’Look out, Bill,
tra.
28- Born (Fr.)
tough by heating 55- Sets of workers
ternal application that should be
That
Sunday
morning
he
told
CHAPTER II. CONTINUED
Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette Smith have in every home. Sold only at
56- Short gaiters
29- Boy’s name
21- Pronoun
Mrs. Smithers that he was going for look out!’ I was scairt!”
32- Doctrine
returned from Edgecomb where they
22- Wrongs
Bumpy shook his forefinger at
a walk to see the country and to
VERTICAL
33- Agree
were called by the death of Mr.
24- Pig pen
Johnston’s Drug Store
think up things to write in a letter. Bony with this solemn declaration:
Shad and Bony were alone in the
25- A plot
1
34- Goddess of the
Smith’s sister, Mrs. Jennie Dodge.
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
“If you ever see me drunk ng’in,
He would not come home for din
etore that evening. Suddenly tlie
1- A nurse shot by
moon (Gr. Myth.)
27-Foreign
Mrs. Charles Chilles entertained Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
you can take off my wooden leg an’
ner.
door opened. Shad’s heart sank
Germans in the
36- German jurist
29- Leans at ease
the Saturday Night Bridge Club at
75 cents
“I’ll pray for you,” said the good split it up fer feindlin’s. I guess that
within him when he saw his fa
World War
37- Child’s care-t*ksr
30- Ajar
her home.
82-tf
d
—
n
’
thing
would
burn
well."
2- American Medical
' woman.
39-Boils slowly
ther, Bat Morryson, and the village
31- Feminine name
Maurice Darres was badly injured
The parrot broke into laughter
Association (abbr.) 40-Trudges
32- ltalian poet
At the store lie met Bony.
constable approaching him.
Friday while at work in the woods.
3- Above
35-A Sudanese sheik
44- Near
and then said in a gentle voice,
"I suppose that Sister Smithers
‘•You d—d runaway! At last .I’ve
He was accidentally cut with an axe,
38A
combining
form.
4Gains
45Arabia
(abbr.)
Florida’s Best Climate
’
’
God
is
love.
”
found you!" said Bat. “What are [ wanted you to go to the S<>h
necessitating medical attendance.
5- An endeavor
48-Part of the foot
Bone
“My wife taught him that,” said
you doing here’;”
Works?” said Bony.
More Sunshine
Llewellyn Smith recently received
6- Exist
50-Perched
39- A taste
Bumpy. "He's good company. Dear
Less Rain
“The Sob Works!”
“Working,” Shad answered.
a box of fruit from his sister Miss
7- Epoch
52-A continent (sbbrO
41-An
island
of
the
me, Suz! Guess I'd ’a’ caved in
"The meetiq,’ house," Bony exWondrr/ut Place for
“You’re going to come with me, 1
Sara Smith from Fruitland Park.’
3-Any body of rites |54-Father
Hawiian group
Recuperation
■ plained. Always he called it “Tlie long ago without him.”
Fla.
It would seem that the hird per
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
| Sob Works.”
American Legion Auxiliary held
j
“She’s good to me," said Shad, re formed an important service in that
SIMONTON
its regular meeting Thursday night at
little home. It was like the spirit of
Red Men’s hall. Work was exempli
membering her kindness.
Quiltcraft and Washington Ob
the dead.
Superb fishing from pier
servance are the subjects to be dis- ,
fied and supper served.
“Well, you’re good to them. You
or boat. Surf beach, no undercussed at the meeting of the Simon
The regular meeting of the Ladies
“Nobody ever see you drinkin',”
do all their dirty work for 'em.”
„w. 18 - hole golf, grata greens.
ton Farm Bureau group next Friday
of the G.A.R. will be held Friday
said Bony. “I suppose you get drunk
Club house on the beach. Swimming
They walked down the river road
I pooL 100 roomi, 100 baths. Orchestra.
at Community hall. The meeting ’
night. Supper as usual.
thinkin’ o’ Cy Doolittle an’ the
together. “What does Bumpy Brown
I
First
- class patronage. Reasonable ratea.
will be in charge of Mrs. John BuzFriday evening at the home of Mr.
scenery.”
do?” Shad asked.
GEORGE KREAMFR *
zell
local
clothing
project
leader
and
i
and
Mrs.
E.
C.
Macintosh
a
pleasant
“Well, it's all over, an’ I just as
“Kind of a tinker—mends urnwill open at 10.30. Dinner will be
surprise was given their niece Miss | Swnmtr: Wyandotte Hotel, Bellport, Lj.
tell
yon
boys
suthin
’
if
you
’
ll
soon
| Jirellas an’ clocks an’ tin pans an'
served at noon and each one is asked
Gertrude Vinal in celebration of her
i most anything. He’s got a funny keep it a secret. It’s very private.”
birthday by the basketball team
Her Manner Was Haughty When to provide dishes for her own use. i
‘ bird that talks.”
Tlie boys indicated their respect
Nitchevos. of which she‘is a member.
She Said, “I Want to See Mr. The meeting is for all women of the
community.
By and by they left tlie road
for his confidence with unusual em
Supper was served and there were
Brown.”
games of cards, ping pong, and joke
j and took a well-trod path that loti
phasis. Bumpy winked and sat
WEST
ROCKPORI
gifts. Those present: Frances Mac
j into a thicket of evergreens. Bedown and pulled up his right trous
she said: "I want to see 'Mr.
last
!
The
cottage
prayer
meeting
intosh, Louise Libby, Doris Stordahl,
I yond this on tlie high bank of the
ers leg to the knee, exposing most
Brown.”
Wednesday
evening
was
held
at
the
|
Dorothy Cassie. Helen Arey, Mary
1 river was the curious little home of of his wooden member. On one side
She turned away as she spoke home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keller,
Neilson, Doris Clifford.
| old Bumpy Brown. It was built of
was a little shelf with a hole in it
Bumpy changed color. With a look with D M. Keller as leader in the
A meeting of the Girl Scouts will be
• small logs stranded in his cove when
and a cork in the hole.
of surprise and embarrassment he absence of the pastor, who was at- and will be the guest of his parents held Thursday evening at the vestry. SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
tlie high water of tlie spring went
tending
convocation
in
Bangor.
,
Mr.
and
Mrs
Martin
Hamalainen
for
“Ye see, all I had to do was buy
said:
Peace Sunday was observed at
TEL. 1250
down. A few shapely cedar trees
The Tuesday Club met with Mrs. two weeks before going to the Bos- Union Church by a sermon on “The 689 MAIN STREET
a bottle o’ whisky an’ fill up my leg
"All right. I’ll be with you in a
ROCKLAND
Leman
Oxton
last
week.
The
meetton
Marine
Hospital
for
an
opera! stood around it. Bumpy used to
Vision
Splendid.
”
A
large
number
ot
with it. That ol’ leg holds enough
minute.”
56-tf
ing this week is with Mrs. Joseph tion on his ears.
) say of his acre on the river shore
those present registered a protest
to see snakes with. When I wanted
The girl descended the steps and Andrews.
Mrs. Bert Andrews has been con against Japan’s attack on China, by
that it was “God’s Fair Ground.” A
a drink I’d lift my pants leg an’
disappeared. Bumpy put on his
George Hamalainen who has been fined to the house by illness the past pledging themselves to buy no goods
man of imagination going to the
stick a straw in the hole an' shift
coat
and hurried out-of-doors say employed for several years on mer week.
of Japanese origin until Japanese
I lonely little house on a clear June
a part o’ the load a little higher up.
FOR SALE
Mrs. J. F. Heal entertained the forces are withdrawn from Chinese
ing:
chant marine vessels sailing to
“If You Go a Step Further, I’ll Turn
morning would have called it the
I call it my happy New Year leg.”
the west coast, has returned home mission circle Thursday afternoon.
"Set
down,
boys.
I
’
ll
be
with
you
territory and difficulties adjusted by
You Into Hay."
capital of Fairyland and chiefly be
RUUD
The boys laughed.
soon.”
the League of Nations or some other
cause of the many voices in the
“
Yes,
sir,
my
ol
’
leg
an
’
me
Is
Instantaneous Automatic
impartial tribunal.
He closed the door behind him
I've got work enough for you at
reedy marsh and the woods and the
goin’ to behave.”
and followed the young lady.
home.”
flower-strewn grasses near it.
He took down a fiddle hanging
Through a window the boys saw
“Is he your father?” the con
SWAN’S ISLAND
Bumpy was wont to call the birds
on the wall and said: “Here’s the
them walk together into the edgt
stable asked.
his chickens. He fed them with i main shaft o' the fun works.”
of the thicket where they stood
Tfte Methodist ladies’ aid met Fri
“Yes, sir."
crumbs from his table.
I » He tuned its strings and played
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
talking.
“Then I expect you'll have to go
With his own hands lie liad com- ! "Money Musk” and "The Sailor’s
Ry ALBERT L. CLOUGH
Judson Smith. Refreshments were
"Who is that?” Shad asked.
With him.”
Size 4. Style F
pleted the picturesque little house. I Hornpipe.” The bird sang joyously
served.
“I’ll get my coat and hat,” said
“Darned if I know,” was Bumpy's
Practically New
it
was
snuggled
into
tlie
river
bank.
ond Bony danced a jig as Bumpy
Miss Phoebe Kent who has been
Shad as lie hurried into the rear
answer, “But I’d like to set an'
Can Be Seen At This Office
Its curving roof bad a wide over played. He hung up the fiddle and
employed in Massachusetts is visiting
room.
look at her for a week.”
130-tf
Give
The
Tires
Fair
Treatment
hang.
Its
windows
were
almost
her
mother
and
sister,
Mrs.
Hattie
said
to
Bony:
Bat started after his son. Bony
“She is pretty—no mistake," Shad
Kent
and
Mrs.
Hester
Freethy.
flush
with
the
ground
toward
the
“
If
you
’
ll
run
down
an
’
bring
up
At Least Remember That They Are Supposed To Hare Air In Them
halted him with the pitchfork say
agreed.
trail. Its floor was somewhat be that turkey an’ the butter, I’ll start
Mrs. Isaac Stinson entertained a
Soon the girl went away.
FIRST AND FOREMOST keep them inflated at all times to the
ing, “If you go a step further, I’ll
dinner party at her home last Tues
low the level of the ground on three
the doin’s.”
Returning
Bumpy
stopped
in
front
recommended
pressure,
which
ranges
from
35
to
10
pounds,
generally
turn you into hay.”
day.
sides. Its south side toward the
The boy ran and fetched them.
speaking. Don't guess at the pressure or judge it by their looks or
of the shack. The boys went out
river had a door and two windows,
Harvey Tinker is home again and Keys made to order. Keys maue
The bird indulged in a weird
hardness, but rely upon the readings of a reliable gage taken weekly.
to
him.
He
did
not
speak
of
his
CHAPTER III
is staying with his grandfather James to fit locks when original keys are
opening on a flat rock ledge. Be
oliortla.
Do
not
tolerate
leaky
valves.
Fully
inflated
tires
will
withstand
very
mysterious caller. He finished his
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
McKay.
yond them was a fine stretch of still
hard usage with little damage, l>ut soft, flabby ones suffer excessive
Bumpy smiled and said:
work. He put some tools and cloth
books provide keys for all locks
A Day at the Fun Shop.
The
government
boat
arrived
last
water. The roof was partly covered
tread
wear
and
are
extremely
susceptible
to
bruises,
causing
fabric
“Well, Dick, you’ve never learnt
ing in his pack basket.
without bother.
Scissors- and
week
with
the
new
lightkeeper
Mr.
breaks
and
eventual
blowouts.
Avoid
striking
them
against
curbstones,
C'ROM the rear room of the store
with overlapping cedar strips from
how to make a fool o’ yerself as I
“Well, boys, we'll go along witn
Chandler, from Sand Island Light. Knives Sharpened.
railroad tracks and other sharp, bard objects and slow down for holes
" Shad ran downstairs to tho
an abandoned launch, a patch of have. I’ve got a maggot in my
ye," he said cheerfully. "Dick an'
in tlie pavement and other severe road irregularities. Watch out for
Mrs. Orin Milan who has been ill Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
shingles, a patch of rusty tin, and brain.”
cellar and out of its open hatchway.
me are goin’ to Bolton tonight so we
the flat tire, stop the car immediately upon its occurrence and change
for
several weeks is now much im
He went directly to the Smithers’
a patch of tar paper.
Dick whistled a bar of the old
can begin work in the mornin'."
to the spare. Have dents in rims straightened out at once, so as to
proved.
Tlie windows and doors differed
house. The merchant, now famil
bugle call for assembly.
avoid
damage
to
beads
—
the
so
called
“
rim
cutting.
”
To
prevent
ex

Two small green sticks having
The Baptist ladies’ aid met Thurs 408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
in shape and size. They had come
iar with the history of Shad, was at
Bumpy picked up a broom, shoulcessive wear of treads refrain from using, brakes more than necessary
four crotches were lashed on cither
day with Mrs William Van Horn and
Telephone 791
from abandoned mills and boiwu*. ' dered it and marched briskly across
home. Learning tlie truth, lie said
and
avoid,
as
far
as
possible,
violent
brakings
which
slide
the
wheels.
served a public dinner and supper—
side
of
the
basket.
They
sloped
up

96-tf
to the boy:
See that all brakes operate with equalized effect, so as to distibute
The snug and shapely structure, tlie room as if obeying the call.
a fish dinner with other good things,
ward and backward. A lashed rod
“You disappear until the colonel
tread wear evenly. Keep tlie clutch so that its action will always be
the
proceeds
from
which
will
go
to
about sixteen feet square, gave one Returning to his task he said:
lay in tlie lower crotcl es. This was
gentle and never engage it so suddenly as to cause the wheels to slip.
comes. I’ll telephone him. I don’t
the church fund. The evening enter
“We have great times—that bird
the impression that It had grown
Dick’s saddle. The rin of the bas
Be sure that front wheels are accurately aligned so that scuffing of
want to know where you are.”
tainment consisted of a song service.
out of the ground. Though delight an’ me. When I go a-tinkerin’ I
ket helped the bird to jalance him
their treads may be prevented. Check rear wheels for true running
He hurried to the store. Shad went
ful in form, it was a thing of slireds take him with me, carry him on a
self when necessary. Released from
and, if they wabble, have this corrected by straightening their axle-shafts
to the loft in the barn and spread
stick behind me, fastened to my
CLARRY HILL
and patches.
or otherwise. Take care that all rims are true on -their wheels. Don’t
his cage, Dick laughed joyously and
i EMBALMING <
a blanket on tlie haymow and lay
pack.
He
amuses
the
fam
’
ly
while
Bumpy Brown was cutting wood
turn corners fast enough to make the tires slue on the road and re
shouted
“
Come
on,
”
and
flew
to
his
down.
Roland Miller is working for Ralph MOTOR AMBUIANCI
I work. Everybody loves him."
member that the rate of tread wear increases very fast with increased
back of the house.
perch behind the pack basket now on
Mr. Smithers found tlie Cyclo
Stahl in North Waldoboro.
car speed and also with higher temperatures of the road surface. Speed
Bumpy had a jolly way of bully
•'Hello, Bony!” he shouted. "I’m
the
back
of
his
master.
In
a
mo

Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
pean Bat swearing mad. Shad’s
ing on blistering hot summer days on scorching, gritty roads scour,
W. J. Smith is so much improved in
getin’ ready to start up the fun ing the boys.
ment, settled on his perch he sober
served
the families of Knox County
down
tire
treads
very
rapidly.
Keep
tires
free
from
oil
and
grease,
father and the constable were in tlie
health
that
he
is
able
to
walk
out
on
“Go an’ wash yer hands an' comb
works.”
ly declared:
which lend to soften their tread rubber. Examine treads occasionally
pleasant days.
LADY ATTENDANT
store. The latter introduced Mr.
“It’s a sight to see you workin’,” yer hair,” he said. “By Jeedix!
"Money makes the mare go."
and if deep cuts are found and the outlay is warranted have them viife
Smithers.
Walter Feyler called on relatives
Day Telephone 450—781-1
Anybody would think that you was
said Bony.
Tlie boys laughed. It was indeed
canized to prevent sand and water from loosening the outer rubber and
in North Warren last Tuesday.
“Where is that boy?”
settin
’
down
with
common
folks
to
“Say, by Jeedix! When I’ve
an
outfit
as
curious
and
as
amusing
rotting
the
fabric.
BURPEE’S
“I don’t know.”
Dorothy and Ruth Clarry have re
swung an ax a while I git a grudge a plain dinner. If any o' my rich
as any that ever took to the road.
turned to school after being confined
“You’re a d—d liar.”
pacify will cause sparking and
ROCKLAND, ME.
BREAKER
POINTS
BURN
agin’ Adam fer eating that apple.” friends should come I want ye to
Bumpy stopped suddenly and turned
at home by severe colds.
burning of points. Be sure that
“I don't allow swearing in this
RAPIDLY
Bony introduced his young friend. look right."
to his two companions and said:
no oil or grease reaches the points,
Stillman Whitney of North Warren
store,” said Mr. Smithers in that
F.
E.
van
N.
writes:
The
breaker
Bony had a nervous habit of wink
“Say, boys, what be you ex
as this causes points to blacken.
“By Jeedix, boys! We’ve had
is working for his uncle W. J. Smith
wlnts of my 1927 ---------- car have
gentle tone which lie used in sell pectin’?”
ing and wrinkling his brow when
fun an’ we’ll have some more. I
chopping wood.
.ately given trouble by blackening
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
ing ribbons to a lady. “If you'll
The boys did not quite under amused,
like you. If nry one o’ you ever
and burning rough, so that in a 1,00 K AFTER THE COTTER,
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Walker
sit down I’ll consult my attorney
“
Stop
screwin
’
up
yer
face
that
stand his query and were silent.
few thousand miles the engine be- i
PINS
needs a friend er a home, come to
were recently business visitors in
DENTIST
on the telephone and ask him what
gins to skip. Cleaning, smooth- '
“We’ll have a good visit an’ a way,” Bumpy would command.
me."
After repairs or adjustments
Union.
ing
them
up
and
adjusting
them
I
ought to be done."
302
Main
St.
Tei. 915-M Rockland
reg’larChris’mus dinner. Come down "Lord! Seems so the devil had
upon
the
steering
gear,
whether
When he had returned that eve
Frank Jameson is cutting bushes on
stops the trouble, but only for a' made by the owner or at a repair
He called Colonel Blake, who said,
to the spring a minute. I want to stepped on yer big toe. it makes
the A. K. Jackson farm.
ning Shad succeeded in writing a
139*60
time. Why is this?
shop, the motorist should make
“Tell the man that I’ll meet him at
show ye suthin’ calculated to im ye look like Mrs. Smelts."
lei ter to Ruth Blake in which lie felt
Fred Shuman of Waldoboro called
absolutely sure that cotter-pins
your store tomorrow at eleven
“Who is Mrs. Smelts?" Bony
prove the condition o’ the poor.”
on friends here recently.
are in place and properly bent
a sense of pride and satisfaction. It
I THE1E BREAkES
o’clock.”
Co,NTS have I
They descended from the high asked.
over, at all joints in the linkage.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Mank. daugh
told
of
his
day
with
Bumpy
Brown.
(BURNED
again
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
The interview next morning was
A missing cotter-pin may permit
“Weil, sir, I reckon she’s the liuinter Louise and son Foster of North
ground to a wooded ravine. A cov
Its
spelling
and
grammar
would
very brief.
a nut to work off and cause a
Waldoboro spent last Sunday with
ered dishpan was sunk in its cold liest woman in the world. Lives in
& SON, Inc.
later
have
made
him
wince,
but
not
terrible accident. The same thing
“Morryson, I know all about
Mrs. Annie Miller.
She’d wilt ye down.
spring. It held a small dressed tur Pitcairn.
in his best days could he have im
is true of the brake linkage and
Cemetery
Memorials
you,” said the colonel. "You ought
Ralph
Stahl
and
Mrs.
Lucy
Clarrv
Smelts is dead. He must ’a’ died
key.
front wheels — failure to replace
proved its humor.
of
North
Waldoboro
visited
friends
to be in jail. I shall see that you
EAST
UNION,
MAINE
cotter-pins
properly
creates
haz

lookin
’
at
her.
”
,
“My friend Muggins brought that
here recently.
4-tf
are put there and tried for brutality
ards which one shudders to con
So tlie time went until the tur
to me, knowin’ I expected company,"
template.
to your children if you do not get
Bumpy explained. “It makes him key, well browned. aDd linked po
TO BE CONTINUED
VINALHAVEN
*
ROCKLAND
Answer: Are these points ones
out of this country today and stay
RAZORVILLE
feel bad to see young turkeys tatoes and fried fish were on the
STEAMBOAT CO.
whieh you have put in recently?
WATER FOB THIRSTY
out of it. Don’t irritate me by talk
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
table
all
smoking
hot.
Then
Bumpy
sleepin’ out-o’-doors, in a tree, these
If so, they may be of inferior ma
leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30
or tarrying. I want you to start
BATTERIES
Mrs. Ralph Hibbert has been ill A.Steamer
terial, especially if they were not
frosty nights. They ain’t comf’table brought to the banquet a pot of de
M.. Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25.
now.”
Don’t forget that battery cells
ot standard manufacture. Some of
from flu.
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
licious coffee and a jug of cider
j He puts ’em out o’ their misery.”
about 9.30.
„_ „
the cheap points on the market need frequent refilling with dis
Bat started. He had heard of
Arthur Leigher, whose hands were, land
The old man laughed as he "with a little edge on it." The feast
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
give very poor service. Is it pos tilled water, during warm weather.
badly
burned
during
the
recent
de

the district attorney of St. Law i added: “There ain’t a-goin’ to be no began.
Vinalhaven
2.45.
North
Haven
3.30.
Ston
sible that the voltage on the igni If liquid falls below the tops of
struction of his buildings by fire, ington at 4.40: due to arrive at Swan’s
rence county, the terror of all the
Bumpy kept the boys laughing
tion system is too high, due to im the plates, the capacity of the
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The colonel set out for home.
leg squeaked at every step. He road. In telling these stories he was
proving. The hard traveling is copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
that the current in the ignition charging rate reduced or burn
At last Shad was free. Ue cele limped a little but he could travel wont to use the first person plural.
R. W. TYLER
home news, at the Old South News
rather strenuous for one of the doc Agency,
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The House
of the Th ree
- Ganders

A cold does 3 things

Backache
bother you:

ODAN5
PILL!

HINTS
FOR
THE

MOTORIST

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie Hardware Co.

Vt/WAL SERVICE
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ARMY MUST ANSWER
MANY ODD QUERIES
Information Bureau Anxi
ous to Be of Assistance.
New York—Who? Where? When?
What? How? WJ»y?
This is the barrage of questions
which is tlie daily lot of one regu
lar array soldier holding a unique
position in the military service. To
his desk and over tlie telephone j
come all sorts of queries, this multi- |
tilde of questions having to do with
eervice matters for the most part.
The soldier who, to answer these
divers and multitudinous questions,
must have a wide range of data
right at his linger tips, is the desk
clerk of the L'nited States army in- j
formation service, 39 Whitehall I
street, New York city.
This man comes in contact with
several hundred people ever.v week,
who are in quest of some form of
Information, and not always of a
military nature. Still, the iron
bound rule of that office is, “All
queries must be answered.” The
greater part of the queries are
made by phone, but many feel that
they can obtain better service by '
calling personally.
In addition to tlie hundreds of j
different questions pertaining to '
the veterans bureau, the National ,
Guard, the organized reserves, the i
citizens military training camps and
West Point, the information clerk '
is called upon to settle many dis
putes between friends who disagree
over some question regarding the |
military service.
The following are typical of the
questions asked:
'
What Is the weight of the army
rifle and how many shots will it
fire?
What regiment of engineers is
surveying the proposed Nicaraguan i
canal?
Who Is the assistant secretary of i
war?
What Is General Ely's first name? j
When does the next army trans- i
port sail and how many troops will I
she carry?
Here's a Puzzler.
How long will it take a transport
sailing from New York to arrive at |
Manila and how many stops are
there?
What division in the World war
was the first to enter the lines as
a whole unit?
Where can I locate a copy of the
Army and Navy Register in New 1
York?
When was the present cut of the
military uniform authorized by law?
What is the present ration for en
listed men per day? When was it
highest? When was It lowest?
How can my sou get an appoint
ment to the United States Mllitary
academy?
What is the strength of the army?
What is the pay?
What Is the Insignia of the camou
flage corps?
What are the requirements for a
candidate for the air corps school?
Where can I get a list of all the •
army posts in the United States?
Is a major general higher than a
lieutenant general?
Is a retired officer entitled to have
his laundry done at the army base?
How cat? I secure a copy of an
honorable discharge that was
burned?
Where should I go to report a
deserter from the army?
Whom ahould I see about a firing
■quad for a former soldier?
When you display the American
flag at half staff, should the com
pany flag also be at half staff?
What is the uniform size for a
flag to be flown at the top of a
building?
I want my son discharged from
the army; how should I go about it?
Can a soldier travel on the rail
road for one cent a mile?
Where's John Smlttif

Where ,.is John Smith stationed
now? I think he Is a lieutenant or
colonel.
What Is the name of the military
attache in Berlin?
When ran I enter a sealed bid for
medical Instruments?
Who is the supervisor of the har
bor of New York?
How many gold star mothers made
the pilgrimage to Europe?
How many air ambulances are
there in the army?
Can a soldier enter Mexico in
uniform?
In order to answer these ques
tions promptly the information clerk
must know his army. The major
ity of the questions asked are an
swered Immediately, without con
sulting sources, for It Is the pride
of the army Information service that
its personnel shall be well In
formed. Frequently, however, some
■eeker after knowledge of things
military will present a poser.
Then tlie information clerk must
consult files both current and an
cient, or even in rare Instances, re
sort to calling upon some bureau of
the War department in Washington
for the Information desired. Once
a question Is asked, however, the
army Information does not put it
■side until It has been answered
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DREAM OF HIDDEN
GOLD COMES TRUE

Mexico City.—Twenty years ago,
a German dreamed of a hoard of
hidden gold. Now he has found a
tunnel which he believes will lead
him to the treasure of a long-dead
king.
The scene of this Is in the hinter
land of Mexico, and the story is one
of the most dramatic la the anuals
of lost riches.
Twenty years ago Ernesto Loeck
was a rising business man in the
german town of Dusseldorf. He
was then just forty, and his dili
gence and acumen were enabling
him to put by what promised to be
a handsome little competence.
About a year after his wife died
be had a vivid and remarkable
dream. The scene was the crest of
a high mountain, and along a nar
row track wound a long line of light
skinned and scantily clad Indians.
They marched in single tile, and on
the shoulders of each was borne a
roughly made hide sack—a sack
containing gold.
The carriers seemed to disappear
Into the heart of the mountain, and
watching them was a lull man of
noble aspect. Just as the dream
faded there seemed to appear writ
ten on his brow in letters of fire the
word Calzontzin.
The dream was so vivid and made
so great an impression on Lopck
that he began to wonder whether
history had any record of a man
named Calzontzin. A loug search
revealed that it had. There was a
Tarascan king of that name who
was ruling in a part of Mexico some
400 years ago, and who had vanished
with gold worth $30,000,000.
Now, after 20 years of search,
Loeck has found on the summit of
La Bates de Oro a narrow under
ground passage. He is confident
that that tunnel will lead him to
the hidden gold.

Old Bible Holds Civil
War Vet’s Death Message
Pittsburgh, Pa.—A strange mes
sage, almost seventy year old, is in
the possession of Harry C. Wood.
Wood found a small, hand-curved
Bible containing tlie message,
packed away in a trunk in tlie attic.
It belonged to William McCutcheon,
a cousin wbo enlisted <u tlie Civil
war. With it were a diary of 1863,
a penknife, a picture of tlie youth,
and letters to his mother.
It was a last message to Ills moth
er. in event lie never returned. A
letter, found with it, told of its ex
istence, and told ’lie mother that it
was not to be opened unless he was
killed.
McCutcheon carved the Bible and
hollowed It out before he went
away. The message was placed in
side, and the opening sealed.
But he returned within a year.
Five years later, in 1868, he died.
His mother, who was 111 at the time,
never opened the Bible. She died
soon afterward. The Bible was put
away and forgotten until Wood
found it.
Now Wood is undecided whether
he should open It

Forest Highway Building
Provides Work for Idle
Harrisburg, Pa. — Forest road
building is helping residents in re
mote mountain settlements, most of
whom depend on state forest work
for a livelihood, according to Lewis
E. Staley, secretary of tlie state de
partment of forests and waters.
In co-operation with the slate
highway department, the department
of forests and waters is pushing
new road construction In state for
ests.
Nineteen new road projects are
under way now, with 300 men nt
work. With completion of these
projects, 75 miles of new forest
road and two rebuilt 40-foot span
bridges will be available for use.

oOr junior puzzle

«

Gilchreat
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaaton, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connwefion

Helen Worden, well-known news
paper women, has a cat by the
name of Arnold. Whether the ani
mal was named for Benedict Arnold
or Arnold Daly, I do not know, but
at any rate it is a highly favored
cat, which lias long been treated
like a king by members of the Wor
den family, which formerly resided
on West Sixty-seventh street. An
other resident of that street was
and is William Beebe, the famous
naturalist and fish man. Arnold,
like other kings, grew tired of the
cream and trapping of royalty and
used to try to get away from It all.
His method of egress was by tlie
window. After some time spent in
seeing life incognito, he would re
turn in the same manner he had
left. Now Sixty-seventh is a pe
culiar street. On the long block
which runs west from Central park
are some of the most attractive
apartments ln the city. Also in
that block is one of the city’s few
remaining blacksmith shops and
also a lumber yard and paint shop.
In his wanderings, Arnold must
have visited the latter because, on
one occasion, he returned covered
with light gray paint. Now, Arnold,
in his natural state, is a black cat.
When, therefore, a member of tlie
Worden family saw a gray animal
crouched on the window sill, the
natural thing to do was to throw a
pitcher of water at it. Indignant
at such treatment and at not being
recognized in his own domain,
Arnold departed and was not seen
for three days. By this time some
of the paint had worn off.
• • •
Being treated royally, Arnold was
scarcely to blame for getting the
idea that anything he desired was
his right of birth. It happened that
Mr. Beebe, either on his trips to
the Galapagos islands, his descents
to the bottom of the sea or on some
of his other wanderings, had col
lected a number of rare fish with
weird eyes, fins and tails. These I
he had in small aquariums In his
apartment. In a highly mysterious
manner, these fish began to disap
pear. The story goes that one day
Mr, Beebe happened to see Arnold
put a paw In his mouth and dislodge
a fish bone from his throat. There
was a bit of controversy over the
matter, which may be one reason
that Arnold and the Wordens
moved to Park avenue.

» • •

S Woman’s Wild Shot

j’

Brings Down 2 Cats X

Enterprise, Ore.—As an ac- .£
J* cidental sharpshooter, Mrs.
Charles McAlister need feai .’.
no man. Cats are numerous J'
around the McAlister farm,
so she got a shotgun and
started for the front yard to
end their raids.
On the porch she stumbled
and fell, discharging the gun .j.
as It struck the ground. X
When the smoke cleared Jaway two cats lay dead In X
the yard and a dog fled y
wounded.
,J^e^*^«.^*^*AA^*lMl*aA«*M*'«*ee*ee*ee*ee*ee*ee*e«*ee*e«*ee*ee*e'

X

A STRANGE BIRD j
It was just a stuffed bird at the
bird store but Charlie’s mother
told him it was a real one once
and Charlie was quite astounded.
If you take a pencil and join all
the numbered dots'" together,
starting with dot number one
and ending with dot number
fqrty-five, you will see a picture
of the hirj Charlie saw
__ ,

EVERY TELEPHONE

A women I once knew had a cat.
It was not a royal beast, such as
Arnold. Its pedigree might have
read, Stray out of Alley. This cat
actually fell into a pot of red paint
and became thickly coated.
Tlie
woman who liad taken it in had
one of the kindest hearts In the
world and decided that something
must be done. She had heard of
human beings who liad gilded them
selves for some reason, dying, be
cause all their pores were clogged.
The only remedy she could think
of was to try to remove the paint,
by turpentine. This took off not
only the paint, hut the hair. I .
never shall forget my first sight of
that cat after the operation. A cat
without Its hair Is the most star
tling sight I have ever seen. With
a round head, thin body, and long
legs It looks like some creature out
of a nightmare. I never knew
whether that cat became normal
again or not.
• • •
Thomas Mitchell has a dog
named Jean. Mr. Mitchel), who Is
the author of such plays as “Little
Accident” and “Cloudy With Show
ers,” claims that Jean is descend
ed from the bloodhounds with
w’hich he once played in “Uncle
Tom’s Cabin,” and also that he can
not write unless the dog sits beside
him. He says that when he gets
stuck for a third act, tlie dog crawls
around under the furniture and
noses up the rugs until it discovers
an Idea. Phil Dunning, hearing of
tlie dog's ability, borrowed It while
he was writing his latest play.
• • •
Few’ persons appear to know that
Samuel Merwin, the novelist. Is an |
authority on oriental history. Mr. '
Merwin has spent considerable
time In the Far East and is espe
cially interested in the story of the
Mongols. One of his other hobbies
is tennis.
• • •
Among those unaffected by the
depression is a little old lady whose
son, long ago, bought her an an
nuity. She lives as she always has
and insists that the depression is
only a state of mind.
(©, 1932, Bell Syndicate.)—WNU Service.

Trash Worth $7,000 a Year

Memphis. Tenn.—Trash piles care
fully saved at a Memphis Jewelr\
factory, the largest in the South
net the company $7,060 annually ii
gold and silver recovered, the mana
ger explained.

LIGHTS ►
ot NEW YORK

—
One of Moat Dramatic Stories
of Lost Riches.
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HOPE
Elmer L. True went Saturday to
Boston where he will remain for a
few days.
Miss Pauline True spent the weekent with the Harold Nash family in
Camden.
Miss Estelle Bartlett returned

is a Courier-Gazette Want Ad Station
You don’t have to leave your home

her, or, if you have not written it in ad

or your desk to utilize the vast Want

vance, she can help you put your needs

Ad service of the Rockland Courier-

into a terse, effective advertisemnet.

Gazette.

Whenever you have a need that a

Call 770, ask for an ad-taker and at

Want Ad can fill—when you need help

the other end of your wire a capable
young woman will serve you. She
knows her business thoroughly. She can
give you rates and costs. She can take
your advertisement as you dictate it to

in your household or in your office,
when you have lost something of value,
when you want to rent your apartment,
your house or your spare room, reach
for your telephone and call 77C.

Utilize the Pulling Power of The
I

Courier-Gazette Want Ads

Thursday from Rockland where she
visited her sister Mrs. Leroy Coombs
a few days and attended the Re
gional Fellowship Conference.
Miss Justine Norwood spent the
weekend with her grandmother Mrs.
H. O. Simmons in Lincolnville.
Don't forget to attend the enter
tainment to be presented by the “Me
gunticook Players" at the Grange hall
Feb. 5.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. True, Mrs.
Katherine True and Mrs. Amy Wads
worth attended the installation of
Harbor Light Chapter in Rockport
last week.
Mrs. Emma Simmons of Lincoln
ville dailed on Mr. and Mrs. Ned Payson Friday.
Miss Alice Morton spent the week
end with friends in Camden.
There was a good assemblage at
£the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
Robbins Saturday evening for an
other of those popular street light
whist parties. Ten tables were used
for the game and a good time is re
ported.

WALDOBORO
Dudley

Hovey

of

Newtonville,

Mass., has been the guest of his
father F. A. Hovey at Stahl s Tavern.
Joseph Gould was taken in Fland
ers’ ambulance Monday to Knox
Hospital to receive treatment.
Mrs. Annie Thompson entertained
the Auction Club Friday evening.
Two tables were in play.
Mrs. C. B. Stahl and Mrs. B. G.
Miller represented the Woman’s Club
Friday at the State Federation meet
ing in Augusta.
Arthur Hatch, who has employ
ment in Sanford, has moved his
familj^o the home of Fred W. Scott.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey passed
the weekend at their home in Surry.
On account of the storm the play
given by the Warren Lodge of Re
bekahs in Odd Fellows hall had a
small attendance but was much eni joyed by those who were present
Mrs. Eudora Miller has been visit-

Alma Giidden of tlie High School
.faculty. Rev. A. G. Davis and Mrs.
Leon Ludwig.
The Lincoln County News of Jan.
30, 1874, contains the information
that the ice crop looked encouraging
with the thermometer ranging from
7 Io 20 degrees below zero. It was
estimated that during the storm of
the preceding week that 18 inches of j
snow fell. Good old days?

Coffee Dessert Recipes
-By Barbara Waring

T

WHITE HEAD

Congratulations are being extendi ed Mr. and Mrs. R. Herman Carr,
newlyweds, by their many friends
here. Mr. Carr is M. M. 1st class at
the coast guard station. Mrs. Carr
was formerly Miss Emma Dorgan of
Rockland. They both are members
of the Coast Guard League of Wornen and are very popular.
Messrs. Lyons and Shannon, goveminent machinists, who have been
working at the lighthouse for the
past fortnight, returned Wednesday
; ing in Damariscotta.
' Mrs. Nellie Overlock entertained to Portland.
E. E. Evans of Boston, who has been
j the Susannah Wesley Society MonAPPLETON RIDGE
at J. K. Lowe's for several weeks re
' day afternoon.
Gladys Philbrook was an overnight
Mrs. Earle Spear entertained the turned home Tuesday.
Bernice Flood of {South Thomaston
Mending Club Friday evening. Mrs.
guest Monday of Cnrystal Stanley.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Perry and son, Harold Perry, Mrs. Clarence Benner, was the guest ot her brother S. F.
Mrs. Hazle Perry. Norman and Marie Mrs. Arthur Hatch. Mrs. H. K. i Flood last week.
Perry were Rockland visitors Satur Crowell and Miss Edith Benner were
U. S Lighthouse Tender Ilex passed
present. Refreshments were served by here Thursday on the way to Port
day afternoon.
/
Charles Schaller was in Rockland by 'the hostess.
land.
Members of the Junior English
Thursday evening and attended an
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kelley attendclass W.H.S.. who saw the Ben : ed the bridge party given Wednesday
American Legion meeting.
Ida Williams is ill from pneumonia. I Greet, players at Cony High School night in Rockland at 'the home of
The weekly prayer and praise serv in Augusta were Evelyn Lovejoy, Capt Albert Havs of the coast guard
ice was held at the home of Mr. and Phyllis Ludwig, Beulah Dav, Bettv ship Kickapoo under the auspices of
Mrs. W. M. Newbert Thursday eve Stahl, Beryl Davis, Doris Duswald, the Coast Guard. League oi Women.
1 Helen Vannah, Eugene Winchen- They were also overnight guests of
ning with 20 present.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Stanley, Mrs. j bach, Stanley Castner, Louis Bois- Capt. and Mrs. Hays. Others who atElizabeth Newbert and Miss Chrystal senault, Everett Achorn, Murray ' tended from this place were Capt.
Stanley attended the meeting of the j Benner, Herbert Leavitt, Howard ; and Mrs. E. M. Mills of the coast
Rubinstein Club at Rockland Friday I Tisdale, Wilbur and Maurice Hilton. j guard and B. M. and Mrs. Wilson
They were accompanied by Miss Carter.
afternoon.
,
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E housewlfe who
prides herself
on her desserts
is always on the
hunt for new
ideas In the pre
paration of pies,
cakes and pud
dings which will
make them just
a little different. Sometimes it is
difficult to get a really distinctive
flavor, for, regardless of the other
ingredients, when one of the old
stand-bys—vanilla, lemon or choco
late—has been used, there is a cer
tain sameness of taste. But there
are other and less usual flavors
which will add a touch of piquancy,
and one of these is coffee.
Coffee-flavored delicacies are
novel and appeal to all those who
enjoy coffee—which means virtu
ally everyone these days. The cof
fee will blend smoothly with most
other Ingredients and. in particu
larly rich dishes, will relieve ex
cessive sweetness.
Coffee for
flavoring should be brewed double
strength, that is, two heaping table
spoons for each cup of water. It
should always be made fresh for
each recipe.
I
Coffee SouffU Pie

yolks beaten slightly with one
tablespoon sugar. Cook In top of
double boiler until thickened. Re
move from fire and add salt and
vanilla. Let this cool, stirring
often. When it begins to set, beat
hard, folding In egg whites and
cream, both stiffly beaten. Cool
while mixture is thick enough to
pile well on spoon, then turn into
baked pastry shell and chill.
Coffee Rice Pudding
V. cupful un-

polished rice

a cupfuls milk

1 teaspoonful vanilla

% cupful sugar
extract or root
3/8 teaspoon salt
extract
1^ cupfuls coffee

Wash the rice and place it in a
well-oiled pudding dish. Add the
sugar, salt, the extract, the coffee
and milk, stir thoroughly together
and set to cook in a slow oven, not
more than 300 degrees F. Stir
every twenty minutes for three
times, then cover and bake very
gently for an hour longer. Serve
with sweetened whipped cream,
with plain cream, or with caramel
sance.
Coffee Fruit Cake
>4 cup shortening
t cup light brown
sugar
, eggs

Il« cupe (lour
3 teaspoons baking
powder
pound retains
Ve pound citron

V« cup coffee
I /J cup milk
t, pound Bgs cat in strips

Cream shortening, add sugar, egg
yolks, coffee and milk. Sift together
flour and baking powder and add
slowly. Add fruit, which hse been
slightly floured, and fold ln beaten
Soak gelatine in the water, add whites of eggs. Bake in greased
hot coffee and ft cup sugar. Stir loaf pan from one hour to one hour
until dissolved and pour over egg and a quarter.

2 tablespoons
granulated gelatine
cup hot water
2 cups hot coffee
*/2 cup sugar

2 eggs
teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon ranlUa
1 cup cream
1 tablespoon sugar

THOMASTON
There will be a public card party j
under the auspices of Williams- ;
Brasier Post Auxiliary in their rooms
Thursday evening at 7.30.
A cottage prayer meeting will be
held in the home of Mrs. Herbert
Newbert. High street, Wednesday
evening at 7.15. Rev. H. S. Kilborn;
will lead. All are cordially invited.
Miss Edith Keller of Portland was
in town Sunday.
Francis Tillson who was called*
1
home recently by the illness of his
wife and daughter, left Monday for
Whitneyville to rejoin the highway i
bridge crew. The headquarters of
this crew is in Ellsworth. An engi- :
neer of the highway department is !
located there and crews are sent to ;
repair bridges in that section of the s
State. Thus far five have been re- ■
conditioned.
Arcana Lodge. K. of P. and May- ■
flower Temple. P.S.. will hold joint,
installation ceremonies at their hall
Friday evening.
The junior choir of the Baptist
Church met for rehearsal Sunday
afternoon as usual with 14 members
present. A business meeting was
held and these officers elected: Presi
dent, Evelyn Paquin; vice president,
Cecil Day; secretary, Carlene Davis;
treasurer. Joseph Cross; executive
committee, Marian Felt chairman.
Frederick Elwell, Cleora Condon,
Richard Paquin; assistant accom
panist, Betty Brown. The work of
the choir is to furnish special music
and lead in the gospel singing at the
Sunday evening services.
Miss Barbara Elliot is at home
from Wellesley College for a few
days. Mrs. A. J. Elliot and son Al
bert motored to Portland Saturday
to meet her.
The quarterly meeting of the Lin
coln Baptist Association will be held
in the Rockport Baptist Church next
Friday, opening at 10 a. m. and con
tinuing through the day and eve
ning.
Miss Minnie Fernald who has been
ill at her home on High street for
some time, was up town Sunday to
attend church.
Basketball at Rockland Friday
night, Thomaston vs. Rockland, boys
and girls.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Potter re
turned to their home in Needham.
Mass., Sunday after a short visit
with Mrs. Potter's parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford Clark.
Capt. and Mrs. I. E. Archibald are
recovering from an attack of grippe.
Congratulations are being extend
ed to Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights
• Bernice Maloney) on the birth of a
daughter Jan. 31.
Mrs. Herbert White of Brookline is
spending a few days with Miss M. J.
Watts.
Donald P. George has returned
from a trip to Boston and Providence.
Mrs. Olive Brasier is visiting her
sister in Warren.
Cecil Cushman is at his winter
home on Green street for a few days.
Prcf. Wilmot B. Mitchell of Bowdoin College will give the address at
the Longfellow memorial observance
at the Baptist Church Feb. 28.
The Methodist ladies’ aid will meet
at the home of Mrs. Howard Wood,
West Main street, Wednesday morn
ing for work. Picnic dinner will be
served at noon and members are
asked to take dishes and silver.
Business of importance was trans
acted at the February meeting of
Gen. Knox Chapter, D.A.R., held
Monday afternoon at the home of j
Miss Hortense Wilson. Delegates and j
alternates to the Continental Con- I
gress at Washington, D. C. April
18-23 were elected thus: Delegates,
Mrs. Mary Overlook, regent, Mrs. Lavinia Elliot; alternates, Mrs. Ann
Waldo Lord of Washington, Mrs.
Eliza Walker. Miss Jane Tucker of
Wiscasset, Mrs. Annie Willey, Mrs.
Ella Dunn, Miss Harriet Dunn. Mrs.
Lilia Elliot, Mrs. Josephine P. Walk
er. Mrs. Martha Mathews of New
Britain. Conn, Mrs. Cassandra Wash
burn. Mrs. Eda Copeland of Newton
Center, Mass. Eight delegates were
named to represent the chapter at
the State Conference in Lewiston,
March 15-17: Mrs. Mary Overlock,
regent. Mrs. Ella Dunn. Mrs. Eliza
beth Dunn. Mrs. Lois M. Creighton,
Mrs. Annie Willey, Mrs. Lilia Elliot,
Miss Hortense Wilson. Mrs. Louise
Hewett; alternates, Mrs. Emily Stev
ens, vice regent, Mrs. Lavinia Elliot,
Miss Harriet Dunn, Mrs. Eliza Walk
er, Mrs. Maria Copeland, Mrs. Effie
Seavey. Mrs. Josephine P. Walker,
Mrs. Abbie S. Montgomery. It was
voted that the chapter's annual ob
servance of the birthday of George
Washington would take the form of
a banquet at Knox Hotel, the eve
ning of Feb. 22, to be followed by
playing of cards and other games.
Refreshments were served by the
hostess. Mrs. Blanche Ayers, and Mrs.
Lavinia Elliot.

UNION
The next Child Health Conference
will be held Thursday from 2 to 4
at the M. E. vestry with Dr. Plumer
and Miss Lawrence in attendance.
Mrs. H. F. Cameron represented the
Community Club at the State Feder
ation meeting in Augusta last week.

MICKIE SAYS—
BY GOLLY, IF THEVS AUYTHIWG

US BOOSTERS AROUND THIS
OFFICE ELWOY, ITS SAViW’WieE
THINGS ABOUT FOLKS, AND VIE
NEVER MISS A GHAWBE «
WHENEVER AMY OF OUR HOME
FOLKS DO THEMSELVES PROUP,
WE ARE RIGHT THERE WITH
TH' OLE LAUREL WREATH t
WO WOUOER WE’RE SO
7
POPULAR1. (AHEM)
j

Every-Other-Day
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SEA LIONS FURNISH

THRIVING INDUSTRY
Catching Animals for Cir
cuses Is Profitable.
Santa Barbara, Calif.—California's
gift to the circus is the sea lion,
that sleek brown-black animal, half
fish, half mammal, which is the most
adroit juggler in the world.
Capturing sea lions for training
purposes is one of the state's little
known Industries. Indeed, only a
California seal’s habitat is practi
cally restricted to the Santa Bar
bara Channel islands, 25 miles off
this city.
Here several hundred young seals
are captured yearly, to be sent to
zoos throughout the world, and to
the famed llagenbecks circus, in
Hamburg, Germany.
A young bull seal, weighing from
100 to 200 pounds, will bring any
where from $250 to $500, so it can
be seen the work is profitable.

j

i
i
|

Capture Simple.

Capture of the animals is a com
paratively simple operation. Capt.
George McGuire, short, grizzled,
good liatured and wearing a droop
ing gray mustache, explained the op
erations at his home here.
“We get our best seals from Santa
Cruz islands," Captain McGuire ex
plained. "At low tide the seals
clamber into little caves. Four men
stand at the entrance with nets
made of strong hemp rope. A fifth
enters and beats the water with
u stick. Out comes the seals, head
ing for the open water.
"The larger bulls and cows we
don't touch—let them go by the
sienes. The smaller we place in
wooden crates, where they docilely
accept proffered fish.
•'Indeed, within a few minutes of
their capture and feeding, they will
permit their heads and backs to be
scratched, and then enjoy It as
much as dogs.
Kept in Crates.

“Usually we keep them in their
crates for a week after their cap
ture. If they eat regularly, they are
sent to the buyers. If they don't
accept capture readily, they are
placed back into the ocean."
Young seal pups never are taken,
Captain McGuire said. They not
only require their mother's milk for
the first six months, but have yet to
learn to eat fish and to swim.
Captain McGuire send several
score seal a year to Hag^nbeck's cir
cus. The most noted animal train
ers in the world are employed there,
and after a period of several
months’ training, they are again
sold to circuses and zoos through
out the world.
Few seals are ever accidentally
killed or die in training, he added.
The California law strictly prohib
its the killing of seals, although
fishermen often are accused of
shooting them because they find
their nets torn by the animals.

Harlan Spear, who has been ill the
past week, is reported to be much
better.
The schoolman's dinner will take
place this evening at the Whitcombe
restaurant in Belfast. Supt, Rowe
and Principal Dwinal will attend if
the traveling permits.
Twelve members of the Dorcas Cir
cle. King's Daughters, took advantage
Saturday of the invitation extended
them by Mrs. John Robinson to spend
the ejay with her at Rockland. A fine
dinner was served and a good time
enjoyed by all.
Mrs Martha Kalloch has been the
guest of her sister Mrs. Lizzie Mc
Guire in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. David Wooster of
Camden. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kerswell of St. George and Mr. and Mrs.
Lyman Randall of Warren were re- [
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Spear.
Supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Wilson last Friday were Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Borneman, son
Howard and Miss Julia Libby, the
occasion being the birthday anni
versary of Mrs. Borneman.
William Swift is ill and Mrs. Alice
Mathews is caring for him.
Mrs. Louie Drewett will favor with
a piano solo at the meeting of the
Woman’s Club this evening.
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett is assisting
in caring for Mrs. Martha Spear who
is seriously ill.
Mrs. Jennie Stearns of Camden was
the weekend guest of Mrs. H. I. Holt.
Several from this place attended
"The
Shannons
of
Broadway"
given at Thomaston Thursday and
Friday evenings of last week and re
ported it to be very entertaining.
Mrs. Thomas Copeland was hostess
Saturday at dinner and supper to
Mrs. Norah Russell, Mrs. Charles
Young. Mrs. Herbert Waltz, Mrs. Vi
ola Durgin. Mrs. Edith Robinson, Mrs.
Inez Mathews, Mrs. Ella Caler. Mrs.
Susie Philbrook. Mrs. Alice Cook.
Mrs. Alice Gordon, all of Warren,
and Mrs. Olive Brasier of Tkomaston. A delightful social time was
enjoyed.
Alice Cook, Mrs. Alice Gordon, all of
Warren, and Mrs. Susie Philbrook of
Thomaston. A delightful social time
was enjoyed.
Mrs. Benjamin Perry has been ill.
Elwin Seekins of Waldo is employed
at the Cutting farm.
Miss Edna F. Boggs and Levi
Boggs attended the funeral services
for Allen Y. Boggs Sunday afternoon ’
at South Hope.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cates of Rock
land spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin Watts.
Mrs. Georg? Gardiner resumed her
teaching duties at the high school
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Partridge
motored to Spruce Head Sunday
where they visited Mr. and Mrs. May
nard Post.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Simmons and
Mrs. Eva Cummings visited Mr. and
Mrs. John Miller in Waldoboro Sun
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Davis went
to Waterville Sunday where they (
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Davis. They found icy traveling over
the road through the Togus woods
section.
I

of Magellan’s Voyage

A Cold

•
Colds are common because people are careless. Prompt
use of Bayer Aspirin will always check a cold. Or relieve

Spain Projects Tunnel
to Connect With Africa
Madrid.—A decree creating a gov
ernment commission to study pro
posals for a tunnel to connect Spain
with the African coast has been ap
proved by the cabinet of Premier
Manuel Azana.
The tunnel would be constructed
under the Straits of Gibraltar, ac
cording to plans which have been
discussed unofficially. Like the pro
posals for a railroad tunnel under
the English channel, connecting the
British Isles with the continent, the
Gibraltar scheme has been studied
by engineers for many years,
but never has been seriously con
templated by the government.

Aviatrix Walks Wing
to Extinguish Blaze
Pueblo, Colo.—When Jesse Mar
tin, Pueblo aviatrix, and her co
partner, Jimmy Woods, landed a
scorched wing of their plane
brought numerous questions from
flying field attendants. Reluctantly
Jessie confessed that while they
, were in midair a wad of oil satu
rated waste near the cylinders
blazed up and flames crept toward
the gasoline tank. Jessie, an ex
pert wing walker, crawled out of
the cockp’t helmet In hand and
bent the flames until they were out,
while Jimmy continued pushing the
plane toward their destination.

Strout Insurance Agency
17 GREEN ST.

THOMASTON, ME.

Insurance in all its branches
Probate Bonds
Notary rublie
J. Walter Strout
Alfred M. Strout

StI

Fernando Magellan was a Portu
guese navigator born about 1470.
Early in the Sixteenth century lie
offered his services to Charles V. of
Spain. He' was given command of
n fleet of five vessels and 230 men.
With these he sailed In September.
1519, to find a western route to the
East Indies. He passed part of
1320 In the bay of Saint Julian,
where a serious mutiny was sup
pressed by tlie execution of two of
bis captains. In October, 1520, lie
rouuded South America, discovered
and passed through the strait which
now bears his name.
He pursued his course through
the Pacific ocean, of which he was
the first navigator. He reached the
Philippine Islands and was re
ceived by the prince of Zebu. He
became an ally of this prince in a
war against another island and was
killed In battle In April, 1521. One
of Magellan’s ships, the Victoria,
commanded by Sebastian del Cano,
returned to Spain, and was the first
ship to circumnavigate the globe.
An Italian named Plgafetta, who ac
companied Magellan, kept an ac
count of the journey which wag
later published.

your cold at any stage. And genuine Bayer Aspirin can’t
hurt you. Take two tablets of Bayer Aspirin at the first
indication of a cold, and that's usually the end of it. If

every symptom hasn't disappeared in a few hours, repeat.

Bayer Aspirin does not depress the heart. Take enough to
give complete relief. And if your throat is sore, dissolve some
tablets in water and gargle away all soreness. In every

package of genuine Bayer Aspirin are proven directions
for colds, headaches, sore throat, neuralgia, neuritis. Mil

lions who used to suffer have found winter comfort in
Bayer Aspirin.

BAYER ©ASPIRIN
Outboard Racing Outfit

FOR

SALE

Class A boat and fast Lockwood Ace motor. Boat is strongly built,
in first class condition, and is FAST, easy handling and very sea
worthy. Motor is in good condition, has always been free from
trouble. Two fast racing propellers, one new. This outfit won a
majority of the races in its class last summer. Will sell complete
outfit for S150, or will sell boat and motor separately, boat S100,
motor SG5. There will be a lot of outboard racing in Knox County
this summer. If you plan to race here is a chance to get a fast, able
outfit that will be among the leaders in its class. An excellent, safe
outfit for a youngster. Write to HENRY S. BEVERAGE, P. O. BOX
90t, Portland. Maine.
11*13

Blinks—"I hear you and your
neighbor are on the outs. What hap
pened?"

Biblical Trade Ideas
Wreck Turks’ Market
Istanbal, Turkey.—A widespread
return to Biblical times, when goods
were bartered anil exchanged in
stead of being paid for in coin, has
had a disastrous effect on Turkey’s
markets.
It happened this way. After sev
eral years of agricultural slump, the’
peasants are loth to spend their
cash. Traders have tried to sell
them goods, which, in ordinary
times, they would be only too anx
ious to buy.
Now, however, the peasants re
fuse to part with their cash, and the
only way they will do business is
to pay for the goods with sheep,
goats, or cattle and poultry.
The traders have been forced to
accept these terms, but when they
return to the cities, having driven
their “purchase prices” for long dis
tances, the animals are in such an
emaciated condition that they only
bring low prices.

NORTH CUSHING

Diarist Kept Account

CASH in HAND

Death Alone Ends Duel
Between Fighting Fish

Siamese fighting fish have red
fins, which they wave at friend or
enemy, if they ever had a frienih
These fish are known to the trade
as Betta Cambogdia, and in Siam
they are trained to battle in tlie
manner of cock-fighting. Natives of
Siam are fond of Betta Canibogtliti
battles.
They take two males and put
them in separate bowls of water.
Then they bring a bowl full of fe
males, placing it between tlie two
combatants.
Tlie males stare rather resentfully
at each other for a bit. Then they
gradually start getting nasty. They
begin churning up the water, wav
ing their red tins and looking dag
gers at each other. Finally, when
their wrath reaches the stage that
they’ve either got to tight or ex
plode, they are tossed into the
same tank.
From then on the action is fast.
The Betta Cumbogdla take their
fighting seriously and there are no
rest periods nor long counts. They
fight until one or the other is dead.

William Achorn has returned to
his home in Rockport after visiting at
Mrs. Ida Smith's.
Mrs. Garfield Dolliver has been
having an enforced vacation from the
Senter Crane store, Rockland, owing
to illness. Her daughter Lucille has
also been ill.
Mrs. Venner leaves today, Tuesday,
for Boston, where she will visit her
mother-in-law, enroute to Akron,
Ohio. There she will be joined by
her sister, and together they will go
to Kentucky for a visit with their
father. Miss Alice Venner will stay
at the radio station with her brother.
Harold Smith is confined to his
home by illness.
Miss Arietta Maloney is boarding
with her cousin Mrs. Nellie Benner.
Members of the Variety Club en
joyed a conundrum supper at Mrs.
Iola Smith's last week.

and utilize without paying the “first hand” price.

Why not sell to eager buyers
rat you don’t or cannot use?
rere are hundreds of them
ading the Want Ads every
y for just such chances.

AN OLD
STOVE
in the
BASEMENT

Advertise

in the
CLASSIFIED COLUMNS

of The

: LOST AND FOUND *

Big Noise From Little Horn

In the Eighth century, or there
abouts, when the Vikings desired
to summon a council or body of
soldiers they did so with the use of
a horn of peculiar construction, and
two of these have recently been
sent to this country for exhibition
purposes In a museum. The instru
ment consists of a long curled tube
gradually expanding into a flare
which resembles somewhat a mod
ern loud speaker. Instead of a bellsliaped Hare, the end has a num
ber of small openings, and the noise
made by one of these instruments
blown by one who Is experienced
with them is capable of being heard
for many miles. One who is inex
perienced cannot get much of a
peep from them.

A Sound Mind
It has been demonstrated often
that the mere sound of a dog's bark
will halt the digestive processes of
the cat tlfat hears it., With us, too,
fear and other emotions have a pro
found'Influence on our body func
tions. Little do we realize how
much we lower our efficiency on tlie
one hand, or add to our happiness
on the other, by the way we permit
worry, rage, prejudice to control us,
or by the way we control them.—
Dr. Jesse F. Williams, professor of
physical education, Columbia uni
versity.

Historic Canadian

Abraham Martin is best remem
bered in Canadian history by hav
ing the plains of Abraham, on the
outskirts of Quebec city, named
after him. He was the first pilot
on the St. Lawrence, and was grant
ed fends by the "Hundred Asso
ciates,” including the battlefield of
1759. A monument to his memory
stands on the waterfront of Quebec.
He was known as "Abraham Martin,
the Scot." He was a Scot either
by birth or by descent.
Co-Operation Necessary

Today success comes only to those
who can co-operate. Getting along
with others is the very essence of
getting ahead in these times.—
Feather.
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GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Maine
Quality Work,
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered
Parcel Delivery 8ervice

Walter Dorgan, TeL 106R
a

•

In Everybody’s Column

Fish Draw Visitors

Times like this no one means to be wasteful and

FOR SALE

TOY FOX TERRIERS, wire haired and
smooth haired, for sale, males $6. fe
males $2 and $3 each: one female Boston
terrier, thorouehbred stock. 7 months
old $10. YORK'S. Ill Pleasant St. Tel.
293-W.______________________ 12-14
RUGS, day beds, child's rocker, mir
rors. oil stove. PILLSBURY STUDIO.
Phone 593-R.__________
12-14
SOFT lump screened coal, egg or nut,
$8.50: hard coal, $15.50; ovolds. $15. J. B.
PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 84-2.
14«16-tf
DRY FITTED hard wood under covet
| $12; junks. $12 long. $10: fitted soft
1 wood and slabs. $8. T. J. CARROLL.
, Tel. 263-21.________________________ 1-tf
OAS STATION on Route 1 between
and Warren for sale, line cor
' Rockland
ner lot. new building, store and lunch
, room complete with fixtures. To be sold
at once. $2500. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
St. Tel, 1080.
152-tf
DRY SLAB WOOD, 75c a foot. $6 cord,
fitted. LEON CALLAHAN, 7 Luce Ave.
Tel. 1169-Y.___________________ 14-16
DRY HARD fitted wood $12. Junks $11,
cord wood $9.
Kept under cover.
DODGES MT. FARM. Tel. 352-24 14*16
Advertisements In this column not to
USED PARTS for automobiles for sale.
exceed three lines inserted once for 25 Apply CLIFFORD BLOOD. 12 Cedar St..
cents, three times for 50 cents Addi City.__________________
13*15
tional lines five cents each for one |
MAN'S COON SKIN COAT. Good as
time. 10 cents ior three times. Six words
new. Will sell at one-half price. $75.
make a line.
SPEAR 3 SHOE STORE
14-16
TWO TONS HAY, price right. Apply
64 Mechanic St. 'Tel. 433-1}.
14*16
FINE. NO. 1 King apples, hand picked.
25 cents peck. F. H PALADINO, 49
Summer St.. City.
14-16
GAS STATION and stock for sale. For
LADY'S FOUNTAIN PEN lost at post- Information
at 147 PARK ST City
office Monday forenoon. Please notify or Tel. 859-Wcall
or 154-W.
12*14
MARGUERITE
SPRAGUE.
Trainer's
Lunch.
11*13
WHITE GOLD WRIST WATCH lost
Thursday between Otis St. and Chis
holm's. MRS. MERLE HUTCHINSON. 8
Otis St. Phone 1171-J.
14*lt
>9> IP

People who feel strongly about
exotic, fish gather at the American
Museum of Natural History, New
York, to examine one of tlie
strangest aggregations of fauna as
sembled since Noah's ark. The two
most popular fish on display from
I the layman’s point of view, will fight
at the drop of tlie hat.
There Is one small blue fish
which, in repose, looks harmless.
This fellow, however, lias a dispo
sition like Schopenhauer’s. He has
already killed three mates, dispatch
ing them neatly and without mak
ing much of a mess. And, then,
having no others to polish off, he
turned around real quickly and bit
his own tall off.

yet the most flagrant form or wastefulness is to
withdraw from use things that can still render serv
ice and economy to some one. When you do so
you forego the cash you can obtain from them by
re-sale and you deny others of the practice of thrift
that arises from making use of things they can buy

;

;

AUTOMOBILES

*

WHITE GOLD WRIST WATCH lost • WILLYS DELUXE Six for sale, perfect
Friday between Otis St. and Chisholm's, order, new battery and hot water heater;
MRS MERLE HUTCHINSON, 8 Otis St. ! low mileage. 68 OLIVER ST.. Rockland
Phone 1171-J.
13-lt Me. Ttfl. 407-W
14*16

;

WANTED

;

;

to
let
■*. — * — — —■

•

SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St.,
with electric lights, tlush toilet, garage.
Inquire MR. SHAFTER, 15 Rockland St.
Tel. 888.__________
l.tf
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St.
Inquire of MRS. W. S. KENNISTON, 176
Main St. Tel, 874-W.
1-tf
SEVEN ROOM tenement, modern con
veniences, to let at South Main St.. $25
a month. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Paik St.
Tel. 1080._____________ »
l-tf
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
240 Broadway.
1-tf
UNFURNISHED five room apartment
with toilet to let. Inquire 12 KNOX
ST. Tel. 156-W-__________________ 156-tf
TENEMENT to let at 7 Broad St. All
modern Improvements, with garage.
TEL. 504-W.____________________
l.tf
DESIRABLE three room furnished
apartment to let. reasonable rent for
Immediate occupancy. Apply 23 AMES•
• I BURY ST. Tel. 958-J._____________ ll-tf
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let, fine cellar,
SALESMEN with car wanted, to estab- j toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
lish and operate Rawleigh Routes in | large veranda, large yard. Adults only.
1-tf
Counties of South Knox, Hancock and Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
City of Bath. Steady workers can start
FRONT ROOM to let, heated, with
earning $35 weekly and increase rapidly. I bath. ANNE V. FLINT. 32 School St.
Hustlers on similar routes do $6000 an Tel. 1013-M_______
12-14
nual business. Many established for I
FORTY-EIGHT (481 rents—always a
years. Reply immediately giving age.
occupation, references. RAWLEIGH IN few vacancies. ERNEST C. DAVIS at
11-13
DUSTRIES. Dept. ME-39-T. Albany. N. Y. Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
15* It
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, sultable for family of two or three, at 15
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST.
Tel, 318-W._______________
1-tf
♦
THREE ROOM furnished apartment
at 19 Orient St., bath room, automatic
♦ hot
water heater. ALBERT PETERSON
♦ or LOUISE WILLIAMS at Fuller-CobbDavls.
2-tf
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to
let. good location. rent reasonable.
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main 8t. Tel.
77._______ __ ____________________ 13-15
NEWLY RENOVATED hall house, no
connection Three rooms down, three up,
large front hall, open attic, good yard.
Garage If desired. Apply 12 WARREN
ST Tel. 577.________
12-tf
FIVE-ROOM FURNISHED apartment,
furnace, gas. coal range, toilet; $6 a
week. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel.
1080._____________
8-tf
BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c;
hatching eggs, price right. My broilers i HOUSE to let. bath. g»s and lights.
bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds. MRS E. C. GRANT, 184 South Main St.
12-tf
ALBION WOTTON, Box 207, Friendship. I Tel. 526-M.______________
Me. Tel 128-11.
7-45 j
TWO heated and furnished rooms to
WYLLIE’S STRAIN S. C. Reds. Have! let, all modern. J. C. CUNNINGHAM.
13-15
you ordered your March chix? We have j 51 Granite St. Tel. 152-M
FURNISHED tenement, all modern,
them for $160 a thousand, postpaid.
Smaller orders slightly higher. State electric lights, gas and bath. Reason
accredited for pullorum disease. F. H. able. F. L. SHAW. 47 North Main St.
Tel. 422-R.
14-tf
WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston, Me., R. 1.
10-tf

ELECTRIC wiring and repair work.
Reasonable prices.
W. O. DEAN. 27
Warren St.. Rockland. Phone 1205-W.
_________________________________ 14-16 .
PRACTICAL NURSING work desired. I
References. C. L. ROACH. 132 Park St.1
Tel. 441-J.
13*24 '
ROOM wanted in private home by
gentleman with good references. Bach- 1
elor. Permanent. Heated, pleasant room
desired, within walking distance of post-1
office; meals optional Address BOX 50. 1
Postotfice, Rockland. Me.
12*14
SUBSCRIPTION SOLICITORS wanted
for Catholic weekly. Good commission |
plus bonus. Write F H. H, care The
Courier-Gazette.
13-15

SITUATIONS

; MISCELLANEOUS ♦
-- -- - ♦ » • • A

WATCHES. ALL KINDS, CLOCKS.
Antique clocks, grandfather clocks re
paired. Experienced workman. Work
can be called for and delivered, or leave
at 23 Amesbury St., Rockland, Me., or
send parcel post. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. Tel. 958-J.
157*11-tf
GRAFFAM'S PURE HONEY Is sold by
grocers throughout southern Maine. If
you cannot easily obtain It we will mall
a five lb. pail for $1; a half pint tumbler
for 25c or a generous sample for 10c,
all postpaid. It is delicious. Address
GRAFFAM'S GARDENS. Rt. 3. Gardiner,
Me.
12*14
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You ran buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
gress St.; or Ross News-stand, 3811- Con
gress St.
PSYCHIC PALMIST and psychologist
gives confidential advice on personal
problems of life. Readings $1, hours
10 a m. to 8 p. m. THE FOSS HOUSE.
77 Park St.. Rockland. Tel. 740.
14*16
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.

It may be a small run or
a half a million impressions
. . . leaflets, folders, broch
ures, catalogues, blotters,
letterheads, handbills or
what have you? . . . What
ever the job

____________________________________ 1-tt

—We Do It Right!

The Courier - Gazette
I

PAPER FOLLOWS YOU

Tf you are a subscriber to
The Courier-Gazette and are
leaving home for any time, long
or short, let us mail the paper to
you during your absence. The
regular copy of the paper will
go to the home as usual. Just
telephone the address to the
office, or mail a card. The paper
will follow wherever you go, and
will stop on notice when you ar
rive home. There will be no
charge.

RADIO
SALES AND SERVICE
MAJESTIC, PHILCO, LYRIC
Expert Repairing on All Makes

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
TEL. 721

Electricians
ROCKLAND

'
,

j
I
'
;
|

HARD WOOD fitted. $12 and $14;
Junks. $12; small round wood, stove
lengths, $10; fitted soft wood. $8. O. H.
CRIE, Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.______1-tf
SKATE SHARPENING la a specialty of
CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409 Main St.,
Rockland.
l-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON fife vour saws
and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
1-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PART8 at all times
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
______________________1-tf
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE
ESTATE OF WILLIAM A. McLAIN
County of Knox, ss.
Rockland. January 18. A. D. 1932.
We. the undersigned having been duly
appointed by the Honorable Melzer T.
Crawford. Judge of Probate within and
for said County. Commissioners to receive and decide upon the claims of
the creditors of the estate of WilUam A.
McLain, late of Rockland, in said County. deceased, whose estate has been represented insolvent, hereby give public
notice agreeably to the order of the said
Judge of Probate, that six months from
and after January 12th. 1932. have been
allowed to said Creditors to present and
prove their claims, and that we will at
tend to the duty assigned us on
THURSDAY. MARCH 3. 1932.
and
TUESDAY. JULY 12. 1932.
at the law office of Frank H. Ingraham.
431 Main Street, Rockland. Maine, at ten
of the clock in the forenoon of each of
said days.
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
HARRY E. WILBUR
8-T-14
Commissioners.
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CUMMINGS-FERNALD

A FAMOUS DIVA

Page Seven

*—

A clever march was stolen on their
many friends by Dana C. Cummings Mme. Schumann-Heink Sub
of Rockland and Brewer and Miss
ject of An Excellent Rubin
Ellen Fernald of this city who were
quietly married Saturday afternoon
stein Program
at the First Baptist parsonage. Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald officiated, the
The Rubinstein Club is presenting
, double ring service-being used. The unusually fine programs this season,
,
couple
were
attended
by
Mrs.
WalIn addition to personal notes regard
George Grant of Swampscott. Mass.,
as is evinced by the large attend
ing departures and arrivals, this depart who has been a recent guest in this I lace Spear and Donald Cummings, ance at each meeting and the lively
ment especially desires Information of
illness of
______by
,the
__ ______
-- his sis- ! sister and brother of the groom, and enthusiasm displayed. An outstandsocial happenings, parties, musicals, etc. city, called
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be ter, Mrs. Priscilla Richardson, re-' only immediate members of the two jng program was that of Friday
gladly received.
turned home Thursday. Mrs. Rich- families were present. The bride afternoon, under the direction of
TELEPHONE ......................... 770 or 794-W ardson, who was in an automobile was attired in a navy blue ensemble Miss Mabel F. Lamb, who had for her
accident a few months ago is reported j with matching accessories, and wore i subject “Schumann-Heink, the last
Mrs. William Ellingwood who at more comfortable.
a corsage of white roses.
of the Titans.” A timely subject, as
tended the midwinter meeting of the
-------Mr. and Mrs. Cummings went di- i the famous contralto now approachMaine Federation of Women's Clubs
Henry Marsh returned to Univer- meetly to Brewer where they have a ; jng her 71st year, is active in the ’
in Augusta Thursday and Friday as sity of Maine Sunday after spending Prettily furnished apartment at 53 I musical world as in the days gone by, I
director of the ninth district, spent the week at home.
State street.
her many engagements of this sea- '
the weekend with her son, William, a
The bride, the daughter of Mrs. son including opera, concert and re- ,
student at M.C.I., Pittsfield.
Flora Fernald of Birch street, is a
Mrs. Wesley Thurston entertained graduate of Rockland High School, cital.
Miss Lamb's paper gave a resume |
at luncheon and bridge Friday eve class of 1929, and until recently has
Kenneth L. Roberts of Kennebunk ning, with two tables. Honors were
of her life, touching at some length
port, the well known author, is won bv Miss Eva Rogers and Mrs. been employed by Hanley & Brown, on her early days when poverty i
spending the winter in Italy, where Minnie Rogers. Other guests were wholesalers. Mr. Cummings is the stalked by her side constantly, and !
son of Mrs. Lydia Cummings. He is
he is working on a new book.
Mrs. Ernest P. Jones. Mrs. Raymond a graduate of Rockland High School, describing her struggle to succeed.
Many incidents of her career were
The Corner Club was entertained !
Bender’and3 Mrs.6 Hubert" Kalloch. of^b^GoVham Norma^S^ho
given, particularly her first appear
at a 12 o’clock dinner Friday by Mrs. i
________
°*
Gorham Normal School. He ances in opera in this country and
Charles Morton, Oak street. Cards | ..
„ _ , T
iis a membsr of Lambda Pi Sigma her nobility during the World War,
occunied fhe afternoon haDDilv
Mrs. C. Earle Ludwick entertained , fraternity. He served for two years
occupied the afternoon happily.
; the Thimble Club last evening at her ? as instrUctor and sub-master at when her heart was torn by having
sons serving both Germany and
street
(Topsfield (Mass.) High School, and America.
Mrs. James Wight ....
(“Aunt. r,
Emma” 'uhome on Chestnut
_____
treat is
[ is now engaged in teaching mechaniMany pictures of the famous diva i A
" rare
, re lreal
“ in store for Rock- Wallace the sensation of "Hot
to her scores of friends) is recovering 1
.....................
Rhythm" and A1 Brantely, the Cotton
from a severe illness at her home, . Mrs. Ella Hyland, president Mrs. cal drawing at Bangor High School, were passed through the audience 'andtdf atr,e'g0“ra w,ke" the “Harlem Club star who was recently featured
/ntts I Congratulations are following the • by Miss Lamb, these, together with Moc •
an a.i co.oned revue fea356 Williams street. East Orange, N. J. ; Emma °ick and Mrs. Myra Watts
with Ted Lewis. Avon Long who was
aMar‘a
motored to Portland Sunday where j popular young people in their new the story and the program built en-‘ !
tirely on numbers sung by Shumann®„a af-’ea1 at Pa k seen on the screen in “Hallelujah,”
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Talbot of ; as representatives of Ralph Ulmer i home.
Frances Smith, famous blues singer,
Heink, serving to make the after-I ^mrejriday and Saturday,
Portland have been guests of Mrs. Camp Auxiliary they attended a
and the "Chocolate Hot Chas” are
noon
delightfully
intimate.
One
!
.
Tbe
harlem
Hot
Shots
are
recogcouncil
meeting
of
Spanish
War
VetHALLOWELL-DOUCETTE
David Talbot.
member was heard to remark: “It nized as one of the snappiest revues also members of this cast.
erans Auxiliaries.
•
Manager Dandeneau has made
-------\ Miss Doris Doucette, eldest daugh- [ seemed almost as if Schumann- ever to tour New England, and they elaborate preparations for this show
Mrs. Martha Kalloch of Warren
are
greeted
with
ovations
wherever
Indications are that the bridge ! ter of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund DoucetteHeink were with us there." The
has been visiting her sister. Mrs.
for it is seldom that Rockland has
they perform.
party to be held at the Elks Home 1 and Albert Hallowell of Rockland,
program:
Lizzie Maguire.
Eddie Deas and his orchestra lead an opportunity to witness a stage
tomorrow evening will be a delightful i were married in St. Joseph's Catho- :tvzo pianos—introduction and Allegro
the revue that features "Slappy" performance such as this.—adv.
A card party is to be given tomor- affair. Reservations may be ar- ! lie church, Old Town, Jan. 28, Rev. I from “Appassionata" .......... Schumann
■
row evening at the home of Mrs. ( ranged with Mrs. Harry Berman., Joseph LeGuennec officiating
soprano—Pale 'Moon'’ M'SS Helen B'rd
with those of Manila, the least rain
Susie Lamb, 81 Rankin street, for the Several attractive prizes are to be ) The bride was gowned in dark blue 1 p
Frederick' Knight'Logan
GOODBYE TO GUAM
falling in the ‘winter’ months.
benefit of Fales Circle, Ladies G A R. awarded, and refreshments will be ■ velvet and carried a bridal bouquet of
Mrs. Damie Gardner
"Guam was known to Europeans
Mrs. Lamb will be assisted by Mrs. : served.
j yellow roses. Mrs. Paul Leveille of j Contralto—invocation to the Sun God^
Abandonment of Pacific Out a century before the Pilgrims landed
Bernice Jackson.
'
-------Orono, the matron of honor, wore
..................................................
- Calm
as the Night ........................ Bohm
at Plymouth Rock, having been dis
-------[ Mrs. Harry Brown and Mrs. W. H. i tiIe creP<?. with hat to match and car- j Mv Heart at Thy Dear Voice from
post, Smallest American covered by Magellan himself during
Salnt-Saens
Mrs. Emma Douglass will act as wincapaw entertained the T.H.E. Iried Pink roses- paul Leveille of | “Samson et Delilah"
his historic voyage of 1521, when the
hostess for the bridge party being i chub last evening at~Mrs.’ Brown’s i Oono acted as best man.
j scxtette-By^he^atcrT^f "Minnetonka j
Possession, Hinted At
ship he commanded up to the time
given this evening at Grand Army | home on Achorn street at supper and
Instrumental music was rendered i
............................... Lieurance i
of his death succeeded in the first
hail under the auspices of the Aux- 1 bridge,
by Ralph Fortier of Bangor and j Mrs. Katherine Veazie. Mrs. Mildred
Abandonment
of
the
naval
base
at
Havener. Mrs. Helen Wentworth, Mrs.
circumnavigation of the globe. Mis
_____
i Henry Babcock sang. A reception
iliary of Sons of Union Veterans.
Hazel Atwood, Mrs. Storer. Mrs. Edna 1 Guam, lonely Pacific outpost Of sionaries reached the island a cen
Maud Andrews Lincoln of Augusta ' was hfcld at tbe b?me of the br!£?'s , Browne______
H __________ _____ 'Uncle Sam, is indicated in an antury and a half later.
Fanny Washington, kinswoman of i<t nresrntino q dramatic readme at i Parents following the ceremony. The Soprano—Brindisi (It Is Better to Laugh)
afternoon n^LXr*ndA ?f
7°™* J* ' from '^“
our first President, is to lecture on the UniCersalist vestry this <.,«;»
Mrs ‘^ntworth
mununu Don,zettl! nouncement from President Hoover's
Manila Styles Prevail
George Washington on the guest! undCT^thrau'spices^oTthe Methebesec i gathered there to wish them the best I contralto—Saprphi"odeWU,?J...... Brahms 1 Rapidan camp following a meeting
“The natives of Guam, are, as a
night of the Woman's Literary Union. | . .
readine- will beein at 2 30 I °f luck and everv happiness. Mr. and ! But the Lord is Mindful of His own | there in the interests of govern- rule, of good physique and pleasing
Portland, Friday evening, concluding .
■
8
' Mrs. Hallowell left shortly after the 1 from "St. Paul" .... .
Mendelssohn menul economy, The island will be
appearance. Owing to their mixed (
her program with plantation melodies (
1 reception for Rockland where thev
given a non-military status.
blood, their complexion varies from
sung bv the darkies at Mt. Vernon, i Mrs. George w- .
and Mrs. spent their honevmoon. They will
"Guam is the smallest and tlie tlie white of a Caucasian to* the
Miss Washington is a descendant of ; Arthur L.
arrived home yester- , rcsjde on pOurth street. Old Town.
most Isolated of American posses- brown of a Malay. Most of them
-........  d«y from Boston where they were
fcride is employed as night op.
John Washington. George Washing
El'ijah" L..T.7J.™™...".'...' Mendelssohn j sions
says a bulletin from the have glossy black hair, which is
guests of friends and relatives for 10 : erator by the New England Telephone
ton's only uncle.
My Sweet Repose ........ Schubert ( Washington, D. C. headquarters ol
daysCo. She is an accomplished pianist.
Taps ............................... Pasternack the National Geographic Society. either straight or slightly curly. It!
is worn short by the men and long by
Veazie
Opportunity Class has changed its
having been for some years a star Contralto—His Mrs.
Lullaby .............................. "Its importance has always been the women, either braided, coiled, or
William Higgins and George Lanin pupil
Mrs jrene Kjn£, Sprague of
meeting night to Wednesday instead
................................ Carrie Jacobs-Bond theoretical, but as a part of the chain dressed after the styles prevailing in j
of Thursday. The February meeting of Andover. Mass., were guests «fcr Bangor. Mr. Hallowell is a Rockland
Longing ................................................ of mid-Pacific American stepping
Manila. Filipino influence in Guam
(dedicated to Mme. Schumann-Heink)
takes place tomorrow evening 'at 7.30 the weekend of Mr. and Mrs. Franz bcv and at nresent is emploved as
stones, leading from California is strong, for ever since Spanish
Chrystal Stanley
M. Simmons.
assistant manager of the Woolworth Soprano—Miss
at the First Baptist parlors.
I Love Thee ...... Edvard Grieg through the Hawaiian Islands to the colonial days the two territories have
1 store in Old Town.
Sleep Little Baby of Mine .... Dennee Philippines, Guam has also provided
been linked commercially and so
Mrs. Luda Mitchell
Mr. and Mrs. E. Carl Moran Jr.,
Mrs. J. F. Cooper entertained at'
Soprano
—The Loreley ................. Silcher a handy landing place and relay sta cially.
had as dinner guests Saturday night luncheon and bridge Friday afterMembers of the Saturday Night
tion
for
cable
lines
across
the
Pa

Mrs. Havener
“The people are essentially agri
Paul Thurston of Bethel, a Demo noon with Mrs. H. M. Noyes of North Club had luncheon and bridge at Mrs.
Mrs. Morgan substituted for Mrs. cific, and a base for repairs and sup cultural. There are few masters and
cratic candidate for the gubernatorial Haven and Rockland as honor guest. Edith Jones’, with 20 present. Hon
plies for American vessels plying
nomination. Mrs. Thurston accom There were two tables.
ors were won by Mrs. A. C. McLoon, Kathleen Marston, and Mrs. Havener midway lanes. More than 1,100 miles few servants on the island. As a I
rule the farms are not too extensive I
Mrs. J. F. Knight, Mrs. C. H. Duff, for Mrs. Esther Howard.
panied him.
Accompanists were Miss Margaret of open water separate it from the
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Higgs and Mr. McLoon, Mr. Knight and George G. Stahl. Mrs. Ethel Lee Hayden, Philippines while the ocean jump to to be cultivated by the family, all ,
the members even the little chil- i
The BPW Club holds its monthly daughter Lucille who have been liv B. Wood.
■ Mrs. Nettie B. Averill and Mrs. Ruth Midway, nearest of the- Hawaiian dren, lending a hand. The Guarnmeeting Thursday evening at the ing in Camden for several months
Islands, is even greater—some 1.700 ■ ese, who call themselves Chamorros, ;'
'
E.
Sanborn.
rooms, with supper at 6.30 o'clock. A have gone to Chicago where Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Raloh C. Lufkin gave
Mrs. Hazel Atwood, president, ap miles.
are a happy, carefree lot. fond of fes- (■
program will be presented under the Higgs joins the Yacht Nellwood.
an evening lundheon and bridge at
pointed Mrs. Maryon Benner and
Thirty Miles Long
tivities, dancing, singing, story tell
direction of Miss Helen York, chair
i their heme on Otis street recently.
Mrs.
Edna
French
to
take
charge
of
"Guam's strategic value is cut of ing and contests of strength and I
man of legislation, and Mrs. Emma
Mrs. Charles Sheldon Miss CaroCarver, chairman of the Independent I iin» Jameson and Mrs. Sadie Leach
Mrs. Anne Snow was assisted by the' decorations for the meeting of all proportions to its size and popula skill.
attended the midwinter meeting of! Mrs. Grace Black in entertaining Fob. 12; also Mrs. Havener. Mrs. tion. In area it is about three and a
Woman.
,
Intoxicants to Catch Fish
the State Federation of Women's I Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.R. yester-j Storer and Mrs Browne to take half times as large as Nantucket,
“The fruit of a common tree of I
day afternoon.
Mrs. Snow was cnarge oi preparing tne year oook having a length of less than 30 miles
The Woman's Association of the Clubs in Augusta Friday.
Congregational Church holds its
and an average width of about six Guam is used by the natives to ]
------- \ appointed delegate to the National |10£,
Circle supper at the Universalist Congress in Washington in April with
The meetings of Feb 12 and 26 miles. Only 18.620 people, more than stupefy fish. This fruit is pounded
monthly business meeting Wednesday
vestry tomorrow will have Mrs. these alternates: Mrs. Irene Moran. : 'lave been changed, that of the 12th nine-tenths of whom are native into a paste, inclosed in a bag, and
afternoon at 3 o’clock at the vestry.
George L. St. Clair as chairman. Her : Mrs. Suella Sheldon. Mrs. Angelica 1 to ?e ‘n charge of Miss Caroline Lit- Guamese, a people similar to the kept overnight. At low tide the next:
Lily Pons, Metropolitan Opera assistants will be Mrs. Lester Sher Glover and Mrs. Helen Cooper Lord. tlefieId wh° will presen a Program Filipinos, inhabit this coral-reefed morning the bags of pounded fruit !
Dame .Nallie Mplba oasis; The population, however, is are sunk in certain deep holes in the
Company soprano, told the New York man, Mrs. Clarence Beverage, Mrs. Delegates to the State convention in 1 J" .me®?ry
supreme court about her earnings in Flizabeth Haines. Mrs. P. P. Bicknell. Lewiston in March are Mrs. Snow Tlns will not be a guest day.
growing. • It jumped 40 per cent in reefs off shore. The fish soon appear
on the surface, some of them lifeless, [
a private examination before trial of Mrs. Almon B. Cooper. Mrs. Ralph Mrs. Grace Veazie, Mrs. Sheldon and ,
the last decade.
a $315,000 breach of contract suit Loring, Miss Lucy Rhodes, Miss Jen- Mrs. Carolyn Page, wiih these alter- ' . Henry Payson and R. L. Jones were
.....
................
....... lies...............
"Although
the island
within others attempting to swim, or faintly |
brought against her by her former nie Brown. Miss Irene Lunden. Mrs. nates: Mrs. Alice Karl. Mrs. Mary ln bou,
y 10 atlena tnP the Tropics its climate is tempered struggling on their backs. The na
agents Mr. and Mrs. Giovanni Zena- Philip Thomas. Mrs. Ella S. Bird and Southard. Mrs. Mary Perrv Rich and funeral of Allen Y. Boggs.
by the northwest trade winds. Gen tives scoop them in their hands. ■
tello. It was revealed that Miss Pons Mrs. Lody Cross.
Mrs. Lucie Walsh.
Miss Ellen
erally speaking the seasons conform sometimes even diving for them.
“Agana, the seat of government ,
had estimated her earnings at $135.-------i Cochran as program chairman pre- 1 Marion and Gwendolyn Curtis of
and principal town, is about eight!
000 since March 8, 1931. Newberger
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Dunton sented a very interesting paper on Owl s Head spent the weekend with
miles from Apra Harbor, a fine ,
said that under her contract with the motored to Brunswick Saturday, and j “George Washington." and as enter- their grandmother. Mrs. Elvie Curtis
anchorage but closed to all foreign
Metropolitan she now earns $445 a cn
return were accompanied by tainment features Miss Ruth Dond;s Purchase street,
ships. Guam is a lonely spot, seeing
week, but it will rise to $1000 weeklv their son Robert, and Alvary Gay. appeared in readings, with Miss j
-------only an occasional army or navy1
in four years. She receives $1200 for home from Bowdoin College for the Ruth Harper as vocal soloist, accomDonald Perry is confined to his
transport, the mail steamer, and a
each out-of-town concert, he said, of mid-year recess.
panied by Miss Margaret Dunton.
home on Grove street by blood poi
few American commercial ships.'
which her manager, the Metropolitan
soning which has necessitated hospiTourists are unknown.
Concert Bureau gets one third. She
Mrs. A. W. Smith is visiting her son tai treatment.
Mrs. J. A. Bumee entertains the
“The official currency of the island
also receives $1200 and presents he Tuesday Club this afternoon at her Arthur in South Portland for a week
is that of the United States, but the '
said, for each of her concerts in home on Main street.
or. 10 days.
Mr and Mrs. Herman Carr were
old Spanish code of laws, slightly
Buenos Aires.
happily surprised Sunday evening
modified, still is effective. English,
Mrs. Earl G. Miller who has been at their apartments on Ocean street
There will be an all-day session of
Spanish and native languages are
LaForcst Smith of Glencove heard relief sewing at the Congregational visiting relatives in the city has re by the choir of St. Bernard's Church
spoken. The schools are conducted
knock on
_a ------_ . his door Friday; evening, vestry tomorrow', with noondav turned to her home in Detroit. Mich. who came bearing the “makings" of
in English. The principal exports
and found a grout) of friends and ]uncjjeon
charge of Mrs. Henry B.
an appetizing luncheon, also as a
are copra and coconut oil.
neighbors standing before him. laden Ejrd and Mrs. Leo Howard,
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Washburn en gift an electric percolator. There
“The Governor of the island, a
with baskets and boxes of all descrip- ,
_____
tertained at bridge Friday evening. , J"e [j pr^’n’t
naval officer appointed by the Presi
tiens. When one of the ladies
and Mrs jjarold Coombs have their guests being Frank P. Wash
dent, takes precedence over and is
stepped forward and said. Good eve- re(urned from Boston where they bftrn, commissioner of agriculture,
entiled to the honors due to an Ad
ning, Mr. Smith we have come to help | wgre jor tbe wee[f attending the auto and Mrs. Washburn of Augusta. Mr.
miral.”
WED.-THURS.
celebrate your birthday." he recovered show and engaged in business,
and Mrs. A. J. Murray and Mr. and
sufficiently to invite them in. A
Mrs. John G. Snow.
“Slim” sprouts an oil well where
happy evening was spent with music,
only cabbages grew before . . . din
The fourth in >he series of card !
-------EAST UNION
ner clothes cover the greasy overalls
cards, and conversation. Later an parties sponsored by St. Bernard's
Mrs. John Flanagan entertained at
. . . his automobile skids and he
excellent lunch was served consisting catholiC Church takes place this dinner Saturday night at The ThornBad colds have been quite preva
becomes a father . . a hardboiled
of sandwiches, doughnuts, cheese, . evening at The Thorndike grill, with dike with Mrs. Nettie B. Lord, who , mama hooks him for her daughter
lent among the pupils of the schools
and
just
as
the
minister
speaks
the
coffee, cakes, ice cream and other playing t0 begjn at 8. There will be has returned to her home in Baltihere the past week.
words, in comes Cora Sue
good things. Mr. Smith was present- , c . Qne mQre party jn f^e series.
more, as honor guest. Other guests j fatal
Fred Simmons is receiving treat
Collins shouting “That's my daddy!”
ed with a number of gifts including a
___ __
j were Mrs waiter C. Ladd, Miss Ellen
ment
Knox Hospital for a car
handsome birthday cake made by | Mr9 Q^j-gp j0Vce of Chicago who Dalv. R. N.. Mrs. Raymond Moulaison,
buncle
Mrs William Clinton. Those present ( has been the guest of CaDt. and Mrs. Mrs. John Chisholm. Mrs. W. H. AnMr. and Mrs. V. A. Torrey of Cam
were Mr. Smith, Mrs. Charles E. , p £ Green. Summer street, for a derson and Mrs. David L. McCarty.
den spent last Sunday at their old
. Gregory. Charles L. Gregory. Miss i sbort tjme \yent to Deer Isle yester- ' Bridge followed at the home of Mrs.
home in this place.
, Helen Merry, Mr. and Mrs. William . d
yjs|t reiatives.
Anderson honors being won by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Spear and Eliza
Clinton. Mr. and Mrs. Karl Packard,
-------Moulaison and Mrs. McCarty, with a
beth Anderson made a trip to Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Lamson, Mr. i Mrg j^j-ggpet Burns of Gav street \ guest prize for Mrs. Lord,
land Sunday.
and Mrs. Robert House, John Thomas, < bad ag guests jor tbe weekend Capt.;
-------The body of Clifford Wentworth
and Miss Therese Smith.
j
g Beal. John McDonough Burke.
Mrs. Ethel Prock who was operatwho ended his life by suicide at his
Charles Davis and Leslie Hodges of ed uoon at Knox Hospital a fortnight
home in Washington Jan. 23 was
WILLIAM
Prizes will be given at the barn | th Ford shi Oneida
ago, expects to return to her home
brought here Monday and funeral
dance tomorrow night at Pete Ed- j
_____
in Thomaston Wednesday.
services held from the Grange hall.
ward’s new barn, upper...Limerock
' The Methebesec Club will step
j
Rev. Mr. Moyle, pastor of the Metho
street.
Dance every Wednesday ; aside from jfg usual custom of afterMrs. Oscar S. Duncan is to enter
dist Church of Union, was the officiat
night this month.—adv.
tain
The
Tuesday
Evening
Sewing
i noon meetings Friday, and hold at
ing clergyman. Interment was in the
7.30 in the evening a “Creative Night” Club at her home on Main sti»et.
family lot in East Union cemetery.
Suave,
debonaire,
as
the
H
at the home of Mrs. Vivian Hewett
Mrs. C. M. Payson entertained a
man who handles feminine
Mrs. Grace Carlson leaves today for
who will be assisted in entertaining
party at cards Saturday evening.
HONEST!
frailty with the eraft and
by Mrs. Bernice Havener. The High a visit in New York.
The Community Club met with its
YOU'LL
skill of a master!
*
School teachers will be special guests.
president Amelia Dornan Jan. 20, and
LAUGH
The Miami Herald, in a report of
Mrs. Alice Karl will be chairman for
these officers were elected: Amelia
TILL YOU
the evening, and each member is the Kansas Club's celebration last
Dornan, president; Jennie Payson,
CRY!
supposed to present an “original ere- week, at Miami Beach, of that State's
vice president; May Robbins, secre
ation"—poetry, prose. skits, fancy birthday, with Mrs. E. M. Lawrence
tary; Maude Payson, treasurer. It
□, work,
wum, leuna,
raffia, CTj.vwo,
edibles, vv.,.
etc. A program assisting in presiding, said that Mrs.
was voted to have a public supper in
I unique fn interest and entertainment Lawrence told of her early experi
Grange dining hall the first Wednes
ences in Kansas when she taught a
is promised.
day in February.
ilcck of children, many older than
love’s byway—dotted by
A customer came in and got me to herself, in a sod schoolhouse with
broken heaits—with mem
ories marking the miles!
TENANT’S HARBOR
go up to his house the other dav: he only a dirt floor. “And at the same
had a room heater that wouldn't time," she said, “I was raising 2000
with
work—fixed that up—found three sheep in the wav good sheep should
MARION MARSH
At the Baptist Church Sunday
XUnEXPfCHD FATHER
cords for other appliances that were go.” Another item in the social page
morning Mr. Barton's subject was
NOW SHOWING
defective. He had a Christmas pres stated that “Mrs. George W. Snow of
A Umv«ri«l Picture
“Spurgeon's Text.” Christian En
“HELL DIVERS''
ent that he couldn't use because he Coral Gables was hostess with a
deavor. Philip Murphy, president,
with
LAST
TIMES
TODAY
bridge
luncheon
yesterday
for
Mrs.
j needed a receptacle to plug into; in
met at 6 o'clock, topic “Our Church's
WALLACE BEERY
LOUISE DRESSER
stalled that, moved a switch which William C. Bird of Montclair. N. I.
Service." At the evening service the
CLARK
GABLE
in
| was inconveniently located on the Others present were Mrs. W. O. Ful
pastor spoke on “Some conclusions
A Paramount I’ublix Theatre
“STEPPING SISTERS”
wrong side of a door—all this was at ler, Mrs. H. G Bird and Mrs. Lloyd
I following two weekj of special servj a very small cost to him. How about Lawrence. Rockland. Maine." Among
(ices."
your electrical installation—does it visitors in the citv last week were Guy
Capt O A. Andrews of Glenmere j
need our attention for a short time to Lermond and Irving Beach, formerly [
celebrated his 87th birthday Jan. 24,1
Performances
at
2.00,
6.30,
8.30
make it do its work properly? A. T. the Rockland manager of Lewiston
at the home of his daughter, Mrs. W. j
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30 j Thurley Hocking, in Melrose High
Buick Co., who were on a flying auto- '
Thurston. Tel. 648 Rockland.
A
Paramount
Publlx
Theatre
mobile tour of Florida.
lands.
j
14-15

“THE HARLEM HOT SHOTS”

i

POWELL)

.. attacks

OLDS

^eROADTOj

tflimflimniEiwiuE
h*jZASUPITB

PAR

Singapore!

STIFBANID

The Modern

HOT W4TER BOTTLE
is Electric

HeAT

has been used

Cehriitirif

for years for treatment or

relief of many aches and

SPECIAL

pains. But gone, we hope,

are the days when bricks,
irons and water heated

on the kitchen stove are

Q.98

used to make hot appli

cations.

Now

we. have a more

convenient way—the ELECTRIC Healing Pad. It
is always instantly available to soothe those many

aggravating winter aches and pains that come

suddenly—without warning. Light ami lleeey, as

only eiderdown can he, this electric pad oilers
you maximum comfort. At the snap of a switch,

you can have any one of three degrees of con

stant, unfailing warmth as long as you want it.

On thv Nvir

LOW Kale

You Can Use
This
Heating Pad

AINE

CENTR

APAMY

POWE

Can’t Hide Behind
A Mask of Cosmetics
Kom

Don't try to hide a bad complexion. Clear
it! If your skin is red, rough or pimply,
there is only one way to overcome the an
noyance—get rid of the defects. You can do
this easily by using Resinol Ointment. Apply
lightly. I.eaveon skin about an hour (longer,
if possible), wash off with Resinol Soap.
For trial sample^
of both, with booklet
on Skin Treatment,
write Resinol, Dept.
29, Baltimore, M.

Resinol

Good cake

makes a proud kusband
Gold Medal Cake Flour helpt
you make the kind of cake thet
"his mother used to make.’’

P & G Soap

Gold Medal
Cake Flour
IJi lb pl:J

.

■

Budweiser Malt

Bird’s Eye Matches

.

97c

■

7 calm S5C

•

•

3-lb e»n

■

■

6 baits

Cloverdale mn Peas •
Asparagus Tips crlen •

•47C
19^

2 No. 2 cans 29c

■ No. 1 can 29c
Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour ptcksjc 10<
Serve

with HIGHLAND PURE MAPLE SyRUP 14-oi juj 3Sc

great big
values for
Red Beans

T'Send'a Mince Meat

5c
can 5c

California Paa Beans
Cut Stringiest Beans

lb. 5c
No. lean 5c

lb. 5c

Fancy Bulk Rice

Van Camp's Tomato Soup can 5c

Norwegian Smoked Sardines tin 5c

Kippered Snacks
Prune Plums

tin 5c
8 oz can 5c

Silver Swan Toilet Paper

roll 5c

« >blet Apple Jelly

can

I! imfortl Bilking Powder lb can
<>• vdol —the complete
hotincliold »oup

I) pkg

\.<(.(|i<Molute Port lu nd<*

S1.H

CLOVERDALE

IzU
g

each

2

15c

__
cans X5C

2pkgsX7C

FLOUR, Pill:bury. Gold Medal, 24'lb. hag 75c
CLOVERDALE FAMILY FLOUR, 24'- lb bag 53c
A good all round flour
CLOVERDALE PASTRY FLOUR 24'- lb bag
Extra fine for pies, cakes.
SUGAR, Granulated, 10 lbs.,
48c

BETTER CPOCERIES5aZ LOW PRICES

29c

lb alC

u N. E. product
V urd'a Homelike
< hoeolate Lajor Cake
Vua Camp'* Pureed
Vegetable*
Ch -aterfield Cigarette*
ctn

23c

2 l„ 25c

□
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Voices of Radio Crooners Echo
Around “Old Ironsides’ ” Decks

Enter Puss - cum - swiddle,
Who Scared Mice, While
Poison Routed the Rats

i Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Here it is the last day of the first
month, of the new year. We have
had a little of all kinds of weather. '
v’4
with a good bit of real spring mud ;
thrown in for good measure. It is '
claimed that our modern hard roads ;
j have been an incentive to reckless
j driving and crime, by tempting the
motorist to speed and aiding the J
criminal to escape from the scene of
‘ his crime/ But is there anything |
more trying to a motorist's temper,
the fit
than to have his or her pet car im
mersed to the hubs, like a plum in a
mud-pudding? Then, adding insult
to injury, for said motorist to have to
wallow through the mud for a mile 1
1 or more, to find a “Jack Horner" will
Stockings that wrinkle and bag are so unsightly! Do you know
ing to pull out the plum? This is n
1 common occurrence on our dirt roads
what causes this loss of beauty, and how to prevent it?
I in the muddy season and causes many 1
a good man to fall from grace in j
New stockings are elastic. Knitted with silk threads that
thought and language.
stretch and then spring back again. But when this precious
January has been a month of beau' tiful sunrise, which should be taken
elasticity is destroyed, stock ings wrinkle and sag. Seams arc crooked.
as a good omen. Here at Happy Hope '
Tliis air cell radio receiver
1 Farm we have a fine view of the sunThreads break instead of git ing under strain, starting ruinous runs!
aboard "Old Ironsides" consti
, rise across the vale. Often I have j
tutes the only modern touch givarisen early, "doused the glim"— I
cn to the historic old frigate
That is why Lux has been made especially to preserve elasticity.
' "put out the light," in sailor parwhen she was reconditioned re
It offers you a sure way to make your stockings keep their fit, and
[ lance—and watched the wonderful |
cently.
change of colors, from the first light
make even the sheerest ones really WEAR.
of dawn, to the lifting of the flamj ing sun above the horizon. We of the
The staunch hearted sailor
human artist clan can never hope to
lads who manned the U. S. frig
attain the skill in blending of colors
ate Constitution in many a hard
that is shown by the Divine Artist in
exacting city dweller in his Park
* The Lux Way to make stockings FIT and WEAR
fought battle would hear strange
the hues of the sunrise. Though the
Avenue apartment.
things, were their ghosts to stalk
j
colors
change
so
swiftly,
there
is
]
Wash this 2-minute way;
.Modern radio reception and
Wash after EACH wearing. Perspiration
'her ancient wooden decks today
I
never
a
jarring
note.
service at sea, and on land in
1. One teaspoon of Lux makes plenty
Where once was heard only
left in the stocking rots threads.
January 14 was a red letter day to I
homes not served by power lines,
the loud gutteral commands of
of suds for each pair of stockings.
! us, as we received a sensible message i
has been made possible through
battle-scarred
sailors.
there
P- it
: from kindly hearts, that meant far'
the development of a new type
2. Add lukewarm water to Lux, squeeze
comes wafting across the deck
tRe elasticity of the silk. With Lux
| more than words. Though the world
"air cell” battery which literally
•oft feminine voices hoop-hoopsuds through stockings, rinse well.
there’s no rubbing.
I be full of care, all kindness is not j
breathes the life-giving oxygen
g-dooping the latest Broadway
dead.
from the air to maintain con
hits, and the high pitched sound
Don’t use too-warm water — this fades
• • • •
stant voltage over a long life. It
of a crooner in a super-sentimen
color. With Lux you use lukewarm
will power a seven-tube air cell
There is not much one can do about
Beauty ShoPs
tal love song
water. No hot water needed.
receiver for more than a thou
; a farm at this time of year, beyond
Yes. the boom-boom of Old
sand hours of service, after which
I the daily routine. And being beginIronsides' one pounders, were
Avoid ordinary soaps — cakes, powders,
it is replaced with a new bat
I ners. that is negligible with us. It I
they to he fired today, would re
chips. These often contain harmful al
tery
sound to the tune of "Lover
doesn’t take long to feed and care
kali which weakens silk threads, fades
The new type air cell receiver*
Come Back to Me" or "Life Is
| for "Crie" and “Croc." and "Kart"
are believed to be the final solu
colors. Lux has no harmful alkali.
Just a Bowl of Cherries "
and "Nellie." The former are a pair
tion to the problem of satisfac
From Old Ironsides, despite
of Mallard ducks, their names being
Anything safe in water is safe in Lux.
tory radio reception on farms
her years, has gone modern and
1 the Italian translation of Mutt and !
and on ships where electric pow
boasts a radio which is as mod
I Jeff, as we learned by reading a pa- !
er is not available.
ern as that enjoyed by the most
1 per loaned bv Italian friends. I then
i had hopes of learning to speak the i
language, but could never trust mv
, ability, fearing I might make grievous
j mistakes, as did a man who had
!
' studied the Chinese language. He
A. B. Crocker
called on a mandarin of prominence,
in company with a friend. According to the custom of the countrv.
On one of the streets in this city
—
—.
—...
-------- flowerv compliments were exchanged
an important change in the national i DIED A BROKEN MAN tendent of Finance, a post that But, for some unknown reason, the stands an abandoned church with a
political picture.
_____
‘
might be regarded as the precursor Chinese gentleman seemed to be get- "For Sale" sign on it, the congrega
For a time Mr. Baker, the choice of p
..
D ., of that as Secretary of the Treasury.\ ting peeved over something. Our tion having united with that of a
powerful interests opposed to Gov- * roper Honors Never 1 aid Robert Morris became one of the American friend was mystified until
church of the same denomination in
ernor Roosevelt made rapid progress
Rnk«ri Vlr.-io
fi first United States Senators from ' his comcanion whispered, "Man.
another part of the city. There still
1 o ixoDert Morris w no I l- Pennsylvania
you're
calling
him
an
illustrious
pig!"
a a possible nominee. Then he be-|
•
As the country settled down to i "Kart" js a oure toed light Brahma remains in liont of the church the
gan publicly to reiterate his faith in !
nanced Revolution
peace and progress, Morris went in and "Nellie." his mate. Though we're Wayside Pulpit, that ah wito pijvthe League as an international in
lor land speculation,
and at one time ! .hot sure about Kart and
urnment which this country should . George Washington would I
.
. should there | may read tm.s sermon: “Life is
,f.
Sine smtiment in this coun- ably rebuke the country if it i ele- or another owned wholly, or in part. be an extra hen fruit in Nellie's nest, : eternally import,.?.;: and work well
done is part of an unending plan."
Slagrlsr in Denmak
w.i
running more strongly bra ted the 200th anniversary o, his the entire western half of New York we'llrename him Kate! Rodents
The story of the author of that
'iie i.t-ague than ever, his atbirth without at least some mention State. 2.000.000 acres in Georgia, and i »'cre so plentiful we just had to acSlagelse
is a typical Sjalland city
tituil- caused him to fade as an out- of the man who financed the Revo- nearly 1,000.000 acres In Pennsyl- nulre a cat- Mr. and Mrs. Studlev sentence is:'Born in a country village in the heart of one of the richest
.'.•.Hiding possibility.
lution ar.d upon whom Washington vania. Virginia and South Carolina. gave us a prettv kitten and I named nearly 60 years ago, he attended the agricultural sections of Denmark,
Now Mr. Baker takes great pains i at times, leaned hardest of all. He helped in the development of the i her "Lady." But the man of the district school, academy, college, then and is as old as Danish history.
to remove from the minds of all who' This man was Robert Morris' who'new national capital in the Dis- ] house called her “Puss-cum-swiddle!" to the office of a law firm studied Here is the famous Hvllehoj or Hill
'trict
| What an awful name for a rose beige | law and was admitted to the bar in of Rest. Legend relates that St. An
m :iv be interested any
_ impression that was horn
... in 1734.
___ of
—Columbia.
________
nomination would hurry America
^.t the age of fourteen Morris
But his speculations brought on kitten, with white trimmings!" I ex ; his adopted State. First elected to a drew after he had finished his dan
:: o the League He doesn't even emigrated from Liverpool, his birth- disaster, and for three years the fi- claimed. However, she made her own j public office as a member of the com gerous pilgrimage to the Holy Land,
want a League plank in the Demo- p;ace to join his father who had nancial savior of America was con- . choice by coming a-running when we mon council in the city where he lo- went to sleep dead tired and wished
era tic platform. The League should settled at Oxford Maryland where
in a debtors’ prison. On his I called the plebeian name, and disdain- J cated as an attorney, then to the himself home on his native heath,
not b ■ a partisan issue. "I would no: the eide/ Morris acted as American release he was obliged to live on the in* t0 notice when I called her Lady! i House of Representatives, then only to awake and find himself rest
take the United States into the agent for a large firm of Liverpool bounty of his family and his friends,
Puss-cum-swiddle made the mice [ Mayor, then to the State Senate, ing on Slagelse Hill. The cross of
League, if I had the power to do so. tobacco merchants. In the counting and five years afterward, in 1806. he ru" for their lives,
but the larger president of the Senate. Lieutenant "Holy Anders” still stands on the
until there is an informed and con- room of a. mercantile house in Phila- dled- a b:-oken man. He was buried ™d*nt.s.
wary and [ Governor, Governor, Vice President, crest of the Hill of Rest. Lovers of
: k ri majority sentiment in favor of cielphia his business ability soon without honors, and has never since traps they merely used to wipe their President, and who refused a second Hans Christian Anderson visit Slag
feet on. Night after night we were term in that office with the terse re
t' .ii action in the United States." ' showed itself to such advantage that been accorded the honor due him.
else. because before he matriculated
awakened by sounds as though a mark, “I do not choose to run."
The.- ■ words—and the further
became
-------- decla-1
----- hr 1Jcvnulc
member of the firm.
When President he was asked if his as a student at Copenhagen Univer
grown man were falling down stairs.
“SI <11 A HEADACHE"
• . ’i that any opinion he may have | steadily adding to his fortune until
How so small an animal manages to work in that office did not worry sity, he studied at the Slagelse Latin
a ii Americas relationship to the ' he became one of the richest men of
School.
See How J. F. Rich Solves Dish Prob make such a great noise I cannot s,(ee. him He replied: "I find nothing in
L-acue must be looked upon simply i his time in America.
Irm—Could Settle the Manchurian finally mv best friend, mv mother. the Constitution ot the United States
a- that of a private citizen—were unBut money was not the sole inSituation. Perhaps
sent, a new kind of poison discovered ; which savs the President shall worry."
i),i' akably uttered with the hope of;,Prcst of Morris. He. earlv joinrd
in the Pasteur laboratory in France. He always finished the business of
icii- ving the speaker of the burden the movement against England, and
BAY STATE
I
guaranteed not to poison vour the day, locked his desk and joined
•vhic , advocacy of the League in-' was among lhe flrst
reslst the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
his
family,
and
tomorrow
was
an

I
submit
herewith
my
analysis
of
a
'
nei
Bhbor
s
chickens,
your
pet
cat
or
evitably imposes upon any candidate stamp Act. Also, he was a signer
other da”, with the business that goes
^odr bab>es, or vour husband!
-ot public office
of the first non-importation agree- problem proposed by A. Jay See:
Problem—"A dish and cover cost
Well, we prepared the feast and with it. A living example of that
In te face of this elaborate ex- ment and later was made warden of
24 dimes. One-fifth the cost of dish
H^t and aV bis numerous familv ' phrase. “Work well done is part of
planation, Mr. Baker s “No" when the Port of Philadelphia.
increased by
difference between
a i.ed by the ship news reporters if
» » . *
------------- the
-_ ________
______ ’ aftended- This was °nR instance an unending plan " The wayside ser
1; were a candidate, has little sig„„
, the cost of the dish and cover equals i wder8 hope was rewarded, for thev mon was from the pen of our only
| nificance ft means doubtless that he , when the Revolution opened, the cost of cover."
1 seem t0 have ?one from the Premises. living ex-President. Calvin Coolidge
N. C. C 2
" ".i not go aftei delegates ivith a brass Morris was 41. in the prime of his
One-fifth of the cost of the dish I
*s said the bodies are sometimes
Somerville. Mass.
t"id. But no one expected that he men'a! and physical vigor, and he added to five-fifths of the cost of the j f°und a mde from where they ate the
GUARANTEED—INSTALLED
would. His friends are now free to threw^ himself into every important dish, less cost of the cover, equals Poison. I am hoping our rats went
WHEN IN PORTLAND Von r»n hm
act. and thev can be counted upon to pnferPr*sc except the military. In cost of cover. Therefore one-fifth I ^bat far. at least, as one does not care i '’oplpD nf Thn Courlcr-Onrntt" wDb tbf
C. R. KELTY
go to work with a will.
, 1775 and 1776 >’e was vice president plus five-fifths equals six fifths (cost!
have them depart for their Happy I home news. M Central Ncw« Cn R6 Pnn698 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
..
.
.
.
_
W
11 11 n tr ground irv
ft-vrs
xi/alle
Hunting
in
the
walls
i
scress
St.;
or
Ross
Nevs-stand.
381
Con
Mr. Baker’s return to the picture,0^ ^be Pennsylvania Committee of of dishi
___ equals
___ ____
___ __of_____
twice cost
cover.
12*14
In closing, I will express the hope j ajrpyis Rf
will be w.dely welcomed. The pity is Safety. From 1775 to 17<8 he was a Therefore cost of cover equals one
that he ever felt it necessary to member of the Continental Congress, half of six-fifths, or three-fifths, of that February will be a happier and
handicap his candidacy with such a and so was a s*8ner
tbe Declara- cost of the dish. Therefore three- more prosperous month for all.
Nancy M. Savage
hopelessly impractical and doomed i *!on
IndePend nee. In 1778 he re- fifths (cost of cover) added to fiveissue as American entrance into the tired from Congress, only to devote fifths (cost of dish) equals 24 dimes,
League.
bis tireless energies to the Pennsyl- t iexpressed in terms of dish). Since
vania State legislature, of which he eight-fifths equals 24, one-fifth equals
was a m
member.
OPPOSED TO ROOSEVELT
ember. _ 1 three dimes; cost of cover is nine
But his outstanding and most dimes and cost of dish, 15 dimes,
1’re‘itlcnt Of W.C T.U. Savs That He's gratefully received, public service Q. E. D.
J. F. Rich.
Wet But Posed As Drv In Drv was bis financing of the War of In
Rockland, Jan. 30.
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
states
‘
' dependence. The embattled States
turned to this financial genius to
"NEW ENGLAND” TAKES IT
Mrs. Ella A. Boole, National presi manage their fiscal affairs, but even
UNCLE SAM
dent of the W.C.T.U. has called upon more they relied on his bursting Telephone Deal Involving Property of
and open purse for the sinews of
Many people misinterpret the meaning
Whitefield and Jefferson Line
•supporters of prohibition to oppose war.
ALI,
hat,
lean
and
genial
fare.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Governor of
of
“thrift.
I hey take it to mean miserli
Gen. Washington's agonies of
Announcement was made Tuesday
star-spangled frock coat and
New York for the Democratic Presi- mind over the problems of financing that the New England Telephone and
ness. This is certainly not the correct inter
his army lasted throughout the Rev Telegraph Company has taken over striped trousers, familiar symbol of
| dential nomination.
the
whole
United
States;
what
one
olutionary
War.
One
of
these
finan

the
property
of
the
Whitefield
and]
pretation,
for“thrift”simply means careful
Mrs. Boole, who recently toured
cial crises came when he found it Jefferson Telephone Companv. wNch ; person nould be so bold us to claim
.■ everal Southern States charged “an
spending and planned saving. It means
absolutely imperative to strike for I will be operated as a unit of the Gar
to have been the original Uncle
effort is being made in every South the victory at Tl-enton, to revive ; diner exchange area. Burnham W. Sam?^.'et in Troy, N. Y„ there was
applying sound business principles to your
ern State to make Franklin Roosevelt public spirit which then was at a Ragon. manager of the Augusta area, recently erected a monument to just
appear as a dry candidate.”
very low ebb.
will be in charge of the Whitefield such u person, one Samuel Wilson,
own financial affairs, spending to get the
"The W.C.T.U., members and
In order to keep his unpaid men i company, but there will be no other who flourished in the meat packing
church women are told that Roose- with him for the attack.
most
value for your money and adding
,Tude'
p,res£nt excbange , 5l)Rinegs at the time o£ the War o'f
vclt is a dry." Mrs. Boole said. “They 1 eral was forced to take the extreme service, with a central office in North
something to your cash reserve each week
re surprised to learn that Roosevelt risk of promising them a bounty of Whitefield, will be retained, with Mrs. i 1812 and became tlie namesake of a
is a wet. He was nominated on a wet $10 per man. He then addressed to ' Percy Cunningham as agent for"the i whole nati°n quite by accident,
or month. As a medium for creating your
i icket. He signed wet bills passed by his friend, Robert Morris, a plea New England Company.
,n 1®12 Albert Anderson of New
the New York Legislature.
for $50,000 with which to make his ] The Whitefield and Jefferson Tele Jersey secured a contract to furnish
cash reserve there is nothing better than a
"Mayor Cermak of Chicago an- promise good. The next day he re phone Company was originally con- , "S.bOO barrels of prime pork and 300
savings account at this bank. Your ac
i nounced recently that Roosevelt is ceived the money.
Morris had structed by the New England Tele- barrels of prime beef in full bound
wet enough for him."
stripped himself of his own ready phone and Telegraph
____ _____
Company, but | barrels of white oak” for troops
count will be welcome at any of our
funds and had borrowed the re-1 was leased for a ter'm of years to the stationed at Albany. Samuel Wil
mainder from
wealthy Quaker j late Frank W. Douglas of Whitefield. 1 son. more familiarly “Uncle Sam,"
five offices.
*
friends in Philadelphia.
| Mr. Douglas made a few extensons in was appointed to see that this meat
I Florida’s Best Climate
It was of such stuff that the win- ! the territory covered but the rural I met specifications and was proper
More Sunshine
ners of the Revolution were formed, i company is still covering practically 1
Less Rain
and Robert Morris was among the: the same section as when he had ly packed. Every barrel thus ap
best of them. Not to think of him charge of it. Percy Cunningham of i proved he had stamped “U. S.—E.
Wonderful Place for
Rcca jxration
in this bicentennial year would be ....................
*
North Whitefield
has had charge of, A.,” standing for United States and
Elbert Anderson. Tlie story goes
an affront to Washington himself.
the concern for some time past.
that one of his own employees, when
When the Federal Government
came into being in 1789 Morris most
LONG TIME IN ONE STORE
asked what the initials stood for.
likely could have had the Secretary
G. E. Gay. grocer at Damariscotta, ] replied. “Uncle Sam, Uncle Sam
,
,-2^
Superb fishing from pier
ship of the Treasury. Instead, he rounded out 50 years in business in ; Wilson. He owns near all about
ROCKLAND
■,
nr boat. Surf beach, no undertow. 18-hole golf, gr. ss preens.
urged the appointment of Alexander the same store he opened on that date here, and he’s feeding the army.’’
<.,ub hoase on the beach. Jmv: ning
Hamilton. Throughout the Revolu in 1882. Mr. Gay has made some The questioner thought the story a
pool.
r •on»,
baths. Orclustra.
Camden,
Union,
Warren,
Vinalhaven
tion, and before, he had served in changes in his store in the 50 years, good one, spread it, and thus nick
““t. »t - class pi tron ie. Reasonable rates.
various key capacities in the Con- but it is just the same room as when
GEORGE KREAMER
named
a
nation
1
I tinental Congress. In 1781 the Con- he first opened on that cold January
'»r- '„neHc«I.B"tlpef I T.
(©. 1931, Western Newspaper Union.)
gress chose him to be its Superin- 1 day 50 years ago.

ELASTICITY
she ruined

LUX
BACK IX THE PICTURE

Despite His “No" Newton D. Baker
Again Regarded For Presidency

(New York Herald Tribune i
Newton D Baker must once more
be regarded as an import un hr or
in the race for the Democrn.tc Pn -idential nomination This i the in

stockings

for

terpretation generally given in po
litical circles to his statement re
leased for publication yesterday after
he sailed for Vera Cruz. No other in
terpretation seems to us possible: tor
his utterance bears every earmark of
cartful deliberation and an intention
to restore its maker to the race from
which he had eliminated himself by
his insistent advocacy of the League
i of Nations. Thus comes unexpectedly

You JI enj<n stopping at
tins uili a inoueru note!.
Located "a step liom
Broad a v ”, overlook ing
v oi p.ci-renown limes
Square, l he citv » most
interesting places, the
tres smart shops, bum
news .renters are ail nearto x *-00 outside rooms,
earn wilh a private hath
ttnh and shower' a radio
ami servidor. Note sur
prisingly moderate rates-

2 minutes a day

' THE SAUNTERER 1

keeps them like new

I

Tales-

RANGE
OIL BURNERS

44t-45$t>.

ROV MOULTON
Manager

atgrtiAvs.N.L

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
surround the hotel
Many rooms with private balconies

HOTEL

Corner Second St. and First Ave.
Booklet

on
Application

$24.50

Who was Who?

GRALYNN
RATES: <European)
Single $2 50 to $8 00 dallv
Double $4.00 to $12.00 daily

What is this thing
called “thrift”?

T

COLUMBUS
HOTEL
On Biscayne Bay
MIAMI, FLORIDA
luxurious comfort

ra

where modern appointments and

SECURITY TRUST

thoughtful service contribute a more

ample measure

smart living.

Company

of happiness to
Convenient to every
Biscayne Room

important attraction in the greater
Miami area.

.«

«___ «

«

«

* European or American Plan
Vt/m. M. Gale, Manager

«

Dining salon de
luxe. Rendezvous
of the smart cos
mopolitan group
Overlooking Bis
cayne Bav. Bay:
front Hark ai.u
the Atlantic Ocean

.1

